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ABSTRACT 

This study presents and describes the events which comprise 

the history of the Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus from its organization 

in 1939, through 1979, the completion of its fourth decade of service. 

The document provides the reader with detailed information on hvw the 

group originated, its development as a community, non-profit, 

educational organization, and its rise to prominence, in its first 

forty years, as a nationally and internationally recognized performing 

choir. 

This dissertation is based on oral history as recorded by 

former chorus members, directors, parents and officials of the 

organization as well as from historical records in the archives of 

the Boys Chorus. The scope of this study includes an investigation 

and description of the events associated with the founding of the 

organization with specific attention given to each of the first four 

decades. Also included is a discussion of the three directors, 

Eduardo Caso (1939-1965), Jeffrey R. Haskell (1965-1975), John Stuart 

Davis (1975-1979), and other aspects of the Chorus. A general 

historical overview of boy choirs is included to establish a framework 

for placing the Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus in an appropriate context. 

The reader will find events summarized in chart form in an 

appendix. Other appendices detail documents associated with the 
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organization, forms used in the research, Chorus repertoire, and a 

roster of assistant directo~s and accompanists. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus is a non-profit, educational 

organization that has been operating in Tucson since 1939. Unlike 

many other American boy choirs, it has no school or church affiliation 

but is solely a non-sectarian, non-denominational community organization .. 

Through its development, one of the major activities for the group has 

been its annual national or international tour. Hundreds of Tucson 

community youths have participated in and have traveled with the Tucson 

Arizona Boys Chorus. 

During the organization's history, there has not been a 

consistent method of recording the events of the Chorus. Historian 

duties in the past have been largely left up to individual parents or 

volunteers. With the quick turnover that the Chorus experiences in 

its memberships, consistency in this and other areas has not been 

achieved. 

This dissertation describes the various traditions that 

the Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus has established and outlines an 

extensive chronology of major events throughout the Chorus' history 

up to and including the completion of its fourth decade in 1979. 

Information has been primarily acquired from the following sources: 

1) personal interviews with various individuals who have had an 

1 



association with the Chorus in various capacities, 2) written 

responses from individuals who completed a questionnaire on different 

aspects of the Chorus, and 3) newspaper articles detailing Chorus 

activities. (Some page numbers of out-of-state and out-of-country 

publications were unavailable. See Appendix E for sample biblio

graphical information request letter.) This study reports only the 

actual events of the Chorus' development as interpreted by those 

interviewed and the newspaper articles reported. No value judgments 

of any kind have been made. 

For those associated with the Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus, the 

information contained in this study can prove to be of value since a 

realization of the past is essential for an evaluation of the present 

and an objective look to the future. 

2 



CHAPTER 2 

HISTORICAL OVERVIEW OF BOY CHOIRS 

The Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus is a unique organization built 

on a strong tradition. Since its inception it has served the community 

of Tucson in a cultural capacity unlike many other boy choir institutions 

affiliated with churches or schools. Also the Chorus has become a force 

in its educational and social importance for the community. 

Awareness of tradition is an essential element in the strength 

of an organization. In this case, a knowledge of the history of the 

boy choir in general is also vital. However, the literature about 

the history of the boy choir has not been extensive. Most information 

on this subject can be found within various publications on music 

1 history e.g., The New Groves Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 

A Hi f W M i 2 S di i M di 1 d RiM . 3 story 0 estern us c, tu es n e eva an ena ssance US1C, 

1 
The New Groves Dictionary of Music and Musicians, ed. by 

Stanley Sadie (London: Macmillan Publishers Limited, 1980). 

2 
Donald Jay Grout, A History of Western Music, revised edition 

(New York: W. W. Norton and Company, 1973). 

3 
Manfred F. Bukofzer, Studies in Medieval and Renaissance Music 

(New York: W. W. Norton and Company, 1950). 

3 
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4 Music in the Renaissance, and Flemish Music and Society in the 15th 

and 16th Centuries. 5 

Before discussing the traditions of the Tucson Arizona Boys 

Chorus and the organization's historical development, the history of 

the boy choir in general will be reviewed. 

Antiquity 

Boy choirs are among the oldest of youth organizations and can 

be traced back to antiquity through Greek and Hebrew cultures. In 

ancient Greece, the chorus was a dancing as well as a singing ensemble. 

It consisted of groupings of men and boys who performed monophonic 

music. In the Hebrew culture, choirs of the synagogues were officially 

composed of adult males, but boys were allowed, probably in the role of 

6 apprentices, to add their voices to the singing. 

There has always been a specific reason for the existence of 

the boy choir since ancient time--primarily to supply the treble voices 

to music performed in liturgical services. Boys voices were used due 

to the forbiddance of women's participation in religious ritual. The 

Catholic church realized the value of the choir boy in having a select 

4 Gustav Reese, Music in the Renaissance, revised edition 
(New York: W. W. Norton and Company, 1959). 

5 Robert Wangernee, Flemish Music and Society in the 15th and 
16th Centuries, trans. by Robert Erich Wolf (New York: F. A. Praeger 
Publisher, 1968). 

6James G. Smith, "Chorus," The New Groves Dictionary of Music 
and Musicians, ed. by Stanley Sadie, vol. 4 (London: Macmillan 
Publishers Limited, 1980), p. 342. 
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group of educated and disciplined youths from which to draw for priest-

7 hood candidates and adult practicing musicians. 

Middle Ages 

Primarily due to the effort of Pope Gregory the Great (591-

604 A.D.), most boy choirs existed during the Middle Ages in and around 

various monasteries. In England, St. Augustine, who was sent on a 

mission to convert the countrymen by Pope Gregory in 597 A.D., founded 

the first song school in the area. This school included boy singers 

8 and eventually developed into the Canterbury Cathedral Choir. The 

English have since enjoyed a long tradition of church choirs consisting 

of men and boys providing the liturgical music in both Catholic and later 

Anglican services. Some of the established English cathedral choirs 

can be found in the cathedrals of Oxford, Ely, Peterborough, Bristol, 

Carlisle, Chester, Gloucester and Rochester with larger choirs estab-

1ished at Westminster Abbey and at the cathedrals of Canterbury, 

Durham, Winchester and Worcester. 

In Rome, at the beginning of the Middle Ages, the "Scho1a 

Cantorum" was established as a group of singers and teachers entrusted 

with the training of boys and men as church musicians. This group 

became the central body for the propogation of the Roman chant, as 

the singers were sent to other churches and monasteries after their 

7 George Bragg, "The Pied Pipers: Boy Choirs in America," 
Choral Journal, ACDA Publications (March 1972), p. 10. 

8Ibid • 



9 training to provide music for services. The various chants sung by 

the men and boy church musicians were organized by Pope Gregory into a 

uniform repertoire used by the Church in all countries. These 

"Gregorian Chants" are one of the great treasures of Western civili-

10 zation. 

In the churches and monasteries of the Middle Ages, choirs 

were composed solely of men or men and boys. Only in convents were 

women afforded an opportunity to sing sacred choral music. Documents 

6 

from the last few decades prior to the Renaissance show that cathedral 

11 choirs usually consisted of four to six boys and ten to thirteen men. 

During the Late Middle Ages, boy choirs flourished in the 

wealthy courts of various Kings and the chapels of the Princes of the 

Church. One of the primary centers for the development of the boy 

choir was in the Burgundian courts, which included eastern France as 

well as Belgium and the Netherlands. In the traditions of these 

12 Burgundian courts the most important musicians were the singers. 

Renaissance 

During the Renaissance, 1450 to 1600, wealthier churches 

and courts in Italy began using polyphonic music in their services. 

Choirs were organized for which boy choristers were sought after to 

sing the high treble voicings in the polyphonic settings. The 

9Willi Apel, Harvard Dictionary of Music, second edition, 
Belknap Press of Harvard University, 1979, p. 756. 

10 Grout, pp. 20-22. 

11smith, pp. 343-344. 

12 Bragg, p. 10. 



certain type of voice production and the certain style in which boys 

were trained in the Flemish schools had a fine reputation and was in 

high demand. The best singers were sought after by various cities and 

princes competing to lure these musicians from one place to another. 

7 

13 Constant changing back and forth of the best singers was not uncommon. 

Spain (under the rule of Charles V and later his son Phillip) 

followed in the tradition of the Burgundian courts by using boy 

choristers plus cantors, most often priests, in their chapels. Boys 

between the ages of seven and twelve who showed musical promise were 

trained in the Churches of the North then brought to Spain to sing in 

the chapels. They were returned to their homes when their voices 

changed. 14 As noted in Smith's article: "the choirs of Renaissance 

churches and chapels, like their predecessors of the Middle Ages, 

were composed entirely of male singers. Bass and tenor parts were 

sung by men. Alto parts were sung by men with exceptionally high 

natural voices, by falsettists, by boys or by boys and men combined. 

15 Soprano parts were normally assigned to boys." 

Baroque 

The use of boy choristers providing the treble lines in vocal 

music continued throughout the Baroque period, 1600-1750, in the 

tradition of the cathedral cnoir schools. Boy singers were boarded 

13Ibid 

14Ibid • 

15 Smith, p. 345. 



at the schools and were trained in vocal music as well as theology 

and other subject matter. Their main duty was to provide music for 

liturgical services. The general enlargement of church choirs that 

had taken place during the Renaissance was not carried forward to any 

extent during the Baroque era. For example, during the Renaissance 

the French royal chapel consisted of sixty singers. Louis XIV doubled 

the choir's former size in order to make it more representative of his 

majestic court. For special occasions unusually large choirs were 

created by combining two or more choirs. This was evident in England 

where the choirs of the Chapel Royal and Westminster Abbey were com-

bined for English coronations. In 1759, at Handel's funeral, an 

unusually large choir was organized by combining three notable English 

groups, the St. Paul's Cathedral Choir, the Westminster Abbey Choir 

and the Chapel Royal Choir, all consisting of men and boy choristers. 

During the Baroque period, however, choirs were often smaller than 

those of the Renaissance. The reduced numbers were due largely to 

some extreme circumstances. According to Smith: 

Periods of adversity were sometimes the result of 
external circumstances: for instance, German choirs 
suffered a drastic shortage of adult male singers during 
the Thirty Years War (1618-48) and English choirs were 
adversely affected during the Civil War (1642-49). Toward 
the end of the Baroque era, indifference on the part of 
patrons had a deleterious effect on choirs. English choirs 
•••• were allowed to degenerate in both size and quality by 
Charles II's successors. 16 

16 Smith, p. 347. 

8 



In 1730, J. S. Bach, the most noted contributor of Lutheran church 

music in Germany, complained to the Leipzig town council about the 

inferior quality of some of the singers assigned to him, and he 

suggested that a minimum number of twelve singers be provided to 

serve the three Leipzig churches, a total of thirty-six. This was 

17 a substantially smaller group than previous choirs. 

In the first half of the eighteenth century, oratorios in 

which the chorus played a prominent part were being performed. The 

English oratorios of Handel were the most significant of this period. 

The choruses of his oratorios were originally performed by small 

group of singers. 18 According to Smith: "For the 1758 Foundling 

Hospital performance of Messiah, Handel's forces consisted of thirteen 

adult male choristers, six boy choristers, three male and three 

19 female soloist and an orchestra of thirty-three." Although opera 

and oratorios provided non-ecclesiastical performance opportunities 

for the boy choristers, the principal educator of the singers during 

the Baroque period was the church. 

Classical Period 

During the Classical Period, 1750 to 1825, secular music 

expanded. Composers tended to give more emphasis to the writing 

of sonatas, symphonies and operas than to choral and church music. 

This trend ultimately brought sacred music into conformity with the 

17Ibid 

18 Grout, p. 442. 

19 Smith, p. 350. 

9 
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style of secular music. There was an introduction into church music 

of the various musical idioms and forms of opera, with orchestral 

accompaniments, da capo arias and accompanied recitatives. The list 

of leading church composers at the time is almost identical to the 

leading composers of symphonies and operas. Most noted church 

compositions were the masses and sacred motets of Haydn (i.e. Mass of 

Mariazella, 1782, and the Imperial Mass in D minor, 1978), Mozart 

(i.e. Coronation Mass in C, 1779), and Beethoven (i.e. Missa Solemnis, 

Mass in D).20 

The cathedral choir schools of boy choristers still functioned 

during the Classical period, but the use of female voices was much 

more acceptable than in previous periods and much more frequent. 

Toward the end of the period there was agitation for musical reform in 

the churches. This reform movement worked for the revival of the 

a cappella style of the sixteenth century and the restoration of 

Gregorian Chant. According to Percy Young: 

In an attempt to reclaim lost territories, the orthodox 
Catholic position with regard to church music was restated: 
"wherever it is desired to employ the acute voices of 
sopranos and contraltos, these parts must be taken by boys, 
according to the most ancient usage of the church. 21 

Vienna Choir Boys 

Austria is another significant example of the influence the 

music of the Burgundian Chapel and its boy choristers had in other 

20 Grout, pp. 474, 492, 493, 503, 532. 

21 Percy M. Young, "Chorus," The New Groves Dictionary of Music 
and Musicians, ed. by Stanley ~adie, vol. 4 (Lodnon: Macmillan 
Publishers Limited, 1980), p. 354. 



areas of Europe. Emperor Maximilian I of Austria married Mary of 

Burgundy who brought to the Emperor the Province of Burgundy as a 

dowery. Maximilian, a performer on several instruments, was a 

supporter of artistic endeavors. He came to know and appreciate the 

qualities OF the Burgundian Chapel and its musicians. On his visits 

to the Netherlands he had observed the high quality of vocal art dis-

played by the young singers of that region, and he saw no reason why 

his court at Vienna should not have a similar choir of pure treble 

22 boys voices. 

Thus, on July 7, 1498, a group of eight boys was assembled as 

a singing group by the imperial decree of Maximilian I. It did not 

have the formal designation of "Vienna Choir Boys" but was a youth 

division of the Emperor's musical establishment. In addition to the 

boys choir, there was a symphony orchestra, a lyric theatre and a 

teaching conservatory. The choristers, like the musicians, came from 

the Netherlands. 23 

11 

While Maximilian's entire musical establishment quickly became 

a center of Viennese cultural life, no branch of it prospered more 

than the boys choir. It was established with a double function to 

provide music for the church services and music for social functions. 

Since Maximilian partied as often as he went to church, the boys were 

22"The Vienna Choir Boys," promotional brochure (New York: 
ICM Artists Publications, 1981), p. 4. 

23 Ibid • 
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kept quite busy. The number of boys quickly expanded, and their skills 

24 and versatility grew equally impressive. 

This musical organization in the Viennese court has attracted 

fine musicians through the years. Christoph Gluck spent several years 

as composer to the court in Vienna and wrote for the Imperial Chapel. 

Wolfgang Mozart did the same on his promotion as Composer to the Court 

in 1787. Without a doubt the most famous Viennese choir boy was Franz 

Schubert, who was a member of the choir from 1808 to 1813. Anton 

Bruckner became organist of the Imperial Chapel in 1867 and added his 

25 influence to the group. 

In 1918, however, it seemed that the collapse of the dynasty 

and the dissolution of the Austro-Hungarian Empire would mean the end 

of the institution. Then, Josef Schnitt retained the chaplaincy of the 

Imperial Chapel, and in 1924 he decided to re-establish the boys choir. 

It was felt that the boarding school method was the best way of insuring 

the musical training necessary for the choristers. Schnitt spared no 

personal expense, and he alone is responsible for the salvation of 

this aspect of Austrian musical traditio'n. The boarding school choir 

begun by Schnitt had grown to be the "Vienna Choir Boys," as they are 

now called, and they embarked on concert tours around the wor1d. 26 

24 Ibid, pp. 5-6. 

25"Vienna Choir Boys," news release (New York: ICM Artists 
Publications, 1981), p. 1. 

26 Ibid • 
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American Boy Choirs 

In America, boys sang in choirs long before Europeans settled 

on the east coast. In 1519, Hernando Cortez conquered the Aztec 

Indians in Central America and brought along with him a Catholic priest 

named Pedro de Gante. Born in Belgium in 1479, De Gante was exposed 

to the Flemish Chapel Choirs of men and boys. In his work with the 

Indians, he learned their language very quickly and provided musical 

instruction for the sons of the Aztec chiefs. He taught them singing, 

rudiments of music and instrument making, as well as other subjects. 

De Gante also used a system of student teaching apprenticeship, having 

brighter students with more experience help the others. This is a 

system that is evident throughout the history of boy choirs--members 

passing technique and tradition on to younger members. Most of the 

music that De Gante and the other missionaries taught in Central 

America was intended for the Church. 27 

On the East Coast, boys sang in choirs before the United 

States became a nation. Loosely organized choirs have been documented 

as early as 1700. Throughout the years, numerous boy choirs have been 

established, primarily in areas of dense population. Most of these 

28 groups provided music for worship. 

In 1894, the tradition of a boy choir was first brought to 

New York City with the establishment of a choir school at Grace Church, 

27George Heller, "Fray Pedro de Gante: Pioneer American Music 
Educator," Journal of Research in Music Education, vol. 27 (Spring 1979). 

28D• C. Rhoden, "Community Boy Choirs In The United States 
Today," Choral Journal, ACDA Publication (September 1975), p. 6. 
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on lower Broadway at Tenth Street. Under the guidance of James 

Helfenstein, this school was modeled after the European Cathedral Choir 

schools where the boys lived and studied in the usual routine of a 

boys' preparatory school. The boys, combined with men singers, 

provided the choral music for the service at Grace Church. St. Thomas 

Church and the Cathedral of St. John the Divine soon followed in 

29 establishing boarding boy choirL. 

Beginning around 1900 with the Roney Boys of Chicago, boy 

choirs of a secular or community nature were established. The Tucson 

Arizona Boys Chorus is one. These groups serve the cultural community 

outside the confines of the church service. 30 The establishment of boy 

singing groups in the subsequent several decades grew significantly in 

America. Founded in 1939, the Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus was one 

of the earliest organizations of this kind. The Vienna Choir Boys 

had influence on this trend of developing American boy choirs. As 

stated in a letter from Steve Stevens, curator of The National Archive 

of Boy Choirs: ...... We are now witnessing an ever increasing momentum 

of excitement and activity in the boy choir field. Since the 1930's, 

when the Vienna Choirboys initiated their United States tours, boy 

choirs of all types have been established: Church-related, civic, 

honor, public school, semi-professional, and summer boy choirs ... 3l 

29Frank Cedric Smith, "The Boy Choir: Ancient Tradition 
Survives," Music Journal, vol. 23 (December 1965), pp. 20-21. 

30 Rhoden, p. 6. 

31Steve Stevens, letter to Jeffrey Haskell, February 2, 1973. 
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One boy choir that was most influenced by the Vienna Choir Boys 

was the Columbus Boy Choir, later known as The American Boy Choir, 

founded two years prior to the Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus in 1937. The 

Columbus Boy Choir has structured its entire organization to model that 

of the Vienna group, even to its program repertoire and format. As 

noted in the organization's program history: "The choir was origi-

nally founded to be America's answer to the Vienna Choir Boys, and 

its performances still reflect that origin. The touring choir 

numbers twenty-four, and a typical concert program has been divided 

into three sections--a set of sacred music, a staged work, and a set 

32 of light classical music. 

Major American Boy Choirs, other than the Columbus Boy Choir 

(1937) and the Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus (1939) include: the Texas 

Boys Choir, founded in 1946 by George Bragg in Denton, Texas, later 

moving to Fort Worth in 1957; the Phoenix Boys Choir, founded in 1948 

under the initial sponsorship of a Phoenix mortuary, operated by A. Lee 

Moore; the San Francisco Boys Chorus, founded in 1948 by Madi Bacon 

as a resource group for the San Francisco Opera Company; the Chattanooga 

Boys Choir, founded in 1954, director Stephen J. Ortlip; the St. Kilian 

Boy Choir founded in 1955 by Fr. Rayfield O.S.B. in connection with 

the St. Kilian School; the Barrington Boys Choir of Rhode Island, 

founded in 1956 by Guy Vance Carpenter; the Boston Boy Choir, founded 

in 1958 by Theodore Marier in connection with the Boston Archdiocisan 

Choir School; the California Boys Choir founded in 1968 by Douglas 

32 The American Boy Choir, promotional newsletter, "Nature 
and Repertoire," 30 March 1982, p. 3. 
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Neslund, initially as part of Neslund's Master's thesis; the Newark 

Boys Chorus and Chorus School, founded in 1969 by James McCarthy who 

founded the Brooklyn Boys Chorus in 1974; the Northwest Boy Choir 

founded in 1971, Jerome L. Wright founder/director; the Honolulu Boy 

33 Choir, founded in 1974 by Roy Hallman; and numerous other organizations. 

Describing the flexibility essential for a community based boy 

choir, Bragg wrote: "These groups must, of necessity, be a versatile, 

hard-working and solidly based organization. They must be at home on 

stage as well as in a church. Stylistic 'shifting of gears' has to 

I 
,,34 

come easi y. 

A third type of American boy choir is contained within the 

school systems of our country. These choirs have varying purposes 

and standards, and are organized within various individual schools 

35 or set up as select groups from many schools within a district. 

The American boy choir is a social as well as a musical force 

and is a cultural means of heightened musical involvement for youngsters 

within their school, church or civic communities. 36 

33America's Boy Choir Federation, listing of American Boy 
Choirs, Connellsville, Pennsylvania. 

34Bragg, p. 10. 

35 Ibid • 

36 Ibid , p. 11. 



CHAPTER 3 

FOUNDING OF THE TUCSON ARIZONA BOYS CHORUS 

The Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus has been a community legacy 

since 1939. After becoming ill with tuberculosis, Eduardo Caso, founder 

of the Chorus, was sent to Tucson in 1937 by doctors who prescribed 

copious rest and existence in the mild Arizona climate. Caso, a 

celebrated performer known as "the tenor of the radio airways,,,37 was 

treated for his condition at St. Luke's in the Desert Sanitarium. It 

was during this two year period of convalescence that Caso considered 

initiating a boys choir in Tucson. 

1939 

Helen Pfersdorf, an x-ray technician who worked at the Tucson 

X-ray Laboratory, became aware of Caso's predilection for establishing 

a boy choir in Tucson while doing her routine duties during his illness. 

Her interest in Caso's ideas was due to her twelve year old son, James 

Pfersdorf, who was a fine singer in the Mansfeld Junior High Chorus, 

and who she thought might benefit from Caso's musical knowledge and 

experience. As young Pfersdorf, now a retail supervisor in the 

advertising department of Tucson Newspapers Incorporated, recalled in 

an interview: "I came home one afternoon and here's this guy, this 

37"principals In Pan American Day Broadcast," Miami Daily 
News, 15 April 1935, p. 12. 
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guy with glasses. My mother introduced him to me as Mr. Caso and said 

that I was going to start taking singing lessons with him, which I 

did. 38 

James Pfersdorf had become Caso's first student in Tucson. Caso 

gave him singing lessons twice a week in his rented apartment that was 

sparsely furnished with the exception of the indispensable piano that 

was prominently positioned. Soon two other boys joined Pfersdorf in 

group singing lessons; Ted Bushnell, now an ophthalmologist in 

Hyattsvile, Maryland, and James Savage, who later became a sculptor 

but died in an auto accident on New Year's Day, 1967. 39 

Caso worked with the boys through the fall months of 1939 and 

by Christmas he had increased his students in this group to eight 

members. Due to increasing numbers, he needed to secure a larger 

area to hold his practices. He was able to make arrangements with the 

First Congregational Church, located at Second Avenue and Third Street 

in Tucson, to use the church's basement for rehearsals twice a week 

in the late afternoon after school. This arrangement made between 

Caso and Rev. Fred W. Niedringhaus, minister of the church, led to 

the first public performance by the boys when they were invited to sing 

at the Vesper Service Christmas Eve 1939. Jim Pfersdorf recalls that 

first performance: "If I close my eyes today, I can still remember 

standing there in the Congregational Church for that first Christmas 

performance. I was scared stiff. I can remember looking out in the 

38 James Pfersdorf, interview, 21 February 1983. 

39J • C. Martin, "A Few Notes On The Boys Chorus," Arizona 
Daily Star, 17 March 1974, sec. E, p. 3. 
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di d i h "40 au ence an spott ng my mot er. In order to fill out the sound of 

the small group's first performance, Caso recruited two girls to back 

up his altos. Listed in the program of the Vespers service appears 

the acknowledgement: Selections by the Tucson Boys Choir, assisted by 

Matie Frary and Donna Fischer. Today these one time boy choristers 

are Matie Frary Winstead and Donna Fischer Haney both living in Tucson. 

Mrs. Winstead, in charge of vocal music at Safford Junior High School, 

recalled: "I was so excited about it, but all I can remember is that 

we sang somewhere in a church. My piano teacher, Winifred Knight, told 

Mr. Caso that Donna and I had pretty alto voices. He kind of placed 

us in the middle, where we wouldn't be too visible."41 

Three numbers were programmed in the first Tucson Arizona 

Boys Chorus* appearance: Deck the Halls, Away In A Manger solo by 

Ted Bushnell, and 0 Come All Ye Faithful solo by Jimmy Pfersdorf. 

It was anomalous for Caso to select Deck the Halls for a church 

service in that it is definitely a secular piece. The rest of the 

entire evening service consisted of sacred Christmas music. 42 

During the fall of 1939, the Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus was 

founded by Eduardo Caso working initially with one boy, then expanding 

to eight members with its first public performance on Christmas Eve. 

40Ibid • 

41Ibid • 

42 Vesper Service Program, First Congregational Church, 
December 24, 1939. 

*The name "Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus" without punctuation of 
a comma or apostrophe is used by the organization. 



Even though a boys choir was an innovation for Tucson, it was not new 

for Caso. He modeled the Tucson group after a similar boys choir he 

had organized in Miami, Florida and directed for approximately two 

years prior to his illness with tuberculosis. Caso was well suited 
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for his new position. His training and experience fitted him for the 

Boys Chorus since he was a well known singer, a competent musician and 

arranger, and had previously worked with boys in an educational setting. 



CHAPTER 4 

THE FIRST DECADE - 1940 TO 1949 

1940 

After the 1939 Christmas Eve concert, Caso realized the 

potential for the expansion of the group and immediately embarked on a 

recruiting campaign. By January 17, 1940, just weeks after the first 

performance, a photograph of the boys standing on the steps of the 

Congregational Church appeared in the Tucson Daily Citizen. Caso 

had taken the photograph himself. It pictured twenty-three boys wearing 

43 
long-sle~ved white shirts with dark shoes and trousers. This was 

a substantial increase from the initial eight just three weeks before. 

By February 2, 1940, there were thirty boys in the Chorus. They were 

presented in the group's first radio broadcast over KVOA by the 

St. Luke's Board of Visitors in order to publicize the St. Luke's 

Charity Ball. This landmark broadcast, which was the forerunner to a 

multitude of performances by the Chorus on radio, television, movies 

and recordings, lasted fifteen minutes and included Let's Sing Again, 

Carry Me Back To Old Virginia, South Of The Border, and 0 Come All 

Ye Faithful. 44 

43"BOys Choir Will Make First Appearances," Tucson Daily 
Citizen, 17 January 1940, p. 2. 

44 "Boys Choir Will Sing This Evening," Tucson Daily Citizen, 
2 February 1940, p. 9. 
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The early performances by the Chorus were all local and were 

given for various women's civic and arts organizations and for various 

hospitals and nursing homes. As Pfersdorf recalled these presentations: 

"In those days, the biggest trips we took were to the Veteran's Hospital. 

Caso was great for entertaining people who couldn't normally get out •••• 

and all of these concerts were for free. To sing in public was part 

45 of Caso's training." 

Mr. Caso also had a congenial relationship with the local 

NBC Radio Station, KVOA, which eventually became the Chorus' first 

major sponsor. Pfersdorf commented: 

Radio was much different than it is now. Caso had a 
deal worked out with them (KVOA) that if they needed 
something to air to give him a call. I remember several 
times my mother would yell at me to come in and wash up 
and soon Mr. Caso would be by to pick me up. He'd take us 
to the studio and there we would broadcast our songs as a 
filler for their schedule. 46 

The majority of support that Caso received in the first years 

was from individual parents. He found it somewhat difficult to get 

community encouragement for his new performing group.47 

The first formal concert given by the Chorus was a Christmas 

program on December 19, 1940. The Chorus consisted of thirty-six 

voices, and Caso augmented the group with various adult performers. 48 

45pfersdorf, interview. 

46Ibid • 

47 Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus, Parents Association 
Handbook, p. 5. 

48"BOYS' Choir To Sing Tonight--Eduardo Caso Conducts His 
Young Singers In Yule Program," Arizona Daily Star, 19 December 
1940. 
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The Tucson Temple of Music and Art was the setting for this performance, 

and admission was charged the approximately 250 audience members, mostly 

relatives, to raise funds for new choir vestments. This was the first 

admission charge for a Chorus performance. 49 

1941 

The Chorus took its first trip May 10 and 11, 1941. Thirty-

four choristers rode the train to Phoenix where they performed on 

radio stations KOY and KTAR and gave a community-wide evening per-

formance sponsored by the Ladies' Auxiliary of the First Presbyterian 

50 Church. Mrs. Archer Linde was responsible for making the arrange-

ments for this performance. As appeared in an article in the Arizona 

Daily Star: "Mrs. Linde, who has charge of a Phoenix concert series 

each season, came to Tucson about a month ago to hear the boys, and 

was so favorably impressed by their performance that she was determined 

51 to have them presented in the capital at the earliest opportunity." 

According to the Phoenix Republican52 and the Phoenix Gazette,53 

this first venture and performance outside the Tucson vicinity was a 

49 Handbook, p. 5. 

50 "Phoenix Concert Is Scheduled for Tucson Boys Choir," 
Tucson Daily Citizen, 9 May 1941, sec. A, p. 4. 

51"Boys Choir Will Appear In Phoenix During Early May," 
Arizona Daily Star, 6 April 1941, p. 3. 

52"Tucson Choir Thrills Crowd," Phoenix Republican, 11 May 
1941, p. 9. 

53 "Tucson Boys Choir Acclaimed By Large Phoenix Audience," 
Phoenix Gazette, 12 May 1941, p. 15. 



success and had a large crowd in attendance. This event could be 

considered the "original" Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus Tour. 

It is interesting to note that as early as September 1940 

there was publicity about Caso beginning a Girls Choir for girls 

between the ages of ten and fourteen. In the Tucson Daily Citizen 

the concluding paragraph on an article about the Boys Chorus stated: 

"The girls' choir recently formed by Mr. Caso meets for rehearsals 

Mondays and Thursdays at 4:30 o'clock in the First Methodist Church. 

Girls of ten years of age and older are in the choir.,,54 However, 

there is no evidence of any public performance by this group. 

During the first two years of the Chorus, Caso was actively 

seeking assistance from various community organizations to help him 

promote his boy choir. In the summer of 1941, he was able to arrange 

for KVOA Radio to become the Chorus' first major sponsor. The Chorus 

had already, on a number of occasions, broadcast local performances 
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over KVOA, so a foundation to this new relationship had been established. 

In the new arrangement announced by Caso on August 16, 1941, the station 

was to act as guarantor for the Chorus in its third season. This 

sponsorship was explained in an article in the Arizona Daily Star: 

The station •••• will stand as guarantor for the choir 
in its various concerts and other activities during the 
year, and in return the boys will appear in KVOA broadcasts 
throughout the winter. 

54"BOYS' Choir To Be In Several Programs In State," Tucson 
Daily Citizen, 17 April 1941, p. 6. 



The radio program on which they will appear will be 
known as "Eduardo Caso presents----", and will be a weekly 
feature. The boys choir will appear on the program twice 
a month and the other two programs each month will be 
filled by Mr. Caso, tenor soloist, and by other musicians 
whom he will present.55 

1942 

On September 27, 1942, the Chorus had the opportunity to 
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perform with Ginger Rogers and a host of other performers in a benefit 

concert for the sale of war bonds held at the University of Arizona 

auditorium. This performance was a reward for those who had purchased 

war bonds, since a bond purchase was the admission price, and also was 

an incentive for Tucsonans to buy more bonds. 56 During the course of 

World War II, the Chorus participated in several of these war bond 

benefit performances. 

1943 

The Annual Spring Concert was presented at the Temple of 

Music and Art on Wednesday evening, April 7. The Alleluia by Mozart 

57 was featured, and baritone Lee Gilmore was the guest artist. 

Appearing in the paper on the morning of the concert were 

these words: 

55"BOys To Have Busy Season--Station KVOA Guarantor Of 
Tucson Boys Choir For Coming Year," Arizona Daily Star, 17 Augus t 
1941, p. 3. 

56"Ginger Rogers Stars Tonight In Tucson's War Bond Show," 
Arizona Daily Star, 27 September 1942, sec. A, p. 4. 

57"Choir To Feature Mozart Work On Wednesday Concert," 
Arizona Daily Star, 4 April 1943, p. 5. 



If there is anything that needs encouragement in these 
days of war, it is something that diverts attention from 
machines and materialistic thinking and instead stirs 
those intangible forces of the spirit that abide in almost 
all men. 

Music is something that does just that •••• those who like 
to hear good singing •••• can hear this choir (Tucson Boys 
Choir) with pleasure and inspiration. 58 

The concert was reviewed by Elizabeth Lewis, and her 

comments were as follows: 

Last night's performance was impressive •••• the boys work 
with precision and amazingly quick understanding of what their 
director wants. 

The outstanding number in the first half was probably 
the Mozart Alleluia. Its suitability for young voices 
combined with Mr. Caso's tasteful interpretation to make 
it the high point of the evening •••• 59 

A football team consisting of six boys was formed from the 

group of Boys Chorus members. The team was known as the Tucson Boys 

Choir Typhoons and played in several games against other teams within 

their age group. Their opponents were from Brandeis School, Amphi-

theatre School and Saints Peter and Paul School. Caso stated that 

many people have the erroneous idea that choir boys are "sissies" 

and his boys are proving that it isn't so. The "Typhoons" finished 

the season with an undefeated record. 60 

58"Hear The Boys Choir," Arizona Daily Star, 7 April 
1943, p. 6. 

59Elizabeth Lewis, "Choir Concert Well Received," Arizona 
Daily Star, 8 April 1943, p. 4. 
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60Bill Lucas, "The Spectator," Arizona Daily Star, 1943, p. 10. 
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Rehearsals began for the 1943-44 season in September. 

Because of the large number of boys already registered, Caso announced 

that a second independent group of boys had been formed between the 

ages of eight and ten.61 Th hi t b i h fi t ere were now t rty- wo oys n t e rs 

group of eleven to fourteen years and twenty-four boys in the second 

group of nine to eleven years old. 62 

1944 

The Chorus continued its regular rehearsals and local per-

formances in 1944. Through the efforts of KVOA and its network, the 

National Broadcasting Company, the Chorus performed in a coast-to-

coast broadcast on Christmas Eve, 1944. They sang from the historic 

Mission San Xavier del Bac, one of the oldest preserved Spanish 

missions in America. The Chorus performed ten sacred carols in this 

broadcast which also featured a narrative description of the mission 

(known as the "White Dove of the Desert") by J. Howard Pyle, who was 

at that time the program director for KTAR Radio in Phoenix and who 

later became governor of Arizona. 63 

1945 

This national Christmas broadcast and association with Pyle 

led to another major appearance by the Chorus. On Easter Sunday, 

61"BOYS· Choir Has Begun Rehearsals," Arizona Daily Star, 
5 September 1943, p. 3. 

62"Tucson Boys Choir Gives Series Of Season Programs," 
Tucson Daily Citizen, 24 December 1943, p. 14. 

63"NBC To Broadcast Carols Of Boys Choir At Old Mission," 
Arizona Daily Star, 19 December 1944, p. 6. 



April 1, 1945, the Chorus participated in the Easter Sunrise Services 

at the south rim of the Grand Canyon. The program, which was broad-

cast over the NBC Radio network and was sent by short wave to armed 

forces throughout the world, was hosted by Pyle. Approximately fifty 

Tucson boys journeyed to the canyon to sing for the services. 64 Caso 

later commented about this performance: "The first notes we sang, 
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coming from fifty sleepy, half-frozen little throats, were some of the 

sourest ever heard over nationwide radio, but it was soon alright and 

NBC forgave us.,,65 The Chorus was indeed forgiven by the network who 

had the group back the following year, Easter 1946, for participation 

in a similar sunrise service. 

On September 22, 1945, Articles of Incorporation were filed 

in the Pima County Recorder's Office by Caso and three others to 

incorporate the Tucson Arizona Boys Choir Society, Incorporated 

as a non-profit, non-denominational, educational organization. 

Following is the purpose of the corporation as stated in the articles: 

The purposes for which this corporation is formed 
are exclusively educational •••• lt is organized to acquire, 
take over, conduct, manage, operate and maintain the Tucson 
Boys Choir, and to establish, maintain and operate a school 
•••• specializing •••• in musical education, with special 
emphasis on the training of voice and choir singing. 66 

Tucson 
64"Tucson Boys 
Daily Citizen, 

65 Martin, p. 3. 

Choir To Sing Over NBC Easter Broadcast," 
28 March 1945, p. 6. 

66Articles of Incorporation of Tucson Boys Choir Society, 
Article III. 
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Incorporators that signed the document and became the original 

Board of Directors were Joe Leigh, President; Walter Burrows, Vice 

President; C. E. Coulson, Secretary; and Eduardo Caso, Director. 67 

By October of 1945 the Board consisted of fifteen members with Joe 

Leigh as President, Walter Burrows as Vice President, Mrs. D. W. Kussman 

as Secretary, and C. E. Coulson as Treasurer. The Board of Directors 

established a set of By-Laws which is the framework in which the 

68 Chorus has operated since its incorporation. (Refer to Appendix C.) 

The Chorus has been known by three different names depending 

on the reason for its usage. The legal name, as registered with the 

Arizona Corporation Commission and only used for formal documents, 

is "Tucson Arizona Boys Choir Society, Incorporated." For promotional 

purposes outside the Tucson community, "Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus" 

is used. Within the city, the group is simply known as the "Tucson 

Boys Chorus." 

1946 

After four and a half years of sponsorship by KVOA Radio, Caso 

announced a new sponsor for the Chorus in January 194b. The Tucson 

Optimist Club, whose slogan was "Friend of the Boy," had assumed the 

responsibility for Caso's group. Unlike KVOA's sponsorship, which 

was primarily intended for promotional purposes, the Optimist 

sponsorship was primarily for financial support. The first item the 

67 Ibid • 

68 "Choir Board Plans Membership Drive," Tucson Daily Citizen, 
12 October 1945, p. 8. 



new sponsor had to deal with was to liquidate a $1,200 deficit that 

the Chorus had incurred. Annual costs to keep the Chorus operating 

at that time were $4,500. This financial responsibility was what the 

Optimist Club had assumed. 69 

In December of 1946, during their Christmas vacation, the 

Chorus took the first annual tour of Southern California under the 

auspices of the Optimist Club. The arrangements were made by the 

William McKelvey Martin Agency. The trip included concerts in Long 

Beach, Lakewood, Hollywood, and San Diego. 70 This trip was initially 
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planned for late August 1946; but due to an epidemic outbreak of polio 

in California, the tour was postponed to December. 71 

1947 

In December 1947, the Chorus made a similar but more extensive 

trip to Southern California which included performances in San Pedro, 

Hollywood, San Bernadino, Los Angeles and Santa Ana. During this trip, 

the Chorus was featured with Jimmy Durante at the Biltmore Bowl in Los 

Angeles and on several national radio programs: Breakfast in HOllywood 

with Tom Brennaman, The Gene Autry Show and the Jack Carson Show. 

The first television appearance by the Chorus was made during this 

trip. On December 18 they were broadcast from KTLA television studios 

69"Optimis ts Will Give Support To Boys Choir," Arizona Daily 
Star, 16 January 1946, p. 8. 

70"Tucson Boys Choir Plan Trip To Coast Over Xmas Holidays," 
Arizona Daily Star, 18 December 1946, p. 2. 

71.·Choir Cancels Coast Tour, Tucson Daily Citizen, 23 August 
1946, p. 1. 



in Los Angeles. These trips to Southern California were largely 

financed by private donations from individuals and companies in the 

Tucson community.72 

1948 

In January of 1948, the Chorus lost the sponsorship of the 

Optimist Club, and its immediate future was uncertain. Optimist 

president, William G. Boyd, was quoted as saying: "Our youth work 
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in other fields is too great and the choir has become too large a 

burden for just one organization to sponsor.,,73 However, by January 17, 

Caso was able to again come up with a much needed sponsor. Shortly 

after the Optimist's announcement that they could no longer support 

their choir, the group gave a performance for the Tucson Elks Club at 

a club dinner in honor of Lafayette A. Lewis, Grand Exalted Ruler. 

The performance was very successful and led to the Elks Club becoming 

the third sponsor of the Chorus. A proposal granting the Chorus 

$7,500 was approved by the membership for a one year sponsorship. 

This grant enabled the Chorus to eliminate the tuition fee of $35 

and $50 for its members. The club not only took on the financial 

obligations to operate the Chorus, it also had committees appointed 

to handle concert bookings and publicity.74 

72"Boys Choir Ends Successful Tour," Tucson Daily Citizen, 
29 December 1947, p. 14. 

73"Optimists Drop Boys Choir Sponsorship," Tucson Daily 
Citizen, 2 January 1948, p. 16. 

74"Choir Backed By Tucson Elks," Arizona Daily Star, 
17 January 1948, p. 3. 
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The Chorus continued to give various performances in Tucson 

and surrounding Arizona communities as its popularity and support grew. 

The travel in 1948 took them to Texas and New Mexico and included a 

performance at the Biennial Convention of the National Federation of 

Music Clubs in Dallas. 

1949 

In 1949, Caso was able to organize the first Tucson Boys 

Chorus Summer Camp. The camp was held at the Circle Z Ranch Camp, 

and the boys were given intense musical training which prepared the 

group for the upcoming season. Caso put extreme importance on each 

member's participation at camp. He asserted that it gave a young man 

a chance to mature with his peers, to develop rapport with them, and 

function in a supervised away-from-home environment. Other activities 

at camp included hiking, swimming, archery, riflery and horseback 

riding. Due to a poor financial situation, the following year's 

summer camp was structured as a day camp rather than a live-in camp. 

The boys met every morning for rehearsals, spent the afternoons 

75 swimming and horseback riding, then went home for the evening. 

75"Tucson Boys Choir Would Rather Sing Than Take Vacation," 
Arizona Daily Star, 18 August 1950, sec. B, p. 1. 



CHAPTER 5 

THE SECOND DECADE - 1950 TO 1959 

1950 

The first months of the year 1950, which began the second 

decade, were not successful for the Chorus, financially. The group 

had gone through the last of its three early sponsors, the Elks Club, 

and now was totally on its own in securing revenue to operate. In an 

effort to gain financial support from the community, a headline from 

an article by Jim Hart in the Arizona Daily Star predicted: "Tucson 

Boys Choir is Edging Toward Brink of Dissolution.,,76 The article 

continued to explain the Chorus' problems: 

In its first season as an independent unit, the Tucson 
Boys Choir is either on the verge of its greatest success-
or of dissolution •••• Scheduled tour(s) •••• promise new 
recognition for the thirty-five-voice choir. These same 
tours could wreck the choir--financially. Now •••• it is •••. 
existing mainly through the contributions of patrons. 77 

The community responded and the Chorus did not dissolve. 

Fund-raising activities emerged including exhibition softball games, 

benefit variety shows, picnics, carnivals and rummage sales. 

Also in early 1950, a descriptive phrase originated which has 

continued to identify the Chorus. "Ambassadors in levis and boots" 

76Jim Hart, "Tucson Boys Choir Is Edging Toward Brink Of 
Dissolution," Arizona Daily Star, 20 July 1950, p. 10. 

77 Hart, p. 10. 
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was used in a Tucson Daily Citizen article which appropriately 

described the essence of the unique image the group strived to project. 

This slogan, subsequently shortened to "Ambassadors in Levis," has 

78 been used in Chorus promotional material ever since. 

In the summer of 1950, the Chorus received a major performance 

opportunity that improved its national exposure. The Chorus was 

invited to perform in connection with Arizona Day at the Chicago 

Fair of 1950. The invitation was given by Lolita Linn, manager of 

the "Arizona in Chicago" publicity office in connection with the fair. 

The trip, which was the farthest east the Chorus had traveled to date, 

was made possible by contributions from thirty-nine business firms 

which responded to an appeal organized by Linn. On Tuesday, August 29, 

1950, the Chorus gave four performances to large crowds at the fair. 

In an open letter to all the citizens of Tucson, published September 2, 

1950, in the Arizona Daily Star, Linn wrote: 

Dear Friends of Tucson: 

I have just waved goodbye to twenty-nine boys from Tucson 
who have won the hearts of all Chicago and put the name of 
Tucson on the lips of millions of people. As your Tucson 
Boys Choir left on the Golden State Limited they left behind 
a record of public relations the like of which has been 
achieved by very few who have visited this great crossroads 
of America. 

On Arizona Day at the Chicago Fair they sang before an 
estimated thirty thousand people. Monday night they sang 
before 250 members of the press, radio, television, and 
leading citizens of Chicago. They were received by Mayor 
Kennel1y •••• appeared on WGN-TV •••• were on WGN (radio) on a 
midwest broadcast •••• were guest [sic] of the Chicago Tribune 

78"Ambassadors In Levis Sing Way Into National Attention," 
Tucson Daily Citizen, 11 February 1950, p. 14. 



in a special tour. Through all this they conducted themselves 
in a manner befitting artists and gentlemen. 

The comments one hears in Chicago are this: "They sure 
raise grand boys in Tucson." 

Tucson can throw out its chest and strut a bit because they 
have, to quote a Chicago newspaper man, "The greatest 
walking advertisement a city ever had."79 

Later in 1950, after the boys' trip to the Chicago Fair, 

the Chorus became involved in a legal dispute that took the inter-
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venti on of two state governors to resolve. As the group made preparations 

for their Fifth Annual Christmas Tour to Southern California in November 

1950, a labor law enforcement officer in Santa Barbara announced that 

the choir's appearance there would be in violation of a state law 

forbidding children under the age of twelve to perform while schools 

were in session. The official discontinued the sale of tickets for a 

Santa Barbara concert. Ten of the twenty-nine boys who were scheduled 

to make the trip were under twelve years of age, and most were in the 

soprano section. This was the first time in five California tours that 

the choir had been confronted with such difficulties. After receiving 

a call from acting Governor of Arizona, Wesley Bolin, just before the 

tour was scheduled to begin, Governor Earl Warren of California inter-

vened and waived the state law which would have caused cancellation of 

80 all or part of the scheduled California tour by the Tucson Boys Chorus. 

79 "Praise Is Heaped Upon Boys Choir," Arizona Daily Star, 
2 September 1950, p. 4. 

80"Choir Trip Hit By Legal Knot," Tucson Daily Citizen, 
25 November 1950, p. 2. 



While on tour, the choir gave performances in Blythe, Laguna 

Beach, Santa Barbara, Long Beach, Pasadena and Los Angeles, where the 

Chorus performed in the large Wilshire-Ebell theatre. The highlight 

of this trip, however, was a recording session in Hollywood of a 

Christmas Radio program for the American Broadcasting Company with 

popular singer Ginny Sims. The program was recorded on December 7, 

1950, and was broadcast on Christmas Eve throughout the United States 

over 145 ABC stations. 81 

1951 

Activities in early 1951 included participation in Tucson's 

La Fiesta de los Vaqueros Rodeo Parade. The boys won honors, not for 

82 their singing, but for being the best organized horse riding group. 

Soon to follow was the Spring Concert on March 2 and 3 at the 

83 University of Arizona auditorium. 

On May 25, 1951, the Chorus left Tucson for a fifteen day 

tour on the east coast. Their first stop was Atlantic City, New 

Jersey, where on Monday, May 28, they performed for the Rotary Inter-

national Convention. The Chorus received some financial assistance 

for this portion of the tour from the Rotary Club of Catalina in 

Tucson, who sponsored the boys at the convention. The Atlantic City 

81"Singers Finish Tour Of Coast," Arizona Daily Star, 
12 December 1950, p. 13. 

82"Choir Entry Wins Trophy," Arizona Daily Star, 25 February 
1951, sec. B, p. 2. 

83 Richard Olsen, "Choir Thrills Audience Again," Tucson 
Daily Citizen, 3 March 1951, p. 3. 
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Daily published in regards to the performance: "The Tucson Boys 

Chorus won a standing ovation from the 20,000 members of the Rotary 

Convention here today.,,84 

Several days later, on Thursday evening, May 31, 1951, the 

Chorus performed in New York's Town Hall. This performance received 

the Chorus' first critical review, by music critic Douglas Watt. In 

the June 9, 1951, issue of The New Yorker magazine, he wrote: 

I was beguiled by the first half of a concert presented 
at Town Hall last week by the Arizona Boys Chorus, from 
Tucson. The twenty-six boys •••• had been admirably drilled 
by their director, a former singer named Eduardo Caso, and 
there was a pleasant rapport between him and his charges. 
Dressed in choir boy vestments and standing in three tiers, 
they first sang Bach, Mozart, and a few other things •••• 
with rare control and purity of tone, and, with pink foot
lights shining up into their faces, looked remarkably 
innocent. 

During the intermission, the audience, a relatively small 
one, was in excellent spirits. So was I. The recital was 
light, but it had charm, and the boys were in good form. 85 

Though favorably impressed with the first half of the program, Watt 

found the southwestern second half of the Chorus' performance far 

less charming. He wrote: 

When the curtains next parted, the boys, now wearing 
blue cowboy outfits, were grouped around an imaginary 
campfire •••• the program identified this section as "Songs 
of the Southwest," arranged by Caso himself. Following 
Home on the Range, the Chorus went on to such sterling 
indigenous songs •••• as Empty Saddles, Blue Prairie, and 

84 "Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus," Columbia Artist Management, 
Inc., 1952. 
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Tumbling Tumbleweeds, and sang them all in •••• distorted 
arrangements with notes drawn out like chewing gum. Caso 
is evidently a sucker for this sort of thing. I'm not. 86 

Watt concluded his review writing that the Chorus was a "basically 

fine group," which because of "mounting theatricalism," he feared, 

might be on its way to becoming a caricature of itself, a new 

"Harmonica Rascals.,,87 

This first critical review of the Chorus' program and of 

Caso was important. As J. C. Martin analyzed Watt's review in his 

article published in the Arizona Daily Star, March 17, 1974: 

Except for the ecstatic reports filtered through 
Caso, it was the first outside evaluation of the Chorus 
Tucsonans had had, and while the New Yorker's praise 
was not unqualified, it was believable in its honesty 
and coming from a magazine publishing in the professional 
cultural core of America, extraordinarily long and good.88 

Not all the reviewers in attendance at the Town Hall performance 

agreed with Watt. After describing the Chorus' costuming and staging 

at considerable length, an unsigned article in the New York Times 

showed approval of the "Songs of the Southwest" portion of the 

89 program. The critic wrote: 

The musical arrangements were of the most lush and 
sophisticated types, including bell sounds, humming 
through consonants, sliding tones and various amusing 
effects such as cow and coyote calls. The kids ran 
through this kind of thing with ease and with evidence 
of careful training. 

86Ibid • 

87 Martin, p. 3. 

88Ibid • 

89"BOyS Chorus Gets More Ink," Tucson Daily Citizen, 
5 June 1951, p. 2. 
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A large number of New Yorkers appeared to find 
justified the pride Tucson takes in its Chorus. 90 

Time Magazine also featured an article on the Chorus and 

Town Hall performance on the first page of its music section in the 

June 11, 1951, edition. This unsigned article was titled "Hard 

Working Angels" and began: "At Manhattan's Town Hall one night last 

week, Conductor Eduardo Caso called his chorus into a backstage 

huddle. The big New York critics were out front, he said. 'They can 

make us or break us. It's do or die.,,,9l The Time article then 

continued to describe the various aspects of the performance, the 

music, costumes and staging. Commenting on the audiences final 

reactions, the article stated: "When it was over, the audience 

gurgled like a bunch of doting mothers. Gushed one matron: 'Angels 

--all of them.' Director Caso had polished the Arizona Boys Chorus 

well. They were as well disciplined as paratroopers. And their 

92 voices, like their faces, were shiny and pure." 

The 1951 performance in New York's Town Hall was the main 

event that instigated a change in the Chorus' touring format. 

Following the concert, the Chorus was approached by Columbia Artist 

Management, Incorporated, one of the largest artist management 

agencies worldwide. Columbia intended to include the Chorus on 

its roster of artistic programs offered to various artist series 

sponsors, and it would work in organizing a six to eight week concert 

90"BOYS Chorus Gets More Ink," p. 2. 

9l"Hard Working Angels," .!!!!!!., 11 June 1951, p. 87. 

92Ibid • 
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tour across the country annually for the Chorus. After closely 

looking at the various options and opportunities the arrangement 

with Columbia would offer, the Chorus' Board of Directors agreed to 

93 allow the agency to manage them, and the contract was signed. Caso 

commented about the new agreement with Columbia: "This marks a great 

move upward. It brings the boys into the first ranks of traveling 

artists--a goal we had in view when we first started in 1939.,,94 
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The specifics of the Chorus contract with Columbia as detailed 

in an article in the Arizona Daily Star included: 

It (the contract) was submitted to the board by 
Horace J. Parmelee, of New York City, vice-president of 
Columbia, who was attracted to the group during its 
concert in Town Hall at New York last June. 

The contract was approved by the Chorus Board of 
Directors ••.• and signed by •••• board president, and ••.• 
secretary-treasurer. 

Under the new agreement, Columbia agreed to set up 
tours and booking dates for the thirty-member traveling 
organization, with a minimum of five performances a week 
while on tour. 

For each regular concert performance, the group will 
receive $1,000 payment, minus agent's commission. 
Lesser amounts are provided for community, radio and 
television appearances. 95 

After its performance in New York, the Chorus' 1951 east 

coast tour continued on to Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania where the boys 

were featured on the Ed Sullivan television show on Sunday, June 3. 

93 "National Tour Okeyed [sic] for Boys Chorus," Arizona Daily 
Star, 4 January 1952, sec. B, p. 1. 

94Ibid • 

95Ibid • 



This was the first of three performances with Ed Sullivan on his 

96 popular variety show, the others in 1955 and 1956. 

The group then traveled to Washington, D.C. where they gave a 

performance on the steps of the Capitol Building on Monday, June 4. 
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This concert, the group's first in the nation's capital, was sponsored 

by the Northeast Optimist Club. Many politicians and dignitaries 

attended in response to invitations sent out by Representative 

97 Harold A. Patten of Arizona's Second Congressional District. The 

following day, June 5, the Chorus gave a performance at the National 

98 Naval Medical Center Auditorium in Bethesda, Maryland. During the 

1951 concert tour of the eastern United States, the trip wasn't all 

work. The Chorus was taken on tours of New York, Philadelphia and 

Washington D.C. and was given a boat tour up the Ohio River from 

99 Huntington, West Virginia. 

1952 

The next major event for the Chorus came one year later in 

June of 1952. Under the sponsorship of the Tucson and Sunshine 

Kiwanis Clubs, the Chorus traveled by bus to Seattle, Washington 

96 "Boys Chorus From Tucson On Sullivan's TV Show," 
Pittsburgh Press, 2 June 1951. 

97Invitation from Harold A. Patten, U.S. Representative of 
Arizona, District 2, Washington D.C., May 1951. 

98 "Famous Tucson Arizona Boys' Chorus To Sing In NNMC 
Auditorium June 5," National Naval Medical Center News, Bethesda, 
Maryland, vol. 7, no. 10, 28 May 1951, p. 1. 

99"BOYS Chorus Due In City Monday," Arizona Daily Star, 
10 June 1951, sec. A, p. 2. 



where they appeared at the Kiwanis International Convention on 

June 17, 1952. The convention was held in Seattle's large civic 

auditorium, and more than 15,000 delegates attended. As reported 

in an article published in the Tucson Daily Citizen, June 19, 1952: 

Thirty-two boys made the trip to sing for the convening 
clubmen who came from all parts of the United States and 
Canada. They made their main appearance Tuesday morning 
following an earlier performance for the Kiwanians' wives 
Monday. 

When the boys concluded, the convention honored them 
with a standing ovation, director Eduardo Caso reported. 100 
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Later in 1952, the Chorus was featured in promotional articles 

in two national magazines. A brief article on the Chorus' history and 

its new found national popularity appeared in the August 1952 edition 

of Good Housekeeping. The prevailing theme of this edition was "the 

world of chi1dren.,,101 A much more lengthy article, accompanied with 

a variety of pictures of the Chorus, appeared in the September 1952 

issue of Etude: The Music Magazine. Helen Johnson, author of the 

article, took an in-depth look at the organization and reported on 

102 almost every aspect of the group. 

In October of 1952, the Parents Association of the Tucson 

Boys Chorus was organized. As stated in an Arizona Daily Star 

article: 

100 "Boys Chorus Gets Kiwanis Ovation," Tucson Daily Citizen, 
19 June 1952, p. 8. 

101"BOyS Chorus," Good Housekeeping, August 1952, p. 170. 

102He1en Johnson, "The Tucson Boys Chorus," Etude--The Music 
Magazine, vol. 10, no. 9, September 1952, pp. 10, 11, 57, 59. 



Parents of members of the Tucson Boys Chorus organized 
into a club and elected officers at their first meeting 
held recently at the Knights of pythias Hall. 

With the expansion in numbers and the increasing 
acclaim of the Tucson Boys Chorus, closer lias on of 
itinerary planning, financial arrangements and parental 
responsibility has created the need for a parents' 
organization. 103 

1953 

On January 10, 1953, just prior to leaving on its first 

transcontinental concert tour under Columbia Artists, the Chorus 

gave a performance at Tucson's Temple of Music and Art that featured 

a unique addition to the program--fancy trick roping. The roping 

demonstration has been included along with traditional western music 

in all Chorus programs since this initial appearance. The boys' 

roping skills were developed the previous summer during their summer 

camp at the old 76 Cattle Ranch in Bonita, Arizona. Mrs. W. T. Webb, 

owner and manager of the cattle ranch, had invited the Chorus to hold 

their camp at her facility. Life on the cattle ranch was explored by 

the boys who were given lessons in roping by one of Mrs. Webb's 

"ranch-hands." Other camp activities included horse riding, cattle 

104 branding, archery, riflery and other rodeo events. 

The first cross country tour for the Chorus, arranged by 

Columbia Artists, began on January 16, 1953. The tour was completed 

103 "Boys Chorus Forms New Parents Group," Arizona Daily Star, 
24 October 1952, sec. A, p. 18. 

104"76 Ranch Now Boys Camp," Tucson Daily Citizen, 9 June 1952, 
p. 28. 
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on March 25, approximately ten weeks later, and took them a total of 

12,902 miles on a chartered Greyhound bus. On this tour, the Chorus 

gave performances in forty-nine cities in the states of Mississippi, 

Alabama, Georgia, Virginia, West Virginia, Delaware, Pennsylvania, 

Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Nebraska, Kansas, Missouri, Texas, 

and in Washington, D.C. Thirty-two boys between the ages of ten and 

fifteen made the tour along with Caso, accompanist Alfred Del Moral 

and two mothers and one father as chaperones. Special arrangements 

made with the Tucson Unified School District and its superintendent, 

Robert Morrow, who was very supportive of the Chorus, enabled the 

boys to be excused from their classes to make the trip. 

Upon the group's return from tour, tutors were hired by the 

Chorus to instruct the boys in their studies and provide them with 

the missing portions of their curriculum. Classroom space for these 

tutoring sessions was provided by the school district, and often the 

sessions lasted well into the summer months. (Details about the Chorus' 

educational activities while on tour are included in Chapter 9.)105 

According to the reviews, this tour proved to be very 

successful. As stated in two Tucson articles about the reactions of 

the Chorus while on tour: 

Wherever they went with their energetic director, 
Eduardo Caso, they brought down the house with applause 
and encores. 106 

105Micheline Keating, "Boys Chorus Sets Out January 16 On Singing 
Tour Of 49 Cities," Tucson Daily Citizen, 3 January 1953, p. 13. 

106 Fred McClement, "Youthful Singers Return To Tucson," Arizona 
Daily Star, 27 March 1953, sec. B, p. 1. 



Along the Atlantic seaboard, throughout the midwest and 
in the deep south, enthralled audiences have heaped high 
praise on the boys, who are having a lot of fun and learning 
much first-hand about the country.107 

Due to the increased enrollment, Caso divided the Chorus into 

three groups in 1953. The beginning group, with the youngest and 

newest boys, was known as the "Juniors." Boys who were older and 

preparing for touring were grouped in the "Intermediates." The older 

boys were in the touring group called the "Seniors.,,108 

1954 

A similar but shorter tour was arranged for the Chorus by 

Columbia Artists for the winter of 1954. This eight week tour began 
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February 1 and concluded with the group's return to Tucson on April 2. 

The Chorus traveled approximately 9,000 miles giving concerts in 

forty-six different cities in ten states throughout the midwest. Also 

on the 1954 tour itinerary were concerts in Ontario, Canada. This 

appeared in a Tucson newspaper upon their return: 

Director Eduardo Caso, all decked out in a big grin 
said the boys had been given a royal welcome in each of the 
forty-six cities in which they presented concerts and that 
Canada, in particular, had gone overboard for the youngsters 
with the big hats, the western shirts and the 1evis.109 

While in Canada, the Chorus encountered a full blown blizzard. During 

a 290 mile trip from Chatham to Midland, Ontario the group's bus was 

107"BOYS Describe Barnstorming Joys On U.S. Concert Tour," 
Arizona Daily Star, 22 March 1953. 

108 Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus, Spring Homecoming Concert 
Program, 1953. 

109"Touring Boys Chorus Given Welcome Home," Arizona Daily 
Star, 3 April 1954, sec. B, p. 1. 



caught in the middle of the storm which isolated whole towns and 

closed schools. As appeared in the Midland, Ontario newspaper on 

March 4, 1954: 

Outside, a howling March blizzard piled snow in high 
drifts and at times cut visibility to a few feet. Through 
it all, ploughed the brave little caravan of singers •••• 
Radio reports revealed that even the snow plows were 
incapacitated by the velocity of the storm sweeping through
out Western and Central Ontario, but on they came. 

Later, when referring to their trip, their director, 
Eduardo Caso, told how it had taken their bus five hours 
to crawl fifty miles during the early part of the day's 
trip.110 

The storm had delayed the arrival of the bus well after the 8:00 p.m. 

performance time, where the audience waited over two hours until the 

concert finally began. Caso reported that they gave the young 

troopers one of the most enthusiastic receptions of the trip.lll 

However, due to the traumatic travel, the lateness of the performance 

(lasting to near midnight), and hungry, tired performers, the concert 

could not be considered one of the Chorus' best performances. As 

appeared in a review: "As the evening wore on, several numbers were 

a bit shaky and the pitch slipped occasionally. But no member of the 
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audience could presume to be critical of such plucky performers. They 

110"Chorus Buffets Way Through Blizzard To Stage Memorable 
Concert Here." Midland Newspaper, Midland, Ontario, 4 March 1954. 

III "Boys Chorus In Blizzard," Tucson Daily Citizen, 
4 March 1954, p. 28. 



had taken the weary youngsters to their hearts and will long remember 

th .. 112 em. 

Most of the other performances on the trip, however, met with 

much favorable concert conditions. One of the last stops on the tour 

was in Harrisburg, Illinois where John Schork, music critic, wrote: 

A program ranging from Mozart to monkeyshines kept a 
large audience delighted. There were moments of sheer beauty 
that brought a lump to the throat and moments of fun that 
sent the audience into gales of laughter. Eduardo Caso and his 
boys are real showmen. 

If any program in the past five years has had an equal 
appeal I don't know whose it was. 113 

1955 

The third nationwide tour arranged by Columbia, in the winter 

of 1955, concentrated on the West, Northwest and Mountain States. 

The nine week trip from January 31 to April 1 consisted of forty-nine 

114 concerts in forty-seven cities in sixty-one days. Performances 
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were given in California, Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming, 

115 Colorado, Nebraska, Utah dnd New Mexico. The Chorus received 

excellent reviews on their 1955 tour. Typical headlines for reviews 

112"Chorus Buffets Way Through Blizzard To State Memorable 
Concert Here." 

113 "Boys Chorus Home Triumphant--Happy," Tucson Daily Citizen, 
3 April 1954, p. 3. 

114"Youthful Singers Welcomed Here," Arizona Daily Star, 
2 April 1955, sec. A, p. 9. 

115"BOYS Chorus Leaves For 10-State Concert Tour," Tucson 
Daily Citizen, 31 January 1955, p. 7. 



included, "Audience Enchanted By Boys 116 Group," "Expert Showmanship 

117 Highlighted Tucson Boys Chorus Concert Here," "Tucson Boys Chorus 

Makes Big Hit With Local Audience, ,,118 and "Precision, Purity Mark 

Tucson Boys 119 Chorus Concert Here." 

After the 1955 national tour, the Chorus had very little time 

until they were out touring again. On May 22, 1955, the group left 

on what was to be there longest tour of the decade, an extensive tour 

of Europe. The Chorus flew first to New York City, where they stayed 

three days, then headed for Europe with visits in England, Portugal, 
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Switzerland, Germany, Holland, Denmark, France and Sweden. The return 

120 trip was by ship across the Atlantic Ocean. 

While in New York, prior to their departure for Europe, the 

Chorus made their second appearance on Ed Sullivan's TV variety show, 

Toast of the Town, on Sunday, May 22. This appearance was very contro-

versial. The group was programmed with folk singer Burl Ives and the 

program was broadcast from the main deck of the USS Wisconsin,which 

was docked in the Hudson River in connection with Armed Forces Day. 

116 Beverly Robertson, "Audience Enchanted By Boys Group," 
Lovell Chronicle, Lovell, Wyoming, vol. 49, no. 45, 17 March 1955. 

117Floyd Hershberger, "Expert Showmanship Highlighted Tucson 
Boys Chorus Concert Here," McCook Daily Gazette, McCook, Nebraska, 
21 March 1955. 

118"Tucson Boys Chorus Makes Big Hit With Local Audience," 
Edmunds Tribune, Edmunds, Washington, 24 February 1955, p. 7. 

119"Precision, Purity Mark Tucson Boys Chorus Concert Here," 
Daily Sentinel, Grand Junction, Colorado, 27 March, 1955, p. 3. 

120 "Tucson Boys Chorus To Tour Europe," Arizona Republic, 
18 May 1955, p. 21. 
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As it turned out, Ives was the whole feature, and the Chorus was 

seen in the background only. The situation was outlined by Brian Storm 

in his column for the Arizona Daily Star, "The Music Box": 

Probably nothing has made the town so mad since the 
Confederates pulled out in 1862, as did the walk on 
appearance of the Tucson Boys Chorus on the Ed Sullivan 
show last Sunday. 

Thousands of persons, not only in Tucson, but in the 
entire state, made it a point to be home for the show. 

They saw 'em all right, but only behind Burl Ives, 
his guitar and goatee. 121 

As to how this happened, Storm continues: 

Seems there was considerable backstage jockeying 
between Ives, Sullivan and director Eduardo Caso as to who 
was going to do what, and Ives, an established star, 
naturally won out. 

Caso's temperature began to mount and, boiling more 
than the ship's No.3 boiler, he immediately called the 
boys off the set. 122 

Reaction in Tucson was very emotional over the lack of 

exposure on the show. Many felt they had to make their feelings 

known to Sullivan and the network. Storm reports: 

Here in Tucson, embattled mothers, fathers and just 
plain citizens manned the ramparts. By noon Monday, more 
than 400 telegrams were dispatched to Sullivan and the 
network. 

Howard Selby (Selby Motors Company), who sponsors 
Sullivan locally •••• said he received 1,000 phone calls 
and letters •••• calling him a bum and threatening to pur
chase no more Lincolns or Mercurys. 

l21Brian Storm, "The Music Box - Sullivan Show Ires Mar,y," 
Arizona Daily Star, 29 May 1955, sec. A, p. 5. 

122Ibid • 



Selby had nothing to do with it. In fact he wrote a 
blistering letter to Sullivan's advertising agency pro
testing the tasteless mess. 

The fact that Sullivan, mentioning the group twice, 
didn't even know the correct name of the organization 
augurs ill for any return appearance. 123 

But after all the commotion, Sullivan did invite the Chorus 

back for a return engagement. In an open letter to the community of 

Tucson published in the Arizona Daily Star, Ed Sullivan wrote: 

I always thought that Texans and the Irish were most 
articulate in their loyalties •••• after going through three 
stacks of mail from irate Tucson citizens, I realize that 
Arizona wins hands down. 

I really believed that the Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus 
would be delighted to sing in support of such a celebrated 
artist as Burl Ives. 

Had Mr. Caso •••• indicated to me that he was upset 
about this, I would have taken away Burl's last number 
and let the youngsters sing a number by themselves. 
Perhaps Mr. Caso •••• was "steaming" but I want you to 
believe that at no time •••• did he ever so much as suggest 
this to me. 

If the Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus, on their return 
from Europe, would like to stop off in New York, I'd very 
much enjoy having them on the show and let them sing two 
numbers of their own choosing. 

Sincerely, Ed Sullivan124 

With Sullivan's letter and invitation for a return appearance 

on his show, the hostility of Tucson fans ceased. As Storm, in a 

later "The Music Box" column wrote: 

123Ibid • 

124Brian Storm, "The Music Box - Sullivan Would Give Chorus 
Boys Another Try In 'Toast Of Town'," Arizona Daily Star, 5 June 
1955, sec. C, p. 2. 
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Now that most of the artillery in the Tucson vs. Sullivan 
war has cooled off •••• We're happy •••• that this is the peace
ful end of the war. Many folks out here would still like an 
unconditional surrender on the part of Sullivan. This, we 
presume, would see the Boys Chorus singing "Home on the 
Range" with Burl Ives providing the background. He's big 
enough, too. 125 

After their short stay in New York, the Chorus flew to London 
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and the beginning of the European Tour. In London, the group met with 

S. A. Gor1insky, European impresario and continental agent for the 

Chorus, and Doris Barry, sister of ballerina Alicia Markova, who 

126 accompanied the Chorus on its European trip as business manager. 

Even though various performances had been arranged for the Chorus by 

Gorlinsky in Portugal, Germany and Scandinavia, the itinerary was not 

complete. Even after the group had arrived, their total itinerary 

was still not certain. A possible reason for the uncertainty was 

explained by Peter Grose, a correspondent for the Tucson Daily Citizen, 

traveling with the group: 

Unlike America, concerts are not always booked months 
in advance; often the managers wait until they see how a 
performance goes over before they commit themselves. So we 
knew that if this (the first) concert were a success, we 
would receive many offers for the free days in our itinerary. 
But, if not 1 it would be an uphill fight to prove ourselves 
in Europe •. La . 

125Ibid • 

126 "Gorlinsky Lauds Work Of Singers," Arizona Daily Star, 
27 April 1955, sec. B, p. 6. 

127 Peter Grose, "Tour Begins With A Big Success," Tucson 
Daily Citizen, 18 June 1955, p. 12. 



As observed by one of the boys in a letter sent to his family 

in Tucson: 

The day before yesterday we had two sure concerts in 
Madrid. Well, they aren't sure now. In fact, they aren't 
even "maybe". I don't know what happened but instead of 
singing in Madrid, we're going to go to Paris for one day 
and we won't sing at all. We may be back to give a concert 
or two, but I don't know. This trip is the craziest thing, 
nobody knows where we're going. 128 

Another boy who made the trip now looks back on the 

experience: 

I know that the European tour turned out to be more 
of a cultural education for us, because of the fact 
that we were gone for so long and gave very few concerts. 
It was off season in Europe. 129 

But where the boys did give concerts on this trip, they 

encountered very enthusiastic audiences. The first performance of 

the trip was given in Lisbon, Portugal. Peter Grose wrote about the 

audiences response: 

The applause was long and loud; as the concert went 
on, shouts of "Mas, mas!" and "Bravo!" were heard through
out the hall. 

Only after many encores could the boys leave the stage, 
and the cheering went on after they left! There was no more 
question: the Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus was a success in 
Europe. 130 

128 Jonathan Kammon, personal letter, 17 June 1955. 

129 Kenneth Wright, interview, 24 February 1983. 

130 Grose, "Tour Begins With A Big Success." 
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And as one of the boys recalled: 

The first concert that we gave in Portugal, I was too 
sick to sing. I can remember I was back stage. I'd been 
in costume because I thought I was going to sing, but Caso 
said "No. Just lie down in my room and take it easy". 
Some of it, I'm sure, was nervousness. We were all kind 
of freaked out about it being the beginning and we had to 
do well. But after the concert, there were women rushing 
back stage •••• lipsticked and rouged Portugese women just 
grabbing us and kissing us. I wanted to tell them, "Hey, 
I didn't even sing".13l 

Lisbon newspaper reviewers attended this first concert of 

the 1955 European tour and one wrote: 

The musical performance was buoyant, disciplined, 
made naturally healthy by the physical presence of the 
boys themselves, spiritually satisfying by the music. 
Here are shown good training and good examples of youths 
who present music for music's sake not merely as something 
to be heard by an audience •••• We can say that the Tucson 
Arizona Boys Chorus conquered the audience who applauded 
them with the same enthusiasm they showed in their singing. 132 

The next performance was given in Braga, Portugal, and the 

audience reception was similar to that of the audience in Lisbon. 

One chorister remembers: 

We were told the auditorium was just about all college 
students home on summer vacation. We could hear them •••• 
they were raising Cain out there, talking, chattering. 
We thought, "This is going to be a tough one!" It wasn't 
a huge crowd, but the little Music Hall was filled •••• 
They tore the house down. We've never given as many 
encores. They whistled, they shouted "Bravo", they stood 
up. They came out to the bus when we were going. They 
followed the bus down this little winding street •••• they 
cheered, they threw us kisses. It was the most electric 
audience that I can recall by far. It was incredible. 133 

131 Jonathan Kammon, interview, 2 March 1983. 

132 "Coro dos Rapazes do Arizona," Dario De Noticias, 
translation, Lisbon, Portugal, 8 June 1955. 

133 Wright, interview. 
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Manuel Faria, music critic for the newspaper in Braga, reviewed 

the performance and made interesting comparisons between the T.ucson 

Boys Chorus and outstanding European choirs: 

Their pure harmonies sprinkled the atmosphere and 
excoriated the demons of materialism to leave us only the 
desire and taste for freshness and purity. 

Indeed the quality of those voices and their performance 
is of the very highest. Those American youngsters are rightly 
the brothers of the French group, "Croix de Bois" and the 
Vienna Choir Boys; and if the latter might be superior in 
volume, it is not less true that they could not have sung with 
the same perfection the program that this U.S. choir brought 
to us. 

Let us look to these boys for they prove that to sing is 
neither to shout or yell, but to modulate with smoothness, 
free from morbid sentimentality, showing what a marvelous 
instrument is our voice. This indeed, is musical culture. 134 

After several other performances in Portugal, the Chorus 

traveled to Germany where they were to have their next series of 

performances. However, once again the itinerary changed. Peter 

Grose writes: "We all knew that many things would be different on this 

first European tour •••• but one of the most surprising things to us .••• 

is the lack of any precise, exact schedule and the ease with which 

plans are changed.,,135 Grose continued to explain the new situation 

the Chorus had encountered: "Two days before the scheduled date of 

our first concert in Germany, we received word that the German 

134 Manuel Faria, "Fecho da Temporada Com 0 Tucson Arizona 
Baps' Chorua," Diario Do Minho, translation, Braga, Portugal, 
12 June 1955, p. 1. 

135 Peter Grose, "Boys Chorus Tours Paris En Route To Germany," 
Tucson Daily Citizen, 29 June 1955, p. 20. 



impressario wanted to cancel all our German concerts except the big 

one in Hamburg.,,136 The justification given for this change was that 
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it was impossible to fill theaters at that time of year and if attention 

was devoted to the most important concert, prestige-wise, the Chorus 

137 
would be in a much stronger position for future concerts in Germany. 

This change in schedule allowed the Chorus to spend a few 

days in Paris, France. The boys had no performances in Paris and 

spent the time sight-seeing and shopping. After visiting the Eiffel 

Tower, Grose reported: "This more than anything else symbolized Paris 

to the boys, and everyone was thrilled as we ascended the elevators 

(a few hardy boys walked down!) to see the whole city stretch before 

us.,,138 As one chorister later reminisced: "We learned so much, 

so fast. I was constantly in awe. It was overpowering. The smoke 

damage from the wars •••• standing at the top of the Eiffel Tower looking 

139 down, realizing where I was •••• Here I was, in Paris." 

Aft~r leaving France, the Chorus traveled on to Hamburg, 

Germany in preparation for their next major performance. Upon arrival 

the group ~aw many promotional posters around the city which billed 

them as the "Arizona, TEXAS, Boys Chorus". Whether this billing was 

a major accident occurring in translation or a deliberate contrived 

attempt at maximizing publicity is unclear. One German newspaper 

136Ibid • 

137Ibid • 

138Ibid • 

139 Wright, interview. 



acknowledged the error in its review: "Thirty youngsters whose homes 

are in Tucson, and who definitely prefer to live in Arizona than in 

Texas, are making a tour of Europe, and have come from Lisbon to 

Hamburg.,,140 However, another paper in Hamburg states: "These young 

American singers were advised by their manager, versed in European 
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ways, to call themselves the Arizona-Texas Boys. In this manner, more 

of the romantic figures of the West prepared the way for them.,,141 

The Arizona Daily Star reported that the boys' performance 

in Hamburg was a success. They gave ten encores and ten curtain calls 

142 
before the audience was literally pushed from the Musikhalle. 

Another Tucson paper reports: 

After many encores, the boys walked off to be called 
back •••• the stage manager signaled that the concert was 
definitely over. Still the applause went on •••• Stagehands 
went out and removed the benches and the cactus scenery. 
Not taking this more than subtle hint, people still crowded 
the aisles, and the cheering continued. 

Finally, •••• Director Caso had to go to the front of the 
platform and explain that we had to catch a plane to 
Stockholm in an hour. Only then did the audience reluctantly 
let the ushers show them out. 143 

According to Peter Grose, the audience ovations were very 

exciting. One sign of approval that took almost everyone by surprise 

was discussed: 

140"Jugendliche Cowboy-Sanger," Anzeiger, Hamburg, Germany, 
29 June 1955 (annonymous translation). 

141 "Musik in der Lassoschlinge," Hamburger Echo, Hamburg, 
Germany, 29 June 1955 (annonymous translation). 

142"Tucson Choristers Wave Greeting To Germans," Arizona Daily 
Star, 6 July 1955, sec. C, p. 1. 

143 Peter Grose, "Hamburg Audience Wouldn't Let Chorus Quit," 
Tucson Daily Citizen, 9 July 1955, p. 10. 



The applause really broke loose. We started to hear a 
rumbling noise in the auditorium; it wasn't the roof caving 
in, but the people of the audience pounding the floor with 
their feet, the traditional German sign of approval. This 
got louder and louder, as did the clapping and cheering, 
until we began to think the roof really might cave in. 144 

Remembering this incident, a former member replied: 

The concert went on and on and on, and the audience 
would just scream and holler and stomp their feet, in one of 
these opera houses that had tiers of balconies. You could 
not believe the sound! We really started worrying ...... this 
whole house was going to come down. They've got to cut this 145 
out." We finished up the concert •••• exhausted yet exhilerated. 
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Immediately after their concert in Hamburg, the Chorus boarded 

a chartered plane and flew to Stockholm, Sweden. The group spent 

time in Sweden and Holland. A three hour recording session took place 

at the radio network AVRO, the largest Dutch radio network in 

Amsterdam. 146 

Following their visit to The Netherlands, the Chorus departed 

for Amiens, France which was the location of the final concert of this 

European tour. The Chorus was the official guest of the city and 

gave its performance in the town hall to a large audience including the 

mayor, city officials and members of the United States Embassy staff. 

As a backdrop for the Amiens concert, the hall was decorated inside and 

147 out with American flags. The European tour was now complete; 

1441bid • 

145 Kammon, interview. 

146peter Grose, "Radio, LP Recording Sessions Keep Boys Busy 
In Amsterdam," Tucson Daily Citizen, 16 July 1955, p. 12. 

147"BOys Choristers Sing In Amiens," Arizona Daily Star, 
25 July 1955, sec. A, p. 14. 
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however, the Chorus members enjoyed a one week cruise across the 

Atlantic. They returned to the United States on the SS Scythia, a 

19,000-ton, 900-passenger liner. While on board, the Chorus gave two 

short and informal performances, first for the tourist class section 

and then for the first class travelers. After docking in Quebec, 

Canada, the Chorus continued their trip home by bus. Two concerts 

were performed en route at Lakeside, Ohio and Wheeling, West Virginia. 

148 They arrived in Tucson on Sunday, July 31. As one member recalled: 

"It was a great experience. It is a significant part of my life that 

would have never happened without the Boys Chorus. In so many ways 

we were so much better off, so much richer.,,149 

1956 

January 20, 1956 began the fourth national concert tour 

arranged by Columbia Artists and involved more than fifty cities 

throughout the nation. First on the agenda was Phoenix, where the 

Chorus sang at the opening of the First National Bank. Their itinerary 

took them through Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana, Alabama, Georgia, South 

150 
Carolina, North Carolina, Virginia, Pennsylvania and New York. 

A review in a Bay City, Texas paper published the following: 

The Tucson Boys Chorus •••• has attained a unique position 
of popularity and prestige among organizations of its kind 
in the country today. A capacity audience •••• of Bay City 
concert-goers •••• will certainly agree with that statement. 

148 Ann Druliner, "Life At Sea Proves To Be Exciting Prelude 
To Homecoming," Arizona Daily Star, 27 July 1955, sec. A, p. 12. 

149wright, interview. 

150"Chorus Starting 50-City Tour," Arizona Daily Star, 
19 January 1956, sec. C, p. 8. 



•••• Never in the writer's memory has a group so completely 
captured the hearts of its listeners. Words can't describe 
the rare beauty of the voices of these boys. One would have 
to h':ar the group in person to really appreciate the music 
fully, because their magnificent stage presence and showman
ship were flawless and added so much to their already beautiful 
singing. 151 

This 1956 tour offers an example of some of the problems the 
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group encoutnered on its tours. In this case, measles were contracted 

by two members of the Chorus. In order not to infect the other members 

and to prevent the whole group from developing measles, these boys were 

left with friends to recuperate. Later, after full recovery, they 

rejoined the Chorus. 152 

On Sunday, February 19, 1956, the Chorus was featured in its 

return appearance on the Ed Sullivan Show. Sullivan, himself, offered 

the invitation. This was nine months after their previous appearance 

on the show which resulted in the fiasco over providing background 

153 vocals for folk singer Burl Ives. Caso, still upset by the previous 

appearance, agreed to bring the boys back only if enough time were 

allotted to "show their stuff." Three minutes and twenty-nine seconds 

were agreed upon. Following the broadcast, Eleanor Rice wrote: 

151 "Tucson Boys Choir Draws Big Crowd; Performance Brings High 
Praise Here," Bay City Tribune, Bay City, Texas, 22 January 1956. 

152 Ann Druliner, "Measles Strike Again But Show Goes On," 
Arizona Daily Star, 17 February 1956, sec. C, p. 3. 

153"BOYS Chorus With Sullivan Tomorrow," Arizona Daily Star, 
18 February 1956, sec. A, p. 9. 



Well, the Old Pueblo's youthful ambassadors •••• finally 
made it. They actually could be heard and seen when they 
appeared on the Ed Sullivan Show Sunday. The one flaw was 
the fact that Mr. Sullivan barely said the name of the 
Chorus •••• so that anyone not from Tucson probably didn't 
know who was singing. But at least they could hear what 
the boys can do besides hum. It was a performance of which 
Tucson could and should be proud. 154 

The following Monday was the event that Caso had planned to 
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be the highlight of the 1956 tour--tbe second performance by the Chorus 

in New York's Town Hall. The first appearance by the boys at Town Hall 

in 1951 brought positive national attention to the Chorus. This second 

performance was described by Ann Druliner: 

Everything was perfectly timed, no rush or worry. The 
boys gave a truly wonderful concert. They sang as though 
each one was inspired, and without flaw. After ten encores 
it was very apparent the audience was reluctant to leave. 
But a most unfortunate thing happened •••• the critics were 
not present. 155 

With no reviews written on this performance, very little 

attention was drawn to the Chorus. This was quite the opposite 

result that was expected based on the overwhelming attention after the 

1951 performance. Alfred Del Moral, a graduate of the Juilliard 

School of Music and accompanist for the Chorus from 1953 through 1959, 

recalled Caso's reaction: "He (Caso) was very disappointed there were 

no reviews. The reason why, they said, [was that] they wouldn't review 

choral performances; •••• [the performances] would have to be solos.,,156 

154 Eleanor Rice, "Boys Chorus Seen In Sullivan 'Finale'," 
Arizona Daily Star, 22 February 1956, sec. A, p. 12. 

155 Ann Druliner, "New York Provides Thrills," Arizona Daily Star, 
21 February 1956, sec. C, p. 2. 

156 Alfred Del Moral, interview. 



After the winter tour, the Chorus performed its yearly Spring 

Concert in Tucson, and the group went to its annual summer camp in 

157 July and August to prepare for the upcoming season. 

1957 

The first seventeen weeks of 1957 were spent on tour. The 

fifth national tour began January 2 and was completed May 10. The 

group traveled to the eastern and mid-western states. Thirty-three 

boys, a larger group than normal, were included on this trip. Again, 

most of the performances met with fine reviews. 

Th~ Alton, Illinois Telegraph reported: "The lads sang 

beautifully •••• they were imperturbable, unrelenting, completely 

inexhaustible, bewitching and utterly uninhibited •••• What a milk 

blll they must run upl,,158 Stories from an Arizona paper also noted 

159 the capable direction of Caso and outstanding musical selections. 

Later in the year, the boys were featured on another national 

television program. On November 24, 1957, the Chorus appeared on 

NBC-TV's Wide Wide World Show sponsored by General Motors. The 
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program consisted of several western songs from the group's repertoire 

including Blue Prairie with soloist Terry McCollum. McCollum reflects 

157"BOy Choristers Greeted By Kin," Arizona Daily Star, 
31 March 1956, sec. B, p. 1. 

158"Chorus To Return Today," Arizona Daily Star, 10 May 1957, 
sec. A, p. 10. 
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Even though I was one of the main soloists and had lots 
of vocal solos, there was never any problem between the 
"soloist" and the average Chorus boy. We never had a problem 
that I ever knew about •••• not one, because Mr. Caso tried to 
incorporate almost every boy into some solo part •••• not 
necessarily singing •••• It might be roping act •••• It could be 
a comedy skit. Everyone had their time. I can't think of 
any way that any boy could ever feel like he was less 
important than anyone else in my five and a half years with 
the Chorus. 160 

1958 

Like the previous five years, 1958 began with the Chorus' 

national concert tour. They traveled more than 12,000 miles up the 

west coast into British Columbia, Canada, down through the Rocky 

Mountain States, then across the South. A total of fifty-seven 

161 concerts were presented in seventy-six days. 

Upon returning to Tucson, the organization initiated a fund 

drive to enlist help from Tucson citizens as "Patrons." The "Patron 

Drive" has been consistently used by the Chorus since then as a major 

source for acquiring operating c~pital. The original drive in 1958 
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was initiated, according to Mrs. Jean Henderer, treasurer of the Board 

of Directors, so that "the boys can maintain their national prestige 

and assure their trip to Europe or Australia in the future.,,162 

Another contributing factor to the decision by the Board to solicit 

funds was the death of the Chorus' contact manager, Horace Parmalee. 

160 Terry McCollum, interview, 2 March 1983. 

161"Choristers End Tour Of West," Arizona Daily Star, 
1 April 1958, sec. B, p. 1. 

162"H C EdT B Ch " ome oncert n s ucson oys orus Western Tour, 
Arizona Daily Star, 23 March 1958, sec. A, p. 5. 



As a result of Parmalee's death, the Chorus no longer had an agent 

representing them through the Columbia Artis Management, Inc. and no 

new agent had been assigned. Therefore, after May 1958, Columbia was 

not representing the Chorus, and the search had begun for_a new 

163 management agency. 

In September of 1958, the Chorus recorded and released their 
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first major LP recording, called Melody at Sunset. The album featured 

the thirty young singers performing western selections accompanied 

by organ, guitar, harmonica and bass. Sidney Appleman, a noted 

Tucson musician who later served as accompanist for the Chorus, 

composed the orchestrations to compliment Caso's vocal arrangements. 

Robert Moore, in a review of the album published in the Arizona Daily 

Star, remarked: "This LP stands or falls on the work of the boys. 

They are superb. Anyone with a good high-fidelity rig will find his 

tweeter working overtime to pull in all of those high tones." 164 

Some selections on the album were Cool Water, Empty Saddles, The Old 

Chishom Trail, Carry Me Home to the Lone Prairie, and Lie Low Little 

165 Dogies. A complete list of selections is included in Appendix F. 

163Ibid • 

164Robert R. Moore, "Youthful Tucsonans Make Disc," Arizona 
Daily Star, 21 September 1958, sec. D, p. 9. 

165Ibid • 
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1959 

In 1959, the Chorus made an arrangement with Capitol Records 

who released the firvt of what was to be a series of Chorus albums. 

Actually, the first release under the Capitol label was are-release 

of the original Melody at Sunset album. It had originally been distrib-

uted locally under the Chorus' own label. According to a report by 

Robert Moore: "The LP has had a good sale locally under TABC colors and 

should do even better nationally. Currently titled Melody at Sunset, 

the album will be given a new cover and a new title by Capitol •••• and 

will be released in both mono and stereo.,,166 

In the fall of 1959, the Chorus had an audition for a possible 

tour of Australia to be scheduled the following year. Leo Cherniavsky, 

an internationally famous English impresario, came to Tucson in November 

to conduct the auditon of the Chorus for the Australian trip. He was 

greatly impressed. He remarked: "Even though I heard them under very 

poor conditions, without an audience to inspire them, and in the midst 

of their training, I can see that they have a great future. With a 

little more experience, they will reach high standards. Your town 

h ld b d h h ,,167 Wi h Ch i k' fid s ou e prou to ave suc a group. tern avs y s con ence 

in the group, a contract for a ten week concert tour of Australia, 

scheduled for the spring of 1960, was signed. 168 

166 Robert Moore, "Boys Chorus Of Tucson On Capitol," Arizona 
Daily Star, 12 June 1959, sec. A, p. 3. 

167 Don Robinson, "Tucson Singers Are Excellent," Arizona Daily 
Star, 5 November 1959, sec. B, p. 1. 

168 "To Tour Australia," Tucson Daily Citizen, 14 December, 1959, 
p. 9. 



A trip to Hollywood, California for an appearance on national 

television was the concluding major event for 1959 and the second 

decade of Chorus history. Under management of its new agency, the 

Cosmetto Artist Management, Inc., the thirty voice touring chorus 

appeared on CBS-TV's The George Gobel Show, on December 20, 1959. 

This broadcast was Gobel's special Christmas program which featured, 

along with Gobel and the Tucson Boys Chorus, comedian Jack Benny. 

The Chorus performed two western songs early in the program, Whoppie 

Ti Yi Yo and Tumblin' Tumbleweeds, then (joined by Gobel later in 

the program) sang two carols, I Heard The Bells On Christmas Day 

and Silent Night. 169 

169Dale Parris, "Tucson Boys Chorus Guests On Gobel," Arizona 
Daily Star, 20 December 1959, sec. C, p. 13. 
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CHAPTER 6 

THE THIRD DECADE - 1960-1969 

1960 

The third decade for the Chorus opened with one of the most 

extensive touring seasons in its history. A six-month concert 

schedule, during which time the boys only spent one month at home with 

their parents, began January 26 with a lengthy national tour. Previous 

tours of the United States were regional, either the east, west, mid-

west or south. This 12,500 mile coast-to-coast tour, with the 

boys traveling in a chartered Greyhound bus, was arranged primarily 

by Mildred Shagal, concert agent for the Cosmetto Artist Management 

170 agency. Acting as Tucson's good will ambassadors, the group 

awarded the various mayors of each of the fifty-two cities visited 

a framed copper plaque which made each of them an honorary Tucson 

citizen. 171 It was signed by Tucson's mayor Don Hummel. 

The Chorus returned to Tucson on April 11 for a brief rest. 

On May 20, they left again for a two-and-a-half month trip through 

Hawaii, Australia and New Zealand, which was arranged the previous 

year by English impresario, Leo Cherniavsky. While in Tucson, between 

the two trips, the group was featured in its annual "Homecoming Concert". 

170 "Boys Chorus Tour Starts Jan. 26," Arizona Dai1~ Star, 
24 January 1960, sec. B, p.l. 

171"c opper For The Nation's Mayors," Arizona Dai1~ Star, 
23 January 1960, sec. A, p.2. 
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This event was presented on three consecutive nights beginning 

April 21. Music critic Guy Thackeray had the following comments after 

reviewing the presentation: 

The audience was sparse. Only a few hundred people 
attended •••• When you consider the number of parents and 
relatives whose attendance is natural at such an event, 
it seems that for some reason, the Chorus draws less of 
house in its own home town than it does on the road. 172 

Thackeray continued his review by questioning the Chorus' repetition 

of repertoire. He insinuated that the repetition created a staleness 

in the program and questioned the validity of a lengthy tour performing 

primarily to small communities. He wrote: 

Last night's audience was uncritical. They applauded 
equally the good and the bad •••• they were convulsed by 
the old •••• routine which has been milked at each concert 
for many years •••• but the whole thing had a small town 
ring to it. 

This, perhaps, is the present story of the Boys 
Chorus. They have just returned from a long and highly 
successful tour •••• But are they growing? The towns 
they visit •••• are small ones, and the financial returns 
from a long and arduous trip must be modest. 

The Chorus appeared tired. They did not sing •••• 
very well •••• We are glad to see the Chorus back, battered 
and tired though they may be. It would probably be better 
if they could now take a brief rest from singing, but the 
economics of the situation dictate that they must "up and 
do" if they are to go "down and under". 173 

The three month tour of Australia and New Zealand began on 

May 18, 1960. Not since 1955 had .the Chorus sung on foreign soil. 

172Guy Thackeray, "Boys Chorus Draws Less in Hometown Than 
On Road," Tucson Daily Citizen, 22 April 1960, sec. A, p. 12. 

173Ibid . 
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The group stopped at the Hawaiian Islands· to give several performances, 

174 including one at the shrine of the sunken battleship "Arizona." 

In order to fill a vacancy created by one boy who had to 

drop out on his doctor's orders, Caso had another boy join them when 

they reached Hawaii. The boy, Eddie Hildebrand, was a former member 

of the group whose father had been stationed at Davis-Monthan Air 

Force Base, Tucson, and was then transferred to Scofield Air Base in 

Hawaii. 175 

The Chorus' visit to Hawaii had some exciting moments, 

particularly for a group who lives in the Arizona desert. Warnings 

had been announced at regular intervals to alert the island residents 

that a tidal wave was expected in the early morning. Beach areas were 

vacated and main streets were cleared of automobiles. Ann Druliner, 

Chorus "tour mother" wrote: 

At midnight we were called •••• to vacate our rooms and 
g9 at once to the third floor balcony of the hotel. 

About 2:00 a.m., things seemed to be getting back to 
normal and we went back to bed and to sleep. At 3:00 a.m. 
came another call: "vacate again, and at once." 
Fortunately, nothing too serious happened with the 
exception of some flooding in the lower level hotel and 
garage. 176 

Reviews from the Hawaiian performances were favorable with 

one major exception. i~at had been referred to as Caso's keen 

174"BOy Choristers Leave Today," Arizona Daily Star, 
18 May 1960, sec. B, p. 1. 

175"BOys Chorus To Get 'Spare' In Honolulu," Arizona Daily 
Star, 15 May 1960, sec. A, p. 14. 

176 
Ann Druliner, "Chorus Tour Begins With High Excitement," 

Arizona Daily Star, 29 May 1960, sec. A, p. 13. 



sense of "showmanship" was strongly criticized by Austin Faricy who 

wrote: 

The Saturday night concert •••• made a steady horseplay 
progression toward an "Our Gang" comedy. 

It would have been more amusing if there had been less 
of it, and particularly if the director were less convinced 
that a successful gag should be repeated right away. 

It would perhaps be kinder to evaluate the concert as an 
out-sized night-club act, since musical values were unhesi
tatingly sacrificed to stunts, pratfalls and wisecracks, and 
since considerations of great choral repertory entered not 
at a11.177 

From Hawaii, the group left for Melbourne, Victoria,in 

Australia to begin extensive traveling and performing. The first 
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concert was scheduled for May 30 in Melbourne followed by performances 

in five Victorian inland provincial centers: Geelong, Bendigo, 

Ballarat, Ararat and Horsham. From June 10 through 18, an eleven 

concert series was given in Adelaide, South Australia, followed by a 

nine concert series in Sydney, New South Wales, lasting through 

June 25. Two days later on June 27, a seven concert series began 

in Brisbane, Queensland, on Australia's northern coast followed by 

performances in three additional inland provincial centers, Queensland-

Bundaberg, Rockhampton and Toowoomba. The Chorus then returned to 

178 Brisbane for additional performances on July 8 and 9 • 

. 177 
Austin Faricy, "'Our Gang' Comedy Antics Displayed By 

Tucson Choir," Honolulu Star Bulletin, 23 May 1960. 

178"BOY Choristers Leave Today." 



For the last segment of this tour, the group flew to New 

Zealand on July 10 for another month of concerts. Cities included in 

the New Zealand itinerary were Wellington, Auckland, Christchurch, 

Dunedin, Timaru, Palmerston North, Wanganui, New Plymouth and 

Hamilton. From New Zealand, the Chorus departed for the United 

179 States on August 16. 

The concert in Brisbane was attended by Sir Henry Abel Smith, 

the governor of Queensland, representing Queen Elizabeth. Due to 

his presence, the performance became a vice-regal premiere, and the 

boys were invited to meet the dignitaries afterwards at a reception 

180 given by the Lord Mayor of Brisbane, Alderman T. R. Groom. 

Reviews on the performances of this Australian tour were 

favorable. From Bendigo, Victoria: " •••• the Arizona Boys Chorus -

thirty-two American cowboys - had something for everyone, whether a 

lover of hymns, ballet music, musical comedy or 'hillbilly songs'. 

Every boy in the Chorus is an artist in his own right.,,181 

A review from Ballarat, Victoria stated: "Accurately 

described as a round-up of music for everyone, the performance was 

a delightful blend of serious and popular music, presented most 

179!bid. 

180"Elizabeth's Proxy Hears Boys Chorus," Arizona Daily Star, 
29 June 1960, sec. C, p. 5. 

181 "Arizona Boys Had Something For All," Advertiser, Bendigo, 
Victoria, 7 June 1960. 
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artistically and with original touches that lent a piquant flavor of 

theatre.,,182 

Written about the group's performance in Sydney: 

Music lovers who enjoyed the Vienna Boys Choir will also 
be delighted with the Arizona Boys Chorus. 

The Arizona boys can do almost everything the Vienna boys 
did and, in addition, provide novel side entertainment with183 intricate rope spinning, heel clicking, and coyote calling. 
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Oscar Mendelssohn, a leading music critic, relayed the following 

message to the whole of Australia on the government controlled TV 

station ABVZ, about the Chorus: "One of the most talented and best 

rhythmic choirs of the world today.,,184 

After the Australian tour, the Chorus was immediately faced 

with preparing for the next season. In order to defray the expenses 

incurred during the Australian tour, the Chorus sponsored a fund 

raising dance in the ballroom of the Pioneer Hotel on December 15. 

This event later became an annual affair known as the "Fall Festival".185 

1961 

After the schedule of 1960 with its two long tours, one 

nationally coast to coast, and one to Australia and New Zealand, 

182"Fascinating Show By Arizona Boys Chorus," Courier, 
Ballarat, Victoria, 8 June 1960. 

183"Arizona Choir A Delight," Mail, Brisbane, Queensland, 
26 June 1960. 

184"Another Gala Transcontinental Tour," Promotional Pamphlet, 
Cosmetto Artist Management, Inc., New York, 1960. 

185"Choristers Plan Pre-Tour Dance," Arizona Daily Star, 
9 October 1960, sec. B, p. 12. 
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1961 was a less active year. The annual winter tour was ten weeks 

in length--from January 16 through March 30. Farmington, New Mexico 

was the first performance location on the tour followed by appearances 

186 in eighteen additional states. 

The Chorus had several fund raisers in 1961. On March 21, 

The Tucson Timing Association held a benefit drag race for the Chorus 

at Davis-Monthan race track. 187 And on July 8, the Chorus sponsored 

a plane with two female pilots in the 1961 All-Women Transcontinental 

Air Race. The pilots were Jean W. Brewer and Beatrice Edgerly, and 

188 the Chorus sponsorship was made possible by an anonymous donation. 

1962 

The tour in 1962 lasted for twelve weeks from January 13 

through April 14, with performances in thirty states and Canada. 

The next major event for the Chorus was its participation in the 

Thirty-Third Annual Chicago Musicland Festival held in Soldier's Field. 

The Festival was sponsored by the Chicago Tribune Charities, Inc., on 

August 18, 1962. An audience of over 60,000 heard the Chorus' per

formance at the festiva1.
189 

186Ibid • 

187"Benefit Drag Race," Arizona Daily Star, 21 March 1961, 
sec. B, p. 1. 

188 "All-Women Transcontinental Air Race," Arizona Daily Star, 
8 July 1961, sec. B, p. 1. 

189philip Maxwell, "Tucson Boys Group To Sing At Music Fete," 
Arizona Daily Star, 25 March 1962, sec. C, p. 5. 
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Prior to singing at the Chicagoland Music Festival, the boys 

had been scheduled to appear at the Lions International Convention, 

June 20 through 23, in Nice, France. The Lions Club had primarily 

sponsored the trip by contributing, along with the Lions travel agent, 

a total of $10,000 in travel expenses. The Lions had further agreed 

to pay the Chorus $750 for singing at the convention. The travel 

expenses, as well as some of the other expenses incurred during the 

convention, were to be paid by the Lions. However, the Chorus needed 

to provide additional funds in order to complete the trip. Caso, 

feeling that this expense would have been too much for the Chorus to 

handle at that time, cancelled the trip. He had the following comments 

in this regard: 

It was not the blame of anyone in particular, it was 
brought on by present circumstances of uncertain funds, 
and I felt I could not take the boys under the conditions 
as I saw them •••• We had to find money to keep us going for 
18 days, during the trip. 

The performance at the convention was the only concert 
scheduled. 190 

Caso's action of cancelling the trip caused some very ill 

feelings. In an editorial section of the Arizona Daily Star, Don 

Jackson, the Lions International district governor, had the following 

comments: 

A great number of people went to a great deal of 
trouble and expense to see that the Boys Chorus went to 
the International Lions Convention in Nice. One man's 
(Caso) arbitrary decision to cancel wiped out all the 
effort and expense. 

190 Bob Graham, "Money Problem Kills Trip For Boys Chorus," 
Arizona Daily Star, 9 June 1962, sec. B, p. 1. 



Every demand of Mr. Caso's to the Lions of Arizona 
was met (and there were many), including a special stop 
by the chartered plane to pick up a Chorus boy vacationing 
in the East. 

Lion Sib Lowell, treasurer of the Boys Chorus and a 
member of the Executive Board, states there was no shortage 
of money.l91 

According to Jackson, the $10,000 in airplane fares arranged for the 

·Chorus was "lost" and unable to be recovered after the cancellation 

of the trip. Money that parents of the boys had contributed to make 

the trip, a total of $6,000, and an additional $1,000 contributed by 

the travel agent, was returned to the various donors. 192 

Caso defended his position in a subsequent newspaper article: 

"The Chorus itself lost approximately $2,000 in expenses incurred on 

a tour of Southern Arizona to sing at Lions clubs. The tour was 
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originally planned to raise funds for the European trip but the Chorus 

was never reimbursed for the costs of the Arizona trip.,,193 Caso was 

quoted again on this subject in another newspaper publication: 

The internationally known Chorus is at the crossroads 
from the points of view of finances. If the financial 
condition does not improve so that we can be sure of a 
certain working capitol each year, the choir will simply 
have to become a local organization without any of the 
enormous national publicity that it now gets for the city 
of Tucson. 

191"Letters To The Editor," Arizona Daily Star, 12 June 1962, 
p. 28. 

192Bob Graham, "Lions Claim Chorus Cost Club $10,000," 
Arizona Daily Star, 13 June 1962, sec. A, p. 2. 

193Ibid • 



Unless we get the backing of the people of Tucson, we 
cannot do the things that are offered us (such as the 
concert tours). Tucsonans will have to realize that when 
we say we're hard-up, we mean itl 194 

This was the first trip cancellation in the Chorus' twenty-two year 

history. 195 

The sale of Bonanza Coupon Books as a major fund raiser began 

in 1962. Caso gave a figure of $80,000 as the annual budget when 
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introducing the Bonanza Book as a means to meet the budget. The books 

sold for $1.00 each and gave the purchaser discounts offered by 

196 merchants in the community on meals, merchandise and services. 

Later in the year, Caso was honored by the Pima County Bar 

Association by receiving the Naturalized American Award for 1962. 

This award is given to a naturalized citizen who has shown outstanding 

citizenship and accomplishment. Caso became an American citizen in 

1950 after arriving in this country from Bromley, Kent County, England 

in 1930. Caso said: "I came to the U.S.A. seeking freedom unhampered 

by tradition and I have found it •••• Nowhere else in the world •••• could 

a project similar to the Tucson Boys Chorus have been even attempted 

let alone brought to successful fruition.,,197 

194 
Graham, "Money Problem Kills Trip For Boys Chorus." 

195Ibid • 

196Martin, p. 3. 

197"N Ii d atura ze American Award Goes To Caso," Arizona Daily 
Star, 25 September 1962, sec. B, p. 2. 



An invitation came to the Chorus to sing at the national 

Christmas Tree Lighting ceremony in Washington D.C. in December. 

Caso had to turn down the invitation due to financial problems. 198 

1963 

The annual national winter concert tour began the activities 

of 1963. This trip covered a total of twenty-three states and Canada 
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with forty-five performances being presented in forty different cities. 

The tour was similar to previous national tours in many aspects: travel 

routes, size of communities in which performances were given, and 

repetition of repertoire. The tour began January 18 and concluded 

with the group's return to Tucson on April 19. 199 Upon arriving home, 

the Chorus had a commitment to perform in a special concert with the 

Lennon Sisters. This performance was held at the University of Arizona 

auditorium on May 22.200 

After a personal vacation trip to Europe in August of 1963, 

Caso returned to Tucson the first week of September with an invitation 

from the World Alliance of the YMCA in Geneva for the Chorus to perform 

in fourteen concerts throughout Europe. Trying to line up financial 

backing for the trip, the group sought state Department assistance 

198 "Chorus Turns Down White House Invitation," Arizona Daily 
Star, 29 November 1962, sec. A, p. 14. 

199Carro11 Fenwick, "Tucson Boys Chorus Acclaimed At Concert 
In Capital City," The Times--Argus, Barre-Montpelier, Vermont, 
13 February 1963. 

200 "Lennon Sisters Here Tonight," Arizona Daily Star, 
22 May 1963, sec. C, p. 6. 
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through a cultural exchange in order to take advantage of the invitation. 

the State Department did not offer assistance and the trip never 

materialized. 201 

In November of 1963, the Chorus made a 45 r.p.m. recording 

that featured two Christmas carols, Sleep Little Tiny King and African 

N 1 202 oe • 

Again the Chorus was invited to participate in the national 

Christmas Tree Lighting ceremony. This time the group was able to 

accept the invitation. The Christmas Pageant of Peace held in 

Washington D.C. on December 18, culminated with the Christmas Tree 

Lighting by President Lyndon Johnson. The ceremonies were held just 

weeks after the assassination of President John F. Kennedy. The Chorus' 

participation in the event included the performance of several Christmas 

carols before President Johnson pushed the button to light the giant 

tree. The ceremony was broadcast on major television and radio net-

works, Latin American networks and Telestar. After the performance, 

House Speaker John W. McCormack said: "A bit of musical background 

can make better men of boys.,,203 

20l"Back With Big News," Tucson Daily Citizen, 5 September 
1963, p. 19. 

202 "Chorus Makes New Recording," Arizona Daily Star, 
28 November 1963, sec. B, p. 1. 

203 "Boys Chorus Will Sing At Capital Yule Pageant," Arizona 
Daily Star, 6 October 1963, sec. A, p. 10. 
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1964 

The 1964 tour began March 30, much later than in previous 

years. It was split into two segments, the first traveling east, the 

second west, with a brief stay in Tucson in between. The first half 

took the boys through twenty-six states with performances in forty-six 

towns. One fourth of the appearances were repeat performances at 

204 
locations in which the Chorus had performed before on previous tours. 

Upon returning home for the interim break, Caso learned that 

the Boys Chorus had been invited to represent the State of Arizona on 

Arizona Day at the New York World's Fair on May 8. The United States 

Commission for the Fair offered the invitation to Governor Paul Fannin. 

However, the details were not finalized and the trip did not 

materialize. 205 

During their break from the tour, the Chorus performed in 

Tucson at Easter Sunrise Services at South Lawn Memorial Park and gave 

their annual Spring Concert held March 29 at the Tucson Music Center. 

The Spring Concert was reviewed by a local critic who wrote: 

It took until Carol of the Drum for the boys voices 
to be thoroughly relaxed. The boys looked tired at the 
beginning of the program which was overweighted with 
religious songs. 

The boys were in excellent form in Waltzing Matilda. 
Even this reviewer sang and swayed as Caso directed the 
audience. His grandiloquent gesutre at the end was delight
ful and much more "lppropriate than some of his "horse play" 
of previous years. 

204 "Boy Choristers Depart On llth National Tour," Arizona 
Daily Star, 31 March 1964, sec. C, p. 4. 

20S"Boys Chorus Stops Over During Tour: Invited To Appear 
At World's Fair," Arizona Daily Star, 29 March 1964, sec. B, p. 7. 



One cannot detach the boys from their music, yet a 
person seeking a fresh musical experience would have been 
disappointed last night, for there was hardly a new song in 
the repertory of the Chorus. 206 

The second half of the group's national tour in 1964 began on 
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April 2. They continued on their chartered bus to the west coast, and 

207 traveled through California, Oregon, Washington and Idaho. 

1965 

In 1965, the tour itinerary included a total of fifty-one 

concerts presented in eighty-two days. The trip began on January 20 

with a performance in Big Springs, Nebraska and concluded on April 10 

in La Sierra, California. Performances on the 1965 tour were given 

in over twenty states as well as Canada with a total of 18,230 miles 

traveled. 208 

Celebrating its 25th Anniversary, the Chorus was honored at 

a special Sertoma Club l~ncheon on April 20, 1965 at the Tucson Inn in 

downtown Tucson. A silver tray and letter of appreciation from the 

Sertoma Club were presented to Caso and the Chorus. Speeches were 

given by former members of the Chorus, including James Pfersdorf who 

209 had been Caso's first singing student in Tucson. 

206 Geraldine Saltzberg, "Boys Chorus Performs With Skill, 
Discipline," Arizona Daily Star, 31 March 1964, sec. B, p. 7. 

207 "Boys Chorus Stops Over During Tour: Invited To Appear 
At World's Fair." 

208"BOYS Chorus Leaves On U.S. Tour," Arizona Daily Star, 
21 January 1965, sec. D, p. 6. 

209Kingsley Wood, "Boys Chorus Celebrates Its 25th Anniversary," 
Arizona Daily Star, 21 April 1965, sec. B, p. 2. 
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On November 10, 1965, Eduardo Caso, founder and director of the 

Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus, died of a heart attack. He was sixty-five. 

The situation of his death was described in a letter written by 

Mrs. Jean Button, Chorus secretary at the time, to one of Caso's 

relatives in England: 

He had not been feeling well for about a month. He was 
weary and complained of a depression. Then on Saturday, 
November 6 at 4:00 in the morning he took himself to Tucson 
Medical Center Hospital. He had been very sick during the 
night. Now we know it was a heart attack. He called me 
the next morning and told me where he was •••• and said as 
soon as he could get out of the hospital he would be down 
at the Music Center where we were to take publicity pictures 
that day. I urged him to stay at the hospital if he wasn't 
feeling well •••• but about 10:30 he came down and many pictures 
were taken •••• he insisted on a long practice session too that 
day with the boys. Evidently his electrocardiogram did not 
show the effects of his heart attack. He was very pale, but 
insisted that he felt fine when we inquired •••• how he felt. 210 

Mrs. Button continued in her letter to recount the circumstances of 

Caso's death: 

Sunday morning, a neighbor near where he lived, took 
him again out to the Medical Center and at that time he was 
critically sick and was immediately put in intensive care 
unit. His doctor called me then on Monday morning and 
informed me of Mr. Caso's heart attack. I went immediately 
out there and saw him and talked to him. He was alert and 
remained so until he was gone. That evening, a parent of 
one of the boys accompanied me again to the hospital and we 
again talked with Eduardo for a few minutes. After we left 
the hospital that evening we went out to where he lived and 
picked up some things that we thought he might need for his 
hospital stay, and the next morning as I was preparing to 
leave for the hospital Dr. Kosanke called again and told me 
Eduardo Caso was gone. He seemed to rally that morning and 
had eaten breakfast and then in an instant he was gone. 
Sometimes I wonder if we will ever get over the shock and 
loss of his passing.211 

210 Jean Button, persona11etter, 17 November 1965. 

211 Ibid • 



Caso's death came as a surprise, especially to the boys in the 

Chorus, who never expected to be without their director. One Chorus 

member at the time recalls: 

He didn't look sick at all to me •••• He looked very 
healthy. I remember when he died though •••• It happened in 
the middle of the morning •••• We weren't having a rehearsal 
at the time. We were in school. My mother came into the 
school at Palo Verde and got me out •••• she said, "I want to 
let you know Eduardo Caso died." I was stunned. I couldn't 
understand why •••• because he did seem to be in such good 
health •••• So it was a shock.2l2 

Caso's funeral was held on Saturday, November 13, 1965 at 
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Brings Funeral Home in Tucson and he was buried at South Lawn Memorial 

Park. Rev. Vernon Grisso, a parent of a former Chorus member and 

close friend to Caso, delivered the eulogy at the funeral. He 

said: 

He had great dreams, not idle ones, for the things he 
believed in. He worked for his dreams and they became 
realities. He had a great spirit, and truly Great Spirits 
cannot be secularised--but are always expanding rather than 
being secluded. 

Boys are part of this world's growth of expression, 
expansion and power. He loved boys for themselves and their 
potential. He loved music for its beauty. He put the boys 
and the music together and created a great potential beauty 
for all who would hear and be inspired.213 

Caso's funeral was remembered by one boy: "I remember the funeral 

procession was a tremendously long funeral stretching for miles and 

il h h h h 
,,214 

m es t roug out t e town, just to get to t e cemetary. 

212R d L iii an y ew s, nterv eWe 

213 Vernon Grisso, Eulogy delivered at Eduardo Caso's funeral, 
Brings Funeral Home, 13 November 1965. 

214 Lewis, interview. 



In her letter, Mrs. Button writes: 

It was the largest funeral most any of us had ever 
attended. Mr. Caso had such a tremendous impact on so 
many lives •••• His travel group held a meeting among them
selves after his death and came to the decision that they 
wanted to give something to Mr. Caso that would be uniquely 
their own •••• so it was that they sang three numbers at the 
graveside •••• There Is No Death, Ave Maria and The Sound 
of Music, all of which Mr. Caso loved and which seemed 
quite appropriate for Mr. Caso since his whole life was a 
sound of music. 215 

The special gift of song by the boys was remembered by one father as 

the highlight of the service: "They sang beautifully •••• tears came 

to my eyes.,,216 

As stated in an editorial published in the Tucson Daily 

Citizen: "When Eduardo Caso was buried, it is worthy of note that 

the lesson of courage he taught his Chorus overcame the natural 

emotional reaction of young people at such a time. The Chorus, at 

the unanimous request of its members, sang three numbers without 
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b k ,,217 rea • The editorial continued: "The youngster (James Pfersdorf) 

to whom Caso taught voice before the Chorus came into being, today 

a man with grey hair, was one of his pall bearers. Eduardo Caso would 

have liked that.,,218 Another newspaper editorial commented: "Eduardo 

Caso is dead, but his Boys Chorus will be a living monument to him and 

215 Button, personal letter. 

216 Magnus Hourscht, interview. 

217"M i T M h d Th C W "T D il Ci i us c 0 an 00, e aso ay, ucson a y t zen, 
18 November 1965. 

218Ibid , p. 24. 



a bequest from him to this community so long as the Chorus lives and 

its songs continue to be heard.,,2l9 

Beginning November 11, W. Rudy Thompson, who was Caso's 

assistant director, served as interim director of the Chorus as the 

Board of Directors began their search for a new director. The Board 
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decided the Chorus would make its usual Christmas appearances as well 

as its nationwide Bell Telephone Hour performance scheduled for 

January 2, 1966. 220 

Jeffrey R. Haskell, a twenty-four year old graduate student at 

the University of Arizona, was named the new director of the Tucson 

Arizona Boys Chorus. Representatives from the Board of Directors had 

contacted John Bloom, Director of Choral Activities at the University, 

for suggestions for a new director. Bloom gave a positive recommendation 

for Haskell. Haskell recalls his initial awareness of the Chorus and 

his only encounter with Caso: 

Eduardo Caso called me Wednesday night. We confirmed that 
I did have a jazz trio here in town. He suggested to me that 
I come down to listen, perhaps sit in with his Choir •••• which 
was leaving for the Bell Telephone Hour in a couple of weeks. 
He had an idea for a 45 r.p.m. record, and he wanted some input 
from me as in backing •••• a trio. He was going to try to 
capitalize on a couple of ideas of his. He spent an hour and a 
half on the phone talking with me. I thought it was very, very 
strange that a man would spend that amount of time talking with 
an ultimate stranger about a Chorus that I knew nothing about. 

I then showed up on Saturday, only to be greeted by a 
man who had turned green. Later I was to find out that his 
heart was not supplying blood to the rest of his body. He 

2l9"Melody Lives," Tucson Daily Citizen, 11 November 1965, p. 26. 

220"Interim Director Selected," Arizona Daily Star, 
11 November 1965, sec. A, p. 2. 



had gotten out of a hospital bed, having suffered a heart 
attack that nobody knew of, to conduct these boys •••• 
because in less than just a few weeks away they were heading 
for New York to go on the "Bell Telephone Hour". 

I sat through a rehearsal •••• a very disciplined one •••• 
we shook hands and I left. The next Wednesday, exactly one 
week after the day he had called, he was dead. That's my 
initiation into the Tucson Boys Chorus221 
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When asked if he felt Caso was scouting him as a possible replacement, 

Haskell had the following response: 

He had never seen me before, so I don't think I was a 
choice of his to replace him. Upon his death, things moved 
awfully quickly and the Chorus Board knew then the boys were 
committed to a fifty-two concert tour plus an appearance •••• 
they couldn't miss •••• the Bell Telephone Hour. 

When they asked Rudy Thompson to take it •••• he said "No." 
He didn't want it. I think it was Rudy Thompson that 
suggested me. 222 

Haskell was given an auditio~in a sense, when he was invited to conduct 

a rehearsal of the boys prior to his appointment as Director. The 

rehearsal was observed by parents and Board members. Haskell recalls: 

"What a situation! But I didn't know any better. I was only twenty-

four at the time and very green. They gave me the job, and then I 

started to get pressure from phone calls from parents •••• 'you've got 

to do this.,,,223 When he received the appointment as the new Director 

of the Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus, Haskell was in the middle of his 

doctoral degree program at the University of Arizona. He remembered 

his decision to accept the Chorus position: "It was a very trying 

221 Jeffrey Haskell, interview, 22 March 1983. 

222Ibid • 

223Ibid • 
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decision. I didn't want to leave my degree program. It didn't make 

a lot of sense to leave at that point. In retrospect, there is no 

224 doubt in my mind that I made the right decision." Haskell directed 

the boys in public for the first time at the annual "Fall Festival" held 

225 at the Pioneer International Hotel the week following his appointment. 

1966 

The 1966 tour actually began on December 26, 1965, when the 

boys left for New York, along with their newly appointed direct~r, for 

the first big performance of the new year--an appearance on the Bell 

Telephone Hour which was broadcast on national television. The 

Bell Telephone Hour was an award winning television music series 

presented by the Bell Telephone Company. Appearing along with the 

Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus in the January 2, 1966, broadcast were 

Peter Nero, Dolores Gray and Eddy Arnold with Hugh O'Brien as host. 

While in New York, and between daily rehearsals preparing for the 

NBC-TV broadcast, the Chorus sang Christmas carols at Rockefeller 

226 Center and visited children at Bellevue Hospital. 

Accompanying the thirty-one singers on their trip to New York 

was a three month old Arizona wildcat. The animal, which was a gift 

from the Arizona Sonora Desert Museum, was presented to the Bronx Zoo. 

224Ibid • 

225"Haskell Named New Director," Tucson Daily Citizen, 
5 December 1965, sec. A, p. 4. 

226"BOYS Chorus To Leave For New York, TV Stint," Arizona 
Daily Star, 23 December 1965, sec. A, p. 7. 



The desert bobcat was named "TAB" for the initial letters of "Tucson 

227 
Arizona Boys." 
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After returning from New York, The Chorus departed on January 24, 

1966 for a tour of thirty-eight eastern and mid-western cities. The 

first concert was scheduled in Menomonie, Wisconsin. The tour then 

progressed to Maryland, south to Florida, and home through Louisiana 

and Texas. The Chorus returned to Tucson on April 1 and performed 

their annual Easter Sunrise Service on April 10. After one week, 

the Chorus left again for performances in California, Utah, Idaho and 

228 Washington. 

Things were not always easy for Haskell in his first season 

of transition from Caso. He recalls: 

We got through the Bell Telephone Hour alright, because 
they were all pulling together for the sake of Caso. Three 
weeks after the appearance, we did leave on tour; so,in effect, 
we really had to get a tour together quickly. But as soon as 
we got on tour, there began this feeling of "this interloper 
is in front of us", especially with the older boys. There 
were quite a few hairy moments, both on and off stage •••• 
which were tough. 229 

From the boys perspective, one of the members who sang under 

Caso's direction and was in the travel group when Haskell took over, 

remembers: 

227 "Gift From Tucson Boys Chorus," Tucson Daily Citizen, 
29 December 1965, sec. B, p. 2. 

228 "Boys Chorus Opens Winter Tour," Arizona Daily Star, 
25 January 1966, sec. B, p. 1. 

229 Haskell, interview. 



Jeff Haskell •••• when he first came in, it was very odd. 
It was like putting melted bananas on toast. It was just 
something that we had not been associated with yet. He took 
reins right off the bat and said, "O.K. this is the way this 
is going to be." His tactics and his style were totally 
alien. I remember him saying ...... I'm not Eduardo Caso," yet 
he sympathized with his death: "I'm sorry. We have a job 
to do." He started right out very stern. You could tell 
he was going to be a taskmaster. He had some personal 
conflicts with some of the kids •••• It was just very diffi
cult to work, because you had this great allegiance to 
Eduardo Caso, and then some other man coming in and, who 
is this guy trying to take his place? 

He was under some pressure. He seemed like he was 
rather disoriented when he first came in, although he tried to 
be very in charge of the situation •••• and he was, but he was 
still a little leary of the whole thing. 

A very, very difficult transition between the two of 
them. It was like night and day. But it worked out 
alright. 230 

Haskell's first tour in 1966 met with many good reviews. 

One such review from Pennsylvania titled "Large Enthusiastic Crowd 

Hears Arizona Boys Chorus" states about Haskell: "Their director 

is a virile young man filled with enthusiasm for his work and is a 

superb musician. He knows how to build a program and to please an 

di ,,231 au ence. However, another review, written in Dayton, Ohio was 

far less favorable: 

These thirty pleasant, pink-cheeked youths were not at 
home with Handel. 

The master's airy laughing song, Haste Thee Nymph, was 
only one small part of the Tucson Chorus' long, animated 
repertoire. 

230 Lewis, interview. 

231"Large Enthusiastic Crowd Hears Arizona Boys Chorus," 
Emlenton News, Emlenton, Pennsylvania, 18 February 1966. 
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The audience last night enjoyed this number •••• 
despite the Chorus' jerky phrasing, poor articulation, 
grossly exaggerated horseplay and laughter--and their 
finishing it off key. 

Director Jeffrey R. Haskell •••• behaved nervously 
under the floodlights but exerted a firm discipline 
offstage. 232 

He recalls this poor review: 

I got a review in Dayton that "roasts my bippy" every 
time I look at it •••• it haunts me even today. That was 
our first tour, but it (the review) was an absolute 
roast. It was really pretty critical •••• but it really 
did a good deal for me because it helped me shape my 
act up a bit, and get it together. 233 

The Spring Concert given on April 11, 1966, after Haskell's 

first tour, was his "debut" in the Tucson community. The concert 

included a large repertoire. "There Is No Death" was dedicated to the 

memory of Eduardo Caso, but, according to a review the following day, 

the remainder of the concert was definitely "Haskell". The reviewer 

noted that the voice production and discipline of Caso were preserved 
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but there were touches added that were Haskell's. The songs presented, 

however, were those Tucsonans had heard for years. The reviewer wrote 

that perhaps under Haskell's new direction, new songs would be pre-

234 
sented in consideration of the Tucson public interest. 

Another reviewer, Dan Pavillard, wrote about the Spring 

Concert: 

232Ben Kline, "Boys Chorus Enjoyable Despite Rough Spots," 
Dayton Daily News, Dayton, Ohio, 9 February 1966, p. 10. 

233 Haskell, interview. 

234Geraldine Saltzburg, "Boys Choir 'Debuts' In Tucson," 
Arizona Daily Star, 12 April 1966, sec. B, p. 9. 



Soloists •••• 1acked stage poise. They just stood there. 

Jeffrey R. Haskell, talented and capable new director of 
the group, gets the last knock. In the last segment of the 
program •••• the Chorus sang six familiar western favorites •••• 
at a pace destined to pitch any cowboy face forward into the 
campfire, sound asleep. 235 

As Haskell continued to develop the Chorus in his style, an 

event in the fall of 1966 gave the Chorus national recognition with 

Haskell's work being exhibited. In October 1966, a thirty minute 
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Christmas program of the Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus, entitled "Let 

the Deserts Be Joyful", was filmed in color at the San Xavier Mission. 

The program was broadcast on the CBS network Christmas Eve. The 

repertoire for the program was seasonal songs of Spanish origin, 

all researched, selected and arranged by Haskell. Haskell said the 

San Xavier Mission was chosen as the site for the program because 

"it is perfect for a Christmas show •••• it gathers in all the nuances 

of the Southwest.,,236 

The selections performed in the Christmas presentation "Let 

the Deserts Be Joyful" were also recorded on an album entitled, 

Christmas Songs of the Great Southwest. This album was recorded 

237 in Tucson at the Copper State Recording Company. A recording 

critic for the Arizona Daily Star wrote: 

235Dan Pavillard, "Boys Chorus Excels On Spirited Rhythms," 
Tucson Daily Citizen, 12 April 1966, p. 20. 

236"CBS-TV Christmas Spectacular Plans Include Tucson Boys 
Chorus, Mission," Arizona Daily Star, 16 October 1966, sec. A, p. 10. 

237"Spanish Carols Recorded By Boys Chorus," Arizona Daily 
Star, 13 November 1966, sec. B, p. 2. 



The various songs on the album were arranged especially by 
the groups new and versatile conductor, Jeffrey R. Haskell. 
Many of the songs are unfamiliar, but the Haskell arrangements 
should bring them into their own. 

The album is a fine example of the great talent Tucson 
produces. 238 

The Chorus was not under Haskell's direction and control; 

however, financial problems still persisted. The Tucson City Council 

was asked for $5,000 in aid. The Chorus was fortunate to receive 

from city funds the amount that was requested with the firm under-

standing that it was to be a "one shot deal." It was not. Twice, 

since this initial financial assistance, in 1968 and 1974, the City 

Council allocated funds for the Chorus. 239 

1967 

On January 27, 1967, the annual national tour began with 

concerts in thirty-six different cities in twenty-one states. After 

attending one of the Chorus' performances in Texas, music critic Sam 

Gray wrote: 

Technically, the choir showed excellent work in tuning, 
phrasing and articulation. The group has some problems with 
blend between the treble and the changed voices which showed 
up particularly in the first half of the program. Showmanship 
kept moving at a fast clip. and most of the time came off well. 
Only occasionally did the humor become [so] contrived so 
as to be labored. 240 

238 Robert Moore, "Haskell Arrangements Spark Christmas Disc," 
Arizona Daily Star, 18 December 1966, sec. C, p. 14. 

239 Martin, p. 3. 

240Sam Gray, "Tucson Boys Chorus Rates 'A' For Showmanship 
Work," Brownwood Bulletin, Brownwood, Texas, 17 March 1967, p. 14. 
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Following the tour, the Chorus was once again featured in their 

annual Spring Concert, April 14 and 15. Both music critics from the 

two local papers were impressed with these performances. Saltzberg, 

from the Arizona Daily Star, wrote after the first performance: 

The Tucson Boys Chorus •••• lived up to its long-established 
reputation for excellent singing •••• The eight serious songs which 
comprised the first unit have never before been sung in Tucson. 
Particularly praiseworthy were the long sustained phrases of 
the opening chorus of selections from Stabat Mater, by 
Pergolesi. 241 

The Tucson Daily Citizen music critic, Pavillard, noted: 

Nearly everything about the boys' Spring Concert differed 
from previous concerts. 

The quality of musicianship, the selection and arrangement 
of material and the staging--surely attributable to Haskell's 
inspired leadership--all are improvements. 242 

In October of 1967, the Chorus participated in the 17th Annual 

Tucson Festival, an event that brings together the traditions from 

the variety of cultural heritage present in Tucson. A special 

"Sunday Evening Forum" program was presented in connection with the 

festival featuring the Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus. The Chorus 

performed Western songs and ballads in the first half of the program. 

Hispanic folk songs and dances were performed in the second half by 

243 a local Mexican folklore group. Geraldine Saltzberg commented 

241 Geraldine Saltzberg, "Haskell's Boys Rate Plaudits," Arizona 
Daily Star, 15 April 1967, sec. B, p. 8. 

242Dan Pavillard, "Boys Chorus Outstanding In Homecoming 
Concert," Tucson Daily Citizen, 15 April 1967, sec. A, p. 2. 

243"Fiesta Time Is At Hand For Tucsonans, Visitors," Arizona 
Daily Star, 30 March 1967, sec. B, p. 1. 
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in a news publication the following day: "The theme of the Boys Chorus 

was 'The Southwest." The high sopranos enchanted the audience. the 

244 boys closed with a roping demonstration of unusual skill." 

1968 

On January 26, 1968, the new year began for the Chorus as 

they departed on their annual tour. An important part of this tour 

was the appearance on The Mike Douglas Show. The program was broadcast 

nationwide on March 27, 1968, by CBS who estimated approximately 

15,000,000 viewers saw the show. Along with a brief roping demonstra-

tion, the Chorus performed three songs, Tumblin' Tumbleweeds, Riders 

In The Sky and The High Chaparral, which was composed by David Rose 

with the lyrics by Chorus director Jeff Haskell. The participation of 

the Chorus on the Mike Douglas Show gave the organization national 

exposure as well as giving The High Chaparral its national television 

245 premier. 

Following the 1968 annual Spring Concert, a review of the 

performance stated: 

244 Geraldine Saltzberg, "SRO Show Highlights Festival," 
Arizona Daily Star, 3 April 1967, sec. A, p. 5. 

245Don Schellie, "Tucson Boys Chorus NBCing Us On CBS," 
Tucson Daily Citizen, 15 March 1968, p. 21. 



For the first time in years the Tucson audience got the 
type of impression audiences in other cities get, for the 
numbers were largely new to Tucsonans, whereas before 
Haskell's directorship, the same songs were presented year 
after year. 

The boys have accepted Haskell's training and discipline 
admirably. 246 
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Several weeks after the tour and Spring Concert, the following 

comments appeared in the editorials from the Tucson Daily Citizen: 

Tucson's ambassadors of goodwill •••• appeared in large 
cities and in small, but wherever they went they left behind 
a warm, friendly impact on that community •••• lt could be 
said, with truth, that no single group or organization in 
the calendar year does more to give favorable, lasting exposure 
to Tucson and its people than does the Boys Chorus. 

The publicity this un-subsidized group of boys gives to 
their city matches, if it does not surpass, many costly 
programs. 247 

Once again, feeling the financial pressures, the Chorus 

requested assistance from the Tucson City Council. On June 25, the 

Council granted the Chorus' request and allocated $15,000 in direct 

248 aid assistance. 

Later in the summer, seventy-five boys attended the annual 

camp at Rancheros Los Cerros. The 1968 camp was a unique experience 

in that the boys were being filmed for a National Educational 

Television (NET) program. Filming of the program had already begun 

246Geraldine Saltzberg, "Tucson Boys Chorus Applauded," 
Arizona Daily Star, 22 April 1968, sec. A, p. 8. 

24711These Children Lead," Arizona Daily Star, 2 May 1968, 
Editorial Page, p. 52. 

248 Martin, p. 3. 



their previous national tour. Scenes in the film show the boys and 

Haskell traveling, practicing, performing, eating and even doing 

various chores such as homework and laundry. The camp segments 

focused on the boys practicing rope tricks, horseback riding, and 

other camp activities. 249 

1969 

On February 6, 1969, the NET film featuring the Tucson Boys 

Chorus was broadcast nationally on the What's New program. In 

production for over a year, the documentary was entitled "Ambassadors 
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In Levis" and focused on members of the Chorus in tryouts, rehearsals, 

performa~ces, on a bus tour of the midwest, and at summer camp near 

Tucson. The program was produced locally by staff members of the 

University of Arizona television station, KUAT-TV, for national 

distribution. Those collaborating on the project were Jon Cooper, 

producer-director; Harry Atwood, editor; Alex Hankocy, photography; 

250 
and Mike Bell, sound technician. Tucson Daily Citizen TV writer, 

Allene David, wrote about "Ambassadors In Levis": "Jeff Haskell, 

Chorus director, is shown with the boys in their roles of not just 

singing but also learning to live together. Sensitive and impressive 

h h 1 f h h d 1 h ,,251 t e s ow •••• is a c ear portrait 0 t e ot er si e of the foot ig ts. 

249 Susan Lowell, "Camp - A Chance To Recoup Forces," Tucson 
Daily Citizen, 31 August 1968. 

250Allene David, "Children, Young Adults To Get New Programs," 
Tucson Daily Citizen, 1 February 1969, "Ole" section, p. 11. 

251Ibid • 
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On the 1969 annual national tour, the Chorus traveled 25,000 

miles from January 24 through March 27. The group gave thirty-six 

concerts on the tour in twenty-five different states. A "Welcome 

Home" ceremony was organized for the boys at EI Con Shopping Center. 

After arriving with a police escort, the group was greeted by 

Miss Arizona, Kathy Ennis, State Treasurer Morris Herring (who 

represented Governor Jack Williams), members of the EI Con Merchants 

Association and the Tucson Council of the Arts, and Tucson City 

Councilman Jim Webb who said, "I don't know of any group of young 

people--or even old ones--who meet your high standards of performance.,,252 

In March of 1969, a new album recorded by the Chorus was 

released for distribution. Entitled We're Versatile, the selections 

on the recording varied from those featured on earlier albums of 

western or special church music. Twelve songs of folk and popular 

music styles were recorded on the new album including Tortured Land 

which was written by Haskell (see Appendix F). Haskell also arranged 

the other selections which featured the Chorus with a full orchestral 

background for the first time. The album was recorded at the Copper 

253 State Recording Company of Tucson. 

According to record critic Robert Moore who reviewed the 

We're Versatile album: 

252Jeff Smith, "Tucson's Boys Chorus Welcomed Home Again," 
Arizona Daily Star, 27 March 1969, sec. A, p. 5. 

253"New Album Released By Boys Chorus," Arizona Daily Star, 
4 March 1969, sec. B, p. 1. 



This is a remarkable amalgam since it runs from Peter, 
Paul and Mary tunes to traditional English folk songs such as 
.. Greensleeves ...... 

Now the album is not going to make the Vienna Boys turn 
in their surplices but certainly should show how well the 
Tucson youngsters sing. Haskell has taken full advantage 
of the clarity of the young unchanged voices and he has 
added spirit and drive to the group's work. 254 

In November of 1969, the Chorus celebrated its Thirtieth 
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Anniversary. Proclamations by Arizona Governor Jack Williams and Tucson 

Mayor James Corbett were given in appreciation of the group. Events, 

including the annual Fall Festival, marked the Anniversary celebration. 

Comments published on the editorial page of the Arizona Daily Star in 

reference to the Chorus and its thirty years of existence stated: 

"This city has many things to be thankful for, and one certainly is 

the talented and enthusiastic musical group which has been seen and 

heard in concert in much of the world ... 255 The Tucson Daily Citizen 

also commeuted in its editorial section: "Individual members change. 

But the Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus goes on. For the good of the 

256 community, may it thrive for many more long years." 

254Robert Moore, "Boys Chorus In New Sound," Arizona Daily Star, 
2 March 1969, sec. C, p. 4. 

255"Chorus Is Great Asset," Arizona Daily Star, 26 November 1969, 
Editorial Page, p. 36. 

256"30 Years Of Song," Tucson Daily Citizen, 26 November 1969, 
Editorial Page, p. 22. 



CHAPTER 7 

THE FOURTH DECADE - 1970-1979 

1970 

The annual winter tour of 1970 began the events of the fourth 

decade for the Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus. The tour took the Chorus 

over 35,000 miles through thirty-four states and the District of 

Columbia. January 25 was the departure date with the boys returning 

March 28 in time for the annual Spring Concert on April 1. The group 

then departed for a west coast tour, beginning April 8, and returning 

to Tucson on April 20. 257 

During the 1970 tour, the boys completed a United States 

Information Agency (USIA) movie. Portions of the movie had already been 

filmed at Old Tucson. The rotunda of the national Capital building 

was the setting for the conclusion of the film. The film was 

distributed in seventy-four foreign countries to "show other nations 

of the world what the United States government considers the finest 

example of American youth.,,258 

Because of continued financial problems, the Chorus once 

again requested funding from the Tucson City Council. (Their previous 

257 "Boys Chorus Slates Tour," Tucson Daily Citizen, 
21 January 1970, sec. A, p. 3. 

258"Focusing On The Ambassadors In Levi's." Tucson Daily 
Citizen, 2 March 1970, p. 21. 
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two requests had been granted.) A total of $5,000 was solicited; 

259 however, the council rejected the proposal. 

On October 13 and 14 of 1970, the Chorus performed on a 

Tucson Symphony Program. Under the direction of Gregory Millar, con-
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ductor of the Tucson Symphony, the Chorus performed Giovanni Pergolesi's 

Stabat Mater. The work was accompanied by a chamber orchestra made 

up of Tucson Symphony musicians, and organ, which was played by 

260 Haskell. Music critic Robert Moore reviewed the performance: 

The highlights of the concert were •••• the chorus' singing 
with a select group of the orchestra on Giovanni Pergolesi's 
"Stabat Mater". 

Every part was note perfect •••• Even a mature group would 
have trouble singing such Latin phrases •••• but the youngsters 
worked it out beautifully. 

Everything meshed. Millar was overjoyed with the result 
as was the audience. 261 

From December 26 through 30, 1970, the Chorus traveled to 

Bakersfield, California, where they recorded a new album. The recording 

was made at Buck Owens' studio and featured the country western singer's 

studio musicians as a backup to the Chorus. Tucsonan Lee Furr, who 

was the recording director for Owen's studio, engineered the album. 

Titled Howlin', the new recording featured selections in a light 

259 Martin, p. 3. 

260 "Symphony Seats On Sale Monday," Arizona Daily Star, 
4 October 1970, sec. C, p. 4. 

261 Robert Moore, "City Symphony Opens Season With Chorus," 
Arizona Daily Star, 14 October 1970, sec. A, p. 2. 



country western style including Big Mama's Medicine Show, Riders In 

The Sky, Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, and the Hawaiian song One Paddle, 

Two Padd1e. 262 

1971 

The annual tour of 1971 was extensive and was arranged by the 

Chorus' new management, Kena11en Enterprises. The group gave seventy 

performances in thirty-five states and four Canadian Provinces. The 

thirteen week trip began January 20 and concluded with the group's 

263 return to Tucson on May 6. 
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In August of 1971, an independent production company filmed the 

Chorus for the Buck Owens Ranch Show. The program, syndicated 

nationally, was broadcast in Tucson on KZAZ-TV, and showed the Chorus 

performing songs at various locations in and around Tucson. These 

locations included E1 Presidio Park, Tucson National Golf Club, Old 

Tucson and Mission San Xavier del Bac. 264 

In the fall of 1971, the Chorus was able to move its head-

quarters from the Temple of Music and Art on South Scott Avenue into 

a house on a two-acre lot purchased by the Chorus. The new Chorus 

building, located on East Pima Street, was purchased for $35,000. 

At an Executive Committee meeting of the Board of Directors on 

262"A1bum Recording Trip Scheduled By Boys Chorus," Arizona 
Daily Star, 24 December 1970, sec. B, p. 6. 

263"B Ch On i " 1 oys orus B ggest Tour Yet, Arizona Dai y Star, 
24 January 1971, sec. C, p. 2. 

264"B Ch " oys orus To Appear On National TV, Arizona Daily Star, 
30 August 1971, sec. A, p. 3. 



September 8, 1971, it was discussed that an estimated cost of $1,000 

would be needed to fix the existing building on the new site so it 

could be used for a temporary rehearsal hall and Chorus office. The 

remodeling included tearing down a wall, putting a new beam in the 

ceiling and painting throughout. All the work was done by parent 

volunteers. 265 
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With the purchase of the property on East Pima Street and the 

ultimate goal of constructing a permanent building for the Chorus, 

the financial emphasis for the organization changed. As Haskell 

commented, he was "switching the goal of fund drives from acquiring 

operating capital to building a headquarters for the Chorus.,,266 

At the end of 1971, the Chorus had a heavy schedule of major 

performances. In November, the Buck Owens road show was scheduled in 

The Tucson Community Center. As a result of the previous close 

relationship Owens had with Haskell and the Chorus, the group was 

invited to appear with Owens. The schedule continued throughout 

December with a performance on December 5 at St. Phillips in the 

Hills Episcopal Church, performances of Orff's Carmina Burana and 

Britten's A Ceremony of Carols on December 7 and 8, participation in 

Tchaikovsky's The Nutcracker with the Tucson Metropolitan Ballet 

265 Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus, Minutes of Executive Committee 
Meeting of the Board of Directors, 8 September 1971. 

266 Martin, p. 3. 
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and Tucson Symphony from December 9 through 12, and a performance 

of the Vaughan Williams ~ on December 19. 267 Thus in a one month 

period the Chorus performed several major classical works. 

1972 

The tour of 1972 was three months in length from February 11 

through May 11. Sixty-two performances were given in eighty-six days 

in twenty-five states and four Canadian Provinces. The group took 

fourteen different flights and boat trips in their travels. A sizeable 

geographical span was covered as the group not only traveled through 

a large portion of the continental United States, but also went to 

Alaska and beyond the Artic Circle with a performance in Inuvik, 

Northwest Territories, Canada. The Chorus then traveled to the 

268 Hawaiian Islands for the final seven performances. 

While on the tour, Haskell wrote a series of letters to parents 

and friends of the Chorus describing the tour. The Tucson Daily Citizen 

collected the letters and organized them into two feature articles which 

they published: Odyssey Of A Boys' Chorus and We'll Be Ready To Sing 

When We Arrive. In reflecting on what the biggest problem for the 

group was after arriving in Hawaii, Haskell wrote: 

In the dressing rooms the kids started to peel off their 
shirts and it looked like somebody had hit them with pink 
paint. There were groans and moans and sighs. 

On stage and into the third selection, a lobster in our 
back row crawled off. Next number, another one did the 
same until we were missing five. We can undergo bouts of 

267 "Boys Chorus Preps For Busy Season," Arizona Daily Star, 
4 November 1971, sec. C, p. 3. 

268 Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus, 1972 Tour Itinerary. 



colds, sore throats or even the flu, but the one thing we 
can't battle (besides laryngitis) is a good old fashioned 
dose of sunburn covered with a full set of costumes under 
hot stage 1ights. 269 

In June of 1972, the Chorus traveled to Phoenix to record 

thirty children's songs for the MacMillan Publishing Company. The 
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recordings accompanied a music textbook series, The Spectrum of Music, 

developed in part by Dr. Carroll Rinehart, who was supervisor of e1emen-

270 tary school music for Tucson Unified School District. 

1973 

On February 6, 1973, the Chorus presented the Vienna Choir 

Boys in concert at the Tucson Community Center Music Hall. The 

performance was a benefit fund-raiser with the proceeds used to 

271 help with expenses for the construction of the new building. 

After returning from their six week annual domestic tour, the 

Chorus was featured in its second Columbia Broadcasting System special 

which was filmed in the Tucson Mountains. The film was about a 

Mexican youth tracing his ancestory. The CBS producer, Chalmers Dale, 

was in charge of the project. A technical staff was brought to 

Tucson from New York and Hollywood. In the film, the Chorus sang 

272 Mexican folksongs in a campfire setting. 

269Jeffrey Haskell, "We'll Be Ready To Sing When We Arrive," 
Tucson Daily Citizen, 24 June 1972, pp. 22-23. 

270 "Choir Beginning To Tape Songs," Arizona Daily Star, 
3 June 1972, sec. A, p. 8. 

271"Internationa1 Air Added To Events," Arizona Daily Star, 
4 February 1973, sec. D, p. 4. 

272"BOys Ch6rus Films Second TV Special," Arizona Daily Star, 
27 March 1973, sec. A, p. 9. 
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For the four week period from April 21 through May 16, the 

Chorus toured and performed in England and Scotland. This was the 

first time the Chorus had been in a European country since the first 

European tour under Caso's direction in 1955. Tour arrangements 

for England were made by Raymond Gubbay Opera and Concert Management, 

who acted as the Chorus' concert booking agent. A total of twenty-two 

performances were given in a twenty-six day period and included White 

Rock Pavilion, Hastings; King's Hall, Herne Bay; Carnegie Hall, 

Dumfermline; City Oval Hall, Sheffield; Champness Hall, Rochdale; 

Theatre Royal, St. Helens; Empire Theatre, Sunderland; Forum Theatre, 

Billingham, Teeside; Winter Gardens, Bournemouth; Weymouth Pavilion 

Theatre, Weymouth; Queen's Hall, Barnstaple; The Congress Theatre, 

Eastbourne; New Theatre, Kingston-upn-Hull; Prince's Hall, Aldershot; 

273 and City Hall, St. Albans. 

While in London, the Chorus filmed the television program 

Blue Peter for the' British Broadcasting Corporation. The child-

oriented program was broadcast throughout England on Thursday, 

May 17. The Chorus performed several musical selections and gave a 

274 demonstration of trick roping. 

In making preparations for the England tour, there was some 

confusion between Haskell and Raymond Gubbay, the Chorus agent, 

regarding the length of the trip. In a verbal agreement between the 

273 Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus, 1973 England Tour Promotional 
Flyers, Echo Press Ltd., Loughborough, England. 

274"BOys Chorus Returning From Britain," Arizona Daily Star, 
16 May 1973, sec. A, p. 6. 
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two, a four week tour with concerts scheduled throughout was to be 

arranged. When the written contract was received by Haskell, however, 

the tour was scheduled for only three weeks. After Haskell questioned 

Gubbay as to why the change, the agent replied that there were just 

275 not enough bookings to fill the entire four weeks. In a subsequent 

letter to Gubbay, Haskell responded: 

At one point in time we received the go-ahead that you 
had agreed to a four-week tour for our group. After 
receiving our Board's approval of the four-week verbal 
agreement I then received the three-week written contract. 
Yes, the four-week agreement was verbal •••• and •••• we •••• 
understand •••• your reasons why •••• the contract must be 
for •••• only three weeks. However, it is an agreement which 
leaves us no room to take anything but a financial setback 
for the tour. The fourth week, if and when it comes, will 
of course change all that. So I am hoping you will under
stand our position. We have no choice but to steer a path 276 
which is protective to all of us involved in this endeavor. 

Between the time the contract for a three week tour was signed 

and the actual departure date for the trip, Gubbay was eventually able 

to get enough concert bookings to justify the fourth week of the tour. 

With the exception of only three rest days, the Chorus' schedule was 

full. 277 

On March 8, just six weeks prior to the scheduled tour, there 

were two bomb explosions in London. That date, March 8, was the day 

of a referendum in Northern Irelan~ and the bombs were allegedly 

275 Raymond Gubbay, personal letter to Klaus Komar, Ko1mar-Luth 
Entertainment Inc., New York, 21 October 1972. 

276 Jeffrey Haskell, personal letter to Raymond Gubbay, London, 
8 September 1972. 

277Raymond Gubbay, personal letter to Jeffrey Haskell, Tucson, 
25 January 1973. 



planted by Republican extremists. A number of people were injured 

and one person died. Gubbay wrote to Haskell concerning this event: 

I can well imagine that the parents are understandably 
disturbed about the recent bomb explosions in London and I 
think a little clarification of the situation will do no 
harm •••• they were certainly isolated and there is really at 
present no greater danger in London than in the past. I 
can assure you that in the unlikely event of the situation 
worsening, I shall of course advise you immediately but I 
really feel this a very distant possibility.278 

There were no further political terrorist actions. 
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Prior to the England trip, Haskell made an effort to have the 

Chorus act officially for the United States. Letters were sent to 

Morris K. Udall, Representative from Arizona, and Mark B. Lewis, 

Director of the Office of Cultural Presentations, to inquire into 

the feasibility of the Chorus acting as "Ambassadors" on a more 

279 official scale while representing the United States in England. 

The response from Lewis was that the Department of State does not 

give special designations to private groups touring abroad unless 

280 they have been selected for an official diplomatic mission. 

The youngest member of the Chorus during the tour to England 

recalls the excitement and his initial apprehensions: 

27~aymond Gubbay, personal letter to Jeffrey Haskell, Tucson, 
16 March 1973. 

279 Jeffrey Haskell, personal letter to Mark B. Lewis, Director, 
Office of Cultural Presentations, Washignton, D.C., 28 July 1972. 

289Mark B. Lewis, personal letter to Jeffrey Haskell, Tucson, 
31 July 1972. 



The England tour was fantastic. I was the youngest on 
the trip. 

I never was homesick. I would always say that I was 
homesick and that meant I was sick of home. I loved 
traveling. The only time I felt homesick was the very 
first night in London when I then really realized how far 
away I was and that, unlike before, I couldn't just pop 
home if something happened •••• 

Only that first night, and a little culture shock, 
that was the only time I felt homesick at all. The rest 
I just had a great time. 28t 
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Following their performance at the Carnegie Hall in Dumfermline, 

a reviewer noted: 

Maintaining its tradition of introducing something new 
each year, the Carnegie Festival •••• included a performance by 
the Tucson Arizona Boys' Choir, at Carnegie Hall. 

Locally, this was a very popular feature, one of the 
largest audiences of the week (of the festival) filling 
the hall. 

282 The boys gave a stirring performance. 

And after their concert in Queen Elizabeth's Hall in London, 

another reviewer wrote that "the boys weren't just good, they were 

great.,,283 

A resident from Teeside, England wrote a letter to the editor 

of the Arizona Daily Star after hearing the Chorus in concert on 

April 30: 

281 Christopher Hufford, interview, 8 March 1983. 

282"Audience Captivated By Boy's Choir," Dumfermline Press, 
Dumfermline, Scotland, 5 April 1973. 

283"BOYS Chorus Returning From Britain." 



I was among the audience at the Forum Theatre •••• to see, 
and hear, the Tucson Arizona Boys Choir, and felt I must 
write you to say how much everyone enjoyed the boys and 
their music. 

You must be very proud of them and I can assure you 
that everyone loved them so much the final curtain just 
kept on going up and down--we just didn't want them to 
leave. 

The boys are true ambassadors of the U.S.A. They are 
very welcome and we love them. 

Thank you for sending the choir to England, and for 
giving so much pleasure to so many people. 284 

Haskell and the Chorus members found that much more was 

expected of them in regards to various regulations on their England 

trip than what they were accustomed to while touring the United 

States. The boys had to follow rigid rules in order to satisfy the 
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I.L.E.A. (Inner London Education Authority) and be permitted to perform 

throughout Great Britain. Requirements necessary to meet specific 

regulations included medical certificates stating, in a doctor's 

opinion, that the boys were physically fit to take part in the 

performances. A list of hotels where the boys were staying was 

required by the I.L.E.A. to assure that they were being properly cared 

for. Further, children were required to be out of the theatres by 

285 
10:00 p.m. so the Chorus performances had to be planned accordingly. 

Clara Montgomery, who accompanied the Chorus on the England tour as 

wardrobe mother, recalls: 

284 Irene M. Hasler, "Welcome In England," Arizona Daily Star, 
Letters to the Editor, 12 May 1973, Editorial Page, p. 68. 

285 Raymond Gubbay, personal letter to Jeffrey Haskell, Tucson, 
21 November 1972. 



The concerts in England were mostly at 7:30 because 
with English labor laws the boys had to be out of the hall 
by 10:00 or you would be forbidden to perform anymore. We 
had to have our concerts at 7:30 and even then it was close. 

They had a man there every concert from the Board of 
Education. We had to have our permits, that was the 
chaperones. I taped my papers right in the lid of the 
wardrobe trunk to make sure they were with me because they 
came and checked at every concert.28G 

Another regulation under the United Kingdom law that the 
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group encountered was that children under fourteen could perform only 

for a maximum of forty days in a twelve month period. The amount of 

concerts the Chorus performed throughout Great Britain was well within 

this limit; however, nothing was said of the six week tour of the 

United States which preceded the United Kingdom trip. 287 

Not everything went smoothly during the various performances 

on this tour. Montgomery recalled a somewhat humorous event during a 

concert that was certainly not planned: 

While we were in England, Jeff Haskell was doing a 
scene with the boys from the musical "Charlie Brown." 
Linus had to swing his blanket around and hit Jeff after 
he patted him on the head. Jeff was in the habit of 
ducking because the boys were making that blanket into 
a rattail. It could really crack. Well he ducked once 
too often. 

With his back to the audience, his trousers ripped from 
the waistband to the zipper. When it happened he was up 
in a flash and turned around and faced the audience and 
said, "You will have to forgive me. I have just ripped my 
trousers. I will do the rest of the concert sitting down." 
He then played the piano for the rest of the performance. 

286Clara Montgomery, interview, 11 April 1983. 

287 Gubbay, personal letter, 21 November 1972. 



[For) the boys, knowing what had happened, trying to 
sing and keep a straight face at the same time, took a 
heroic effort, and the audience was cracking up too. That 
was really funny.288 
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On Friday, May 18, the Chorus returned to Tucson from England. 

Greeting the group at the Tucson International Airport were numerous 

family members and friends as well as Raul Castro, Governor of 

Arizona, Tucson city councilman Emmett McLoughlin, and chairman of 

the Tucson Chamber of Commerce Jack Goodman. The group received 

awards from these officials including copper letters from the mayor 

in recognition of their efforts and an award from the Chamber of 

289 Commerce for being "Amigos of the Month." 

In a continuing effort to obtain funds to construct a permanent 

building on the Pima Street property, the Chorus announced a major 

fund-raising.drive in May of 1973. The drive was a solicitation of 

various donations for the purpose of providing revenue for the building 

project. The goal was $200,000. 290 

The annual Christmas Concert was the concluding event of 1973. 

A favorable review was published in the Tucson Daily Citizen the 

following day stating: Carol of the Bells, Sleep Little Tiny King, 

288 Montgomery, interview. 

289"BOYS Chorus Returning From Britain." 

290"BOys Chorus Seeks Funds For Building," Arizona Daily Star, 
26 May 1973, sec. B, p. 2. 



and Carol of the Drum showed the boys at their best. And if poise 

291 were considered a talent the boys would have to take first prize. 

1974 

In January of 1974, the Chorus applied for, and was granted 
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$15,000 in a special emergency appropriation fund from the Tucson City 

Council. In a defense of the Chorus' need for this financial assistance, 

an audited account of the 1973 actual expenditures was presented showing 

the Chorus had taken in $28,000 with expenses of $44,000 leaving a 

$16,000 deficit. The Council's decision to make these funds available 

to the Chorus, however, was not unanimous. Voting against the 

appropriation, Councilman Ruben Romero stated: 

I'm not against cultural activities, but we've also had 
requests from the Tucson Civic Opera Company and the Tucson 
Civic Ballet. I'm for treating everyone the same. I'm not 
for singling out one organization, especially one with a 
$200,000 construction program. If they can't run their own 
group, how can they afford a construction program like 
that? 292 

The annual tour for 1974 began on January 25. Director Haskell 

and the Chorus traveled for fifty days to thirty different cities, 

performing throughout Canada and the eastern portion of the United 

States. 
293 They returned to Tucson on March 15. 

In April, ground breaking ceremonies were held for the con-

struction of the new Chorus building. Russell Hastings was the 

291 Cheryle Rodriguez, "Boys Chorus Makes Merry," Tucson Daily 
Citizen, 17 December 1973, p. 15. 

292 Martin, p. 3. 

293"BOys Chorus Leaves On Tour Of Canada, U.S.; Arizona Daily 
Star, 25 January 1974, sec. A, p. 2. 
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architect and construction was under the direction of Magnus ,Hourscht. 

Hourscht, a builder in the community, was also president of the Board 

of Directors during the term of the building project. 294 He was able 

to secure many donations of materials and labor which proved beneficial 

in keeping the cost to a minimum. Hourscht's employees worked side by 

side with parents and friends of Chorus members, all on a volunteer 

basis. By September 1, part of the frame was up and bricks were 

being laid. Most of the work was done on the weekends to accommodate 

the schedules of the volunteer workers. 295 

In December, Chuck Graham reviewed the Chorus' annual Holiday 

Concert. As entertainment writer for the Tucson Daily Citizen he 

wrote: 

The thoroughly trained Tucson Boys Chorus, directed by 
Jeffrey Haskell, provided a polished performance without 
any of the missed notes and forgotten lines generally 
accepted with a smile during most children's programs. 

The evening had a predictable freshness coupled with 
a Norman Rockwell sort of feeling for the traditional 
wholesomeness of the Holiday Season. 296 

294 "Ground Breaking Tuesday - Construction To Begin On Boys 
Chorus Building," Arizona Daily Star, 19 April 1974, sec. C, p. 3. 

295 "Pitching In For Boys Chorus," Arizona Daily Star, 
1 September 1974, sec. A, p. 11. 

296Chuck Graham, "Chorus Concert Polished," Tucson Daily 
Citizen, 16 December 1974, p. 12. 
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1975 

The 1975 national tour, which was Haskell's last trip with the 

group, began January 28. Under the management of the Kolmar-Luth Enter-

tainment Agency, the trip covered thirty-five states from California 

to New York and concluded on March 13. 

Appearances of substantial significance in this trip were two 

performances on Saturday, March 1, in Avery Fisher Hall at the 

Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts in New York. These performances 

were part of the "Concerts For Young People" series and were performed 

with The Little Orchestra Society, Thomas Scherman, Music Director. 

The program showed the student audience how major composers used folk 

songs in their orchestral works. The boys sang the folk song then the 

orchestra played the corresponding piece, i.e. Greensleeves sung by the 

boys followed by Fantasia on "Greensleeves" by Ralph Vaughan Williams 

played by the orchestra and Simple Gifts sung by the Chorus followed 

by excerpts from Aaron Copland's Appalachian Spring. The finale of 

the program was Pastiche Americana, an original work for orchestra and 

297 boys' voices written especially for this performance by Jeffrey Haskell. 

On Sunday, April 20, 1975, one year after ground breaking, 

the dedication of the new chorus building took place. Ceremonies 

included speeches by Governor Raul Castro and Mayor Lewis C. Murphy 

as well as performances by all three groups of the Chorus. While 

waiting for completion of the building, choir rehearsals and office 

business were conducted in a house adjacent to the property. The new 

297 
Program, Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts, New York, 

"Concerts For Young People," 1 March 1975. 
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building, made of stuccoed concrete block, consisted of two large 

rehearsal rooms, a wardrobe room, a music library, office space, and 

restroom and kitchen facilities. In May, a barbecue dinner was held 

where all who donated time and money to the completion of the building 

298 were guests of the Chorus. 

On May 5, 1975, after a term of ten years, Jeffrey Haskell 

announced his resignation as Director of the Tucson Arizona Boys 

Chorus. Family and career considerations were the reasons given for 

299 his decision to resign. In a letter to members of the Chorus and 

their families, Haskell stated: 

It is unfair to my children for me to continue as 
Director at this stage of their growth and development. 
The steadying influence provided by the father is one which 
must be fulfilled if the normal and healthy process of each 
child's mental and physical growth is to be complete. The 
time spent away from home •••• is the factor which makes it 300 
impossible for me to exercise fully that guiding influence. 

In a later interview discussing his resignation Haskell said: 

I feel there has been a general process of growth in many 
areas during the past ten years including the operation of 
the Chorus, national tours and the production of three record 
albums. 

When I first became director, I had certain programs in 
mind I wanted to accomplish. I've done about as much as 
I can do--it's time for me to go. 301 

298Mary Brown, "New Building Almost Ready For Tucson Boys 
Chorus," Tucson Daily Citizen, 17 April 1975, p. 19. 

299 "Haskell Resigns After 10 Years As Director Of Boys Chorus," 
Tucson Daily Citizen, 6 May 1975, p. 13. 

300 Jeffrey Haskell, letter to families of the Chorus, 5 May 1975. 

301"Haskell Resigns After 10 Years As Director Of Boys Chorus." 
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When Haskell resigned from the Chorus, he had no other job nor 

had he been actively seeking employment. As he described the 

situation: "I left the Chorus with no strings. I left the Chorus 

with nothing ahead of me except a faith in my own ability. I knew I 

302 was going to be able to be O.K." 

A member of the 1975 Touring Chorus shared his reaction to 

Haskell's decision to leave: "When Jeff left we felt terrible, 

especially my brother who had just gotten into the Chorus and was 

really looking forward to it. I remember we each cried, we felt 

betrayed that he would leave us. However, it made sense. He certainly 

303 didn't want to spend his whole life there." 

A five member selection committee, made up of four members 

from the Board of Directors and Haskell, was formed to search for a 

new director. Haskell continued in the capacity of Acting Director for 

304 four months until September 1 when a new director was appointed. 

Fourteen applications were reviewed by the committee. After con

siderable deliberation, John Stuart Davis was selected as Haskell's 

successor. Davis had been a member of the Tucson Arizona Boys 

Chorus himself from 1947 to 1949. He had received both master's and 

doctoral degrees from the University of Arizona and directed the 

302 Jeffrey Haskell, interview, 22 March 1983. 

303 C. Hufford, interview. 

304"Haskell Resigns After 10 Years As Director Of Boys Chorus." 



Choral program at Wesleyan College in North Carolina prior to the 

305 appointment. A member of the selection committee recalled the 
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decision making process: "I was impressed with the fact that John was 

a Caso generation chorister, and certainly his doctorate from the 

University of Arizona meant something to me. I myself voted for him. 

It was a unanimous decision.,,306 Martin Ronstadt, then President of 

the Board of Directors, said while announcing the decision: 

We gave considerable consideration as to whether a man 
associated with high level education could work easily with 
boys in the Tucson Boys Chorus age group. The fact that 
Davis had once sung with the group himself seemed important 
to us. 

The Chorus is now in Davis' hands. He will select his 307 
own assistant and decide which direction the group will go. 

Davis began his work as the new Director in the summer of 1975. 

His first major event with the group was summer camp. As one parent 

assessed Davis' efforts at camp: "John seemed to fit in very well at 

camp. The kids seemed to take to him quite quickly. We were looking 

forward to a good transitional year.,,308 

However, one member of the Chorus who sang with both Haskell 

and Davis recalled the change as not very positive: 

305 Micheline Keating, "Boys Chorus Picks Leader," Tucson 
Daily Citizen, August 1975, p. 17. 

306 Martha Hufford, interview, 30 March 1983. 

307 Keating, "Boys Chorus Picks Leader." 

308 M. Hufford, interview. 



The transitional period was terrible for me. It was 
strange. I was in the Chorus longer than the Director. 
Jeff Haskell was the one who suggested John Davis for the 
job and everyone worked hard to accept the new Director. 
He had to work hard to get on his feet because any transition 
is tough. 

It seemed like all the old had to go. Davis made a 
definite impression on everyone that he was a different 
person and he was in charge now. Maybe you have to do 
that. 309 

There was also some friction between Davis and the Board as 

one Board member recalled: "In working with the Board there always 

was a little resistance. The board definitely bore down on him very 

116 

hard from the beginning. I guess John tried to cooperate. It seemed 

like anything he did was really scrutinized. There were problems 

d i d di 
,,310 an m sun erstan ngs. 

One of the first public performances by the Chorus under 

Davis' direction was in October, when the group performed in the 

musical Oliver for the opening of the Hungry Actor Playhouse, a 

new dinner theatre. A review following the premier of the show stated: 

"A decided plus in the production is the Tucson Boys Chorus, which 

doubled in brass as the workhouse boys and the young pickpockets and 

added their clear young voices to half a dozen songs.,,311 

309C• Hufford, interview. 

310M• Hufford, interview. 

311Micheline Keating, "Oliver Leaves Audience 'Filled'," 
Tucson Daily Citizen, 15 October 1975, p. 18. 
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The year ended with the Annual Christmas Concert held at Palo 

Verde High School auditorium. Davis conducted the Chorus in traditional 

Christmas music both sacred and secular. 312 

1976 

The annual national tour in 1976 was the first concert trip 

under the direction of John Davis. The three and a half week trip, 

which began February 14 and concluded on March 10, was much shorter 

than previous tours. Twenty-seven boys were in the Touring Chorus 

that year which gave performances in Texas, Arkansas, Tennessee, 

313 Alabama, West Virginia, North Carolina, Virginia and Kansas. 

In recognition of the nation's Bicentennial Celebration, the 

touring program was entitled "Bicentennial Bonus." The entire repertoire 

was made up of American folksong selections by American composers as well 

as American folksongs. The six sections of the program included 

1) Early American Composers, William Billings and Stephen Foster; 

2) Contemporary American Composers, John Peterson, Robert McBride and 

others; 3) American Folk Songs, Yankee Doodle, Erie Canal, Red River 

Valley, and others; 4) American Patriotic Songs; 5) Songs of the 

American Southwest, Western selections which have always been in the 

group's repertoire; and 6) The Lighter Side, selections from Broadway, 

314 Movies and Contemporary Literature. 

312"Traditional Christmas Show," Program, Palo Verde High School 
Auditorium, 18 & 19 December 1975. 

313"Chorus Starts Tour," Tucson Daily Citizen, 13 February 1976, 
p. 24. 

314 "Bicentennial Bonus," Program, 1976 tour. 
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In March of 1976, discord between Davis and members of the 

Board of Directors was again evident. In the minutes of the March 22 

Board meeting it was noted that some members of the Board questioned 

actions by Davis. Davis in return expressed frustration in dealing 

with the Board. As the minutes read: 

Dr. Davis requested more guidelines from the Board, 
expressing that he was told that he would have complete control 
of the office, but that he did not have this control, that he 
was to have artistic and musical control, yet people were 
telling him what to do. Mr. Ronstadt (Board President) called 
Dr. Davis' attention to the Constitution, Section V and stated 
that the Executive Board would meet with him to establish 
guidelines. 315 

·On October 22, 1976, Wendell Burns, a former member of the 

Touring Chorus, died of cancer. Burns, who was a soloist with the 

Chorus during his membership, was eighteen years old at the time of 

his death. He was the first Black to advance to the tour group.316 

1977 

The 1977 national tour began February 3 and concluded 

February 20. The Chorus traveled along the West Coast, into Canada 

317 and back through Montana, Wyoming and Colorado. A citizen of 

Kennewick, Washington, who saw the Chorus in concert, wrote to the 

editor of the Tucson Daily Citizen: 

315 Tucson Arizona Boys Choir Society, Inc., Minutes of Board of 
Directors Meeting, 22 March 1976. 

316"Services Tomorrow For Former Soloist," Arizona Daily Star, 
26 October 1976, sec. A, p. 4. 

317 Edith Sayre Armstrong, "They All Call Her 'Ma'," Arizona 
Daily Star, 4 February 1977, Lifestyle, sec. D, p. 1. 



On behalf of the Tri-City area of Pasco, we would like 
to thank the City of Tucson for the wonderful music of its 
"Ambassadors in Levis". We were all charmed by their pro
fessional sound as well as their repertoire. After hearing 
them we are anxious to visit Tucson •••• Tucson certainly can 
be proud of them.31B 

In a review from Gillette, Wyoming, this comment appeared: 

The boys began with a cappella polyphonic selections. 
These were the most difficult pieces for such young 
voices. The basic immaturity of the voices involved 
magnified the minute imperfections in these few selections. 
In transition from the old to the new, the boys' performance 
flowed upward from proficient to accomplished. 

Despite colds and altitude changes the Chorus provided 
an excellent conclusion to the 1976-1977 Community Concert 
season. 319 

In June of 1977, a large convention of the U.S. Conference 

of Mayors was held in Tucson. The Tucson Boys Chorus was engaged 
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to provide entertainment at one of the convention's functions held at 

320 the Skyline Country Club. 

In December, the Chorus was invited to participate in a 

Christmas Performance with the Tucson Symphony. The concert, which was 

referred to by Lawrence Cheek (music critic for the Tucson Daily Citizen) 

as a Christmas Spectacular, featured a variety of performing groups 

including the Symphony, the Boys Chorus, Pima Community College Choir, 

six High School Choirs from the community and the Perihelian Dance 

Company. The Chorus' involvement in the event included a performance 

3l8Beth Lambright and Lorelle Shearer, "Enjoyed Ambassadors," 
Tucson Daily Citizen, 14 March 1977, sec. C, p. 3. 

319Kathy Holland, "Boys' Choir Concludes Local Concert Series," 
The News-Record, Gillette, Wyoming, 18 February 1977, p. 12. 

320Sue Giles, "The Weather And The View Combine To Entertain 
The Mayors," Tucson Daily Citizen, 13 June 1977, sec. B, p. 1. 



of Benjamin Britten's A Ceremony of Carols accompanied by harpist 

Patricia Harris and participation in the finale of the concert, Dave 

321 Brubeck's Christmas Pageant, La Fiesta de la Posada. In a review 

following the first performance, Kenneth LaFave of the Arizona Daily 

Star commented on the Chorus' performance of the Britten carols: 

The Chorus sang with rhythmic assurance, though soloists 
were weak, and perhaps should have used microphones. 

Britten's crisp music made a good vehicle for some dance 
interpretations by the Perihelion Company.322 

In his review, Lawrence Cheek observed: 

The Tucson Boys Chorus sang the "Ceremony" in its original 
version for three-part treble voices, to good effect. It was 
properly light, transparent, and--well, it's a cliche to say 
a boys' choir sounds angelic, but they did, and that's exactly 
the ambience Britten seemed to want in the music. 

In Freezing Winter Night, a difficult, contrapuntal 
piece with jagged intervals, tripped up the Chorus; and 
Balulalow, another slow movement, seemed too stiff. But 
the Chorus always exhibited a good blend, excellent timing, 
and a surprising sense of intensity (for angels) in the 
canonic This Little Babe. 323 
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Due to concerns of Board members about the musical effective-

ness of the Chorus, evaluators not associated with the organization 

were asked to observe and critique the performances. This process 

and its results was outlined 1n the minutes of the Board meeting of 

January 23, 1978: 

321 Lawrence W. Cheek, "Holiday Concert By Symphony Bright, 
Dignified," Tucson Daily Citizen, 10 December 1977, sec. A, p. 2. 

322Kenneth LaFave, "Christmas Concert Pleases Audience," 
Arizona Daily Star, 10 December 1977, sec. C, p. 7. 

323Cheek, "Holiday Concert By Symphony Bright, Dignified." 



Mr. Burkholder opened the meeting with the results of a 
report that had been requested by the Board for an objective 
evaluation of the Chorus by outsiders. 

Three individuals well qualified in terms of making a 
musical judgement regarding the Chorus were chosen for a 
musical evaluation. Their consensus of opinion was that 
the Chorus had not shown enough polish at the Symphony 
and Christmas concerts. 324 

1978 
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A concert for the patrons of the Sunday Evening Forum officially 

opened the Choir's 1978 tour. The program, on Sunday, January 22, at 

the University of Arizona Main Auditorium, was presented free for those 

who had supported the Sunday Evening Forum Series. Performances were 

given at 3:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m. Shortly thereafter, on February 5, the 

chorus departed for its annual national tour that took the group across 

thirty-five states and five Canadian provinces. When they finished the 

325 eleven-week tour in May, over fifty performances had been given. 

In the fall of 1978, the Chorus released a new album entitled 

Tucson - Arizona's Favorite Child. Recorded at Lee Furr Studios in 

Tucson, the album was the first and only recording project under John 

Davis' supervision. The emphasis of the album is best described in 

its subtitle, Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus "around the campfire--and in 

concert." Selections included Home On The Range, Five Hundred Miles, 

two Mexican Folk songs Cielito Lindo, AlIa en el Rancho Grande, and 

324 Tucson Arizona Boys Choir Society, Inc., Minutes of Board 
of Directors Meeting, 23 January 1978. 

325"BOYS Chorus In Concert At Sunday Evening Forum,q Tucson 
Daily Citizen, 18 January 1978, sec. B, p. 4. 
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326 an original composition by Pat Sharp, Clouds. The title song on the 

album, Tucson - Arizona's Favorite Child, was written by Jay Taylor, 

President of Taylor-Harwood Advertising. This song was written as 

part of a local tourism campaign. A second song written by Taylor that 

is not included on the album but is used in the Choir's concert 

repertoire is Arizona - Has Anybody Ever Seen It All? This, too, 

was used in a nationwide tourism campaign promoting the State's 

327 diversity. 

1979 

The 1979 tour was one of the latest beginning tours for the 

Chorus with the group departing on March 18 and returning April 17. 

During the trip thirteen performances were given in a twenty-seven day 

328 period with the boys traveling through the South and Midwest. 

Traveling on the 1979 tour with the Chorus was Clara Montgomery 

who acted as the wardrobe mistress and traveling housemother. 

Mrs. Montgomery, who acquired the nickname "Ma," began traveling on 

each annual tour in 1965. She first volunteered her services when her 

son was in the Chorus in the mid-1950's and she continu~d to help 

keep the costumes in order after her son graduated from the Chorus. 

326Tucson - Arizona's Favorite Child, album cover, 1978. 

327 "Jay Taylor Now Boosting Arizona, Too," Tucson Daily Citizen, 
17 November 1978, sec. C, p. 2. 

328 Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus, 1979 tour itinerary. 
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After her son had grown, she accepted the position of touring house-

329 mother. In a feature article on Mrs. Montgomery in the Arizona Daily 

Star, her position was described: "Ma has mended hundreds of Western 

vests and trousers; has seen to the cleaning of robes, jackets and 

goosedown parkas, and has sewn thousands of ties. As the singers' 

mother-away-from-home, she handles all sorts of situations.,,330 In 

the same article, she is .quoted as saying: 

I'm kind of the top sergeant. I tell them "These are the 
rules. I expect courtesy and I don't want to be a fishwife. 
I want to be proud of you!" 

The Chorus does wonderful things for these boys. It 
gives them confidence and the kind of responsibility some 
of them don't get at home. They become independent and 
learn to express themselves. 331 

A major event for the Chorus in 1979 was the Fortieth Anniversary 

celebration held in October. Called "The Ambassador's Ball," the 

activities included a reunion of alumni, an auction of merchandise 

donated from throughout the community, a $25 a plate dinner, and a 

dance with music provided by two groups, former director Jeff Haskell's 

jazz ensemble "Jazzberry Jam" and "Lanny Webb and His Orchestra." The 

332 $4,000 raised from the event was earmarked for a future European tour. 

In recognition of the Chorus' Fortieth Anniversary, Mayor Lewis 

C. Murphy proclaimed the week of October 1 through 7 "Tucson Arizona 

329Edith Armstrong, "They Call Her 'Ma'," Arizona Daily Star, 
4 February 1977, Lifestyle, sec. 0, p. 1. 

330Ibid • 

331Ibid • 

332Sue Giles, "Boys Chorus Benefit A Time To Reminisce," 
Tucson Daily Citizen, 8 October 1979, sec.B, p. 3. 
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Boys Chorus Appreciation Week," and Governor Bruce Babbitt proclaimed 

333 October 6 as "Tucson Boys Chorus Appreciation Day." 

In a letter printed in the Tucson Daily Citizen, John Davis, 

director of'the Chorus, stated: 

I am bothered by what seems to be a lack of attention 
paid to a very important Tucson arts organization. Our 
"Ambassadors in Levis" are front page news everywhere 
except at home, where we are unable to attract a reviewer 
for one of our sold out performances. 

During 1978 we performed for over 60,000 people in 
various cities, states and countries. For this the boys 
not only receive no financial aid, but no reception from 
their home town. 

The Tucson Boys Chorus is still a group to be proud 334 
of. I only wish I could get that message to all of Tucson. 

333"Tucson Boys Chorus Celebrates 40th Anniversary," Tucson 
Daily Citizen, 6 October 1979, sec. A, p. 3. 

334Ibid • 



CHAPTER 8 

THE DIRECTORS 

Eduardo Caso 

Eduardo Caso, founder of the Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus, was 

born January 3, 1900, in Bromley, Kent, England. His mother was from 

San Domingo and his father from England. He spent his youth in Bromley, 

a suburb of London, and was educated at Westminster School where he 

earned his degree to be a teacher of music and drama. He served as a 

faculty member in various English private ("public") school~ including 

Eton. After studying general music courses and vocal performance for 

two years at the Paris Conservatory under Gabriel Paulet, Caso came to 

the United States in 1930 to pursue a singing career. Finding per

formance opportunities limited, he obtained a teaching position at 

the Aiken Preparatory School for Boys in South Carolina where he 

taught Music and French and was in charge of the sports program. Due 

to his illness with tuberculosis, teaching became too strenuous for 

him. He moved to Washington, D.C., and sang on a variety of national 

network broadcasts for the National Broadcasting Company. Due to his 

mother's nationality, he became known as the "San Dominigan Tenor." 

Beginning October 11, 1933, he appeared each week on Wednesday evenings 

with the United States Army Band in a radio program called "Music of the 

Americas. II Later, he was also sponsored by the General Electric Company 

125 
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in special concerts that were broadcast by short wave radio to Central 

and South America. 335 

In 1936, Caso relocated in Miami, Florida, and for approximately 

a year and a half he directed a boys choir in Miami. His tuberculosis, 

coupled with a heavy work schedule, caused his health to again 

deteriorate. He moved to Tucson in 1937 to take advantage of the 

mild climate. As he recouperated and regained his strength, he con-

ceived the idea of beginning a boys chorus in Tucson. His experience 

suited his pursuing this idea as he was both a performer and a teacher 

who had worked with boys. In the fall of 1939 he initiated the 

beginning of the Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus by giving private singing 

lessons to one boy. He increased the number of boys in his singing 

lessons which ultimately became a chorus, the Tucson Arizona Boys 

Chorus. 336 

Caso, who became an American citizen in 1950, was described 

by a former member of the Chorus: "He was slender, springy, excitable--

an impresario to his fingertips. Eduardo Caso was absolutely dedicated 

to one thing: 337 his 'dream', the Boys Chorus." 

Another chorister remembered: "Caso would not tolerate a 

limit to the expansion of the boys chorus, and probably because of 

338 this went through one sponsor after another." 

335" h T e Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus - Eduardo Caso, Founder-
Director," Promotional material from Community Concert Service, Columbia 
Artists Management, Inc., 1954. 

336Ibid • 

337 
Martin, p. 3. 

338Ibid • 



James Pfersdorf, who worked with Caso the first three years 

of the organization recalled: 

Everything was "always the boys" for Mr. Caso. He 
never married. The Chorus was his whole life. He had a 
real "bulldog" tenacity which I feel was an English trait. 
He wasn't afraid to try anything. He taught poise, self
control, self-confidence. Even now I'm not afraid to get up 
and talk in front of people. 

He was a class person and the Chorus was a great 
experience. It would be good for any boy in their formative 
years. I wish I would have gone on with my music. 339 

Caso is quoted as describing the members of his Chorus: 

"They're a gang of mobsters most of the time, but they can really 

sing when they want to.,,340 
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Jeff Haskell, who succeeded Caso as director after his death, 

stated: 

Even though I never really knew him, I believe I know 
the man as a kind of father figure, in that his shoes were 
really big and tough to fill, and I never really did. He 
had a certain flare. When this town was 45,000 people, he 
had one of the best boys choirs in the world, a tremendous 
program, an overall encompassing life program, a lifestyle, 
a wholistic Chorus, and in that he was able to galvanize a 
community. He really produced a hot, globe-trotting 
organization, which became the granddaddy touring boy 
choir of all time. I don't think that there is any group 
today who has had more concerts on the road than the 
Tucson Boys Chorus. 341 

339Pfersdorf, interview. 

340Donna Kreutz Bockius, "Tucson Boys Chorus Moves Into 
Middle Age," Arizona Daily Star, 4 October 1969, sec. G, Lifestyle, 
p. 1. 

341 Haskell, interview. 



Jeffrey Haskell 

Jeffrey Haskell, second director of the Tucson Arizona Boys 

Chorus, was born in Philadelphia on January 28, 1941. He spent his 

childhood in Bala-Cynwyd, a suburb of Philadelphia. He was the only 

child of Charles Wilford Haskell and Jeanne Milloy Haskell, who were 

both musicians. His mother was a singer and played the piano and 

his father had performed in various bands and played both piano and 

saxophone. The home environment he experienced as a youth was very 

musical and he displayed interest in music at a very early age. 342 

In discussing his early signs of musicianship Haskell stated: "I 

remember them telling me the story of me intently listening to 

Wagner's Tristan and Isolda at the age of three and telling everyone 

to be quiet because I wanted to hear it.,,343 
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Haskell began work in choral music at the age of twelve as a 

boy soprano and was a featured soloist for the Philadelphia Orchestra 

in 1954. He never sang in a formal boy choir; there were no such 

organizations in the Philadelphia area. However, while in the fifth 

and sixth grades, he did perform with a more advanced junior high 

school mixed choir. In his early teens, he demonstrated skill as a 

performer on both piano and organ in both classical and jazz areas and 

has played professionally with various show and entertainment groups 

since he was fifteen. He graduated from Lower Merion High School 

in 1958. 344 

342Jeffrey Haskell, interview, 26 October 1983. 

343Ibid • 

344Ibid. 
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In 1961, Haskell was the pianist of a trio which won the 

first Villanova University Jazz Contest. During the summers of 1961 

through 1965, he participated in the Netherlands Office for Foreign 

Student Relations program, and in 1965, his last year with the program, 

he served as its musical director. On these summer European tours, 

Haskell played saxophone in a musical combo known as "Route Two 

Tooters." The group was organized by Al Oehrle, who was the pianist 

and who attended and graduated from Williams College, located on 

Route 2, hence the band's name. In an article that appeared in The 

Saturday Evening Post, the group and the arrangements for their 

European tour were detailed: 

The band earned passage to and from the continent, a 
major expense in any European tour, by signing to play nightly 
in the bar of the Dutch liner "Groote Beer." The ship is one 
of the vessels which the Netherlands Office for Foreign 
Student Relations charters from the Holland-America lines to 
accommodate the European tours it arranges for collegians 
every summer. 

The Groote Beer docked in Rotterdam on July 6 after the 
nine-day Atlantic crossing. As usual, most of the student 
passengers dispersed in groups of four and five, heading 
out on guided tours--which, including passage, cost the 
students' parents as much as $1,500. But the band was on 
its own, in a rented microbus, until the time came for it 
to play its way back across the ocean eight weeks later. 

(During the eight weeks) the band played its way 
through the Netherlands, France, Denmark, Sweden and 
Germany, bartering jazz for food, lodging and trans
portation. 345 

345Bill Byron, "Grand Tour For A College Combo," Saturday 
Evening Post, The Curtis Publishing Company, 25 August 1962, volume 
235, number 30, p. 81. 



Haskell recalls an experience the band had during their 

tour of 1961: 

In August of '61, we were some of the very few 
Americans in Berlin when the wall went up. Our drummer 
had a military I.D. so we were able to get on the 
American base. We played at the officers club and met 
many of the top u.s. military officers, and Vice President 
Johnson; it was really exciting. 346 

Haskell attended West Chester State College in Pennsylvania 
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where he received a Bachelor of Science degree in 1962. He continued 

with graduate studies at the University of Arizona, receiving his 

Master of Music degree in 1964. He studied organ under "Melody Mac" 

McClain and piano with Raymond Smythe. While at the University of 

Arizona he worked with John Bloom in choral music and Robert McBride 

in composition and arranging. He served in the capacity of President 

of the University of Arizona chapter of Phi Mu Alpha Honorary Music 

Fraternity. Haskell had been enrolled in the doctoral program at the 

University of Arizona for one-and-a-half years when he left his studies 

to accept the position of Director of the Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus 

after Eduardo Caso' death in November of 1963. 347 

In activities not associated with the Chorus, Haskell has 

scored numerous commercial jingles and has written an occasional 

restaurant column for the Tucson Daily Citizen. He has played with 

country singer Buck Owens and was invited by Owens to be his full-time 

346 Haskell, interview, 26 October 1983. 

347 "Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus," Concert Season Program Community 
Concert Association, Columbia Artists Management, Inc., 1974-1975. 
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musical director. Haskell declined the offer. Haskell has made 

348 
numerous recordings and has had his music published by Shawnee Press. 

On December, 1969, Haskell married Pamela Hardy of Tucson. 

The Haskell's have two children.· Their son, Clay, was born in 1972 

while Haskell was on tour giving a performance in Walla Walla, 

349 
Washington, and their daughter, Amy, was born the following year. 

him: 

One chorister who sang under Haskell's direction described 

I thought Jeff Haskell was excellent. His arrangements 
are incredibly good. They are never normal. They always 
sounded very "showy" rather than a cute boys chorus. 

He took some getting used to because he would shut out 
the world while he thought and the rest of us would have to 
wait until he returned. 

Because we respected Mr. Haskell, we almost feared him. 
If someone did something wrong on tour, he would say, "I'll 
see you in my room tonight." That was the phrase that meant 
you would be there to get a swat for doing whatever you did 
wrong. He had good discipline and we didn't get out of 
line very often. 350 

In summing up his role as director of the Tucson Arizona Boys 

Chorus, Haskell wrote in an article: 

Being the director of a world-touring boys chorus is a 
considerably complex job. You not only have to be a trained 
conductor who can make an oddly-assorted number of voices 
sound like one, and communicate dynamic and tempo changes 
with a readily recognizable succession of hand symbols, you 
have to be able to make your own eight-part arrangements at 
the drop of a hat; teach the boys the very rudiments of 
singing; serve as effective liason between the chorus and 

348 Haskell, interview, 26 October 1983. 

349Ibid • 

350 C. Hufford, interview. 



thirty-odd pairs of easily-excitable parents; handle all the 
logistics of traveling with ten-times-normal family, and all 
the attendant problems of carsickness, homesickness, and where 
to hide tabooed comic books and outlawed pet turtles; be 
father, big brother, and best pal to each boy, all at the same 
time; and, with all, maintain the kind of discipline that is 
absolutely essential to turning out successful public per
formances. 351 

John Stuart Davis 
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John Davis, third director of the Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus, 

was born in Illinois on October 1, 1935. At an early age, his family 

relocated in Tucson where he was raised by his mother, an elementary 

school teacher in the Amphitheater School District. Davis began his 

musical studies at the age of ten as a boy soprano in the Tucson 

Arizona Boys Chorus, under founder/director Eduardo Caso. He toured 

with the group from 1947 through 1949 to Southern California and 

352 throughout Arizona. 

Davis attended Amphitheater High School and sang in the school 

choir under the direction of William Funk. He continued in choral 

work at the University of Arizona under John Bloom. During his 

college years, Davis served as a student conductor directing the 

University Symphonic Choir, Choraliers, University Singers, Choral 

Society and the Women's Glee Club. 353 

351Jeffrey Haskell, "One Of The Boys: Tucson Arizona Boys 
Chorus," Music Journal, October 1968, vol. 26, p. 34. 

352 John Stuart Davis, interview, 6 August 1982. 

353Letter from John Stuart Davis to A. Martin Ronstadt, 
26 May 1975. 



While at the University of Arizona, Davis studied voice per-

formance with Eugene Conley, composition with Robert McBride, and 

conducting with Henry Johnson. He has received three degrees from 

the University of Arizona, all in composition: Bachelor of Music in 

1959, Master of Music in 1964, and Doctor of Musical Arts in 1967. 

His compositions include over 300 choral works, two symphonies, two 

354 
operas, a musical comedy and other vocal and instrumental works. 
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Davis has also worked with popular music. He toured Arizona, 

California, and Hawaii in a professional singing group known as "The 

Initials." Davis played the piano and electric bass and sang with 

355 the group as well as writing all of the musical arrangements. 

From 1967 to 1975, Davis taught at North Carolina Wesleyan 

College in Rocky Mount, North Carolina. In addition to his classroom 

duties, he conducted the Wesleyan Chamber Singers, the Opera Workshop, 

and various musical comedies. For four years, Davis was the musical 

director and conductor at the Raleigh Little Theatre, the oldest 

continuously-running community theatre in the country. He conducted 

nine musical comedies for the theatre. 356 

In 1975, Davis was appointed by the Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus 

Board of Directors to succeed Jeffrey Haskell as Director. He 

continued in that capacity for five years. Davis was described in 

a review from one of his tour concerts: "Dr. John Davis, whose career 

354Ibid • 

355"The Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus," Fairmont Concert Association, 
Inc., Fairmont, West Virginia, Program, 29 February 1976. 

356Ibid • 
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began as a member of the Chorus, was a likeable, informal humorous 

person to whom the audience related easily.,,357 In an article announcing 

his appointment to the Chorus position he was described: "In appearance, 

Davis is tall and 'athletic'. He runs from three to ten miles a day 

because 'It makes me feel good', he said, 'It keeps my weight down 

358 and my breathing up'." 

Davis married Sara Conrad of Coolidge, Arizona, whom he met 

while at the University. They have one daughter, Gretchen Stuart 

Davis, who was born in 1969. In 1978 the couple divorced and Davis 

married Leta Joan Brown the following year. Davis met his second wife 

through Chorus activities as her oldest of five children was a member 

359 of the Chorus when Davis was the Director. 

A former president of the Board of Directors during Davis' 

directorate 6f the Chorus commented: "John was a good musician. He 

understood music. He composed music. He understood the voice ranges 

of ten-to-thirteen year old boys. I think he could blend these voices 

together properly.,,360 

A parent active on the Board described Davis: "Dr. Davis is 

a good scholar, dedicated to the Caso tradition. He was easy to know 

if you were supportive.,,361 

357Lucille Andersun, "Tucson Chorus In Review," Cut Bank, 
Montana, April 1979. 

358 Keating, "Boys Chorus Picks Leader." 

359 Davis, interview. 

360 Jerry Wentz, interview, 7 March 1983. 

361 M. Hufford, interview. 



CHAPTER 9 

GOALS AND PROCEDURES 

Main Objectives of the Chorus 

As is evident by the history outlined in the previous chapters, 

the Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus has established its own traditions. 

The main objectives of the Chorus were varied. Eduardo Caso is quoted 

on his main goal: "to form a non-sectarian boys chorus, second to 

none, typically American, and as unlike its European counterpart as 

night is to day. ,,362 I th Sit f th T ti th n e pr ng concer program or e wen e 

Anniversary of the Chorus in 1959, the following statement assessed 

the success of Caso's goal: 

Caso's desire to form a typically American singing group 
has been fulfilled. His chorus is indeed just that, with an 
informality about its performances which completely captivates 
those in attendance. Germanic operettas made famous the 
world over by leading boy choirs have been discarded for a 
group of western numbers specially arranged by him, complete 
with calf bawls and coyote howls. Nor was this the only 
break from tradition, for the somewhat hooty tone of the Old 
School (hardly suitable for the effective singing of these 
westerns) has been replaced with a more vibrant quality •••• 

A few hometown dilettanti were scandalized when comedy 
numbers were introduced into the program. "Vulgar! 
Horrible!" was the anguished reaction. But Caso turned a 
deaf ear as audiences proved they liked it by yearly 
flocking to the concerts in even greater numbers to enjoy 
the music and the horseplay.363 

362 Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus, Spring Concert Program, 20th 
Anniversary, 1959, p. 37. 

363Ibid , p. 43. 
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Another goal of the Chorus was discipline and gentlemanly 

b'ehavior. Caso said, "To become a first rate choral singer a boy 

must learn to concentrate and accept discipline. These qualities 

learned in the rigid training of' the Chorus, carryover into the 

boy's schoolwork and everyday life. They make him a doer and a 

leader. ,,364 

In looking back on Caso's goals and objectives, one former 

member recalled: 

I've often wondered what a "has been" singer who winds 
up in the southwestern desert has as his main priority? 
Survival I suppose. But Caso had this dream, maybe from 
the time he was a successful singer himself, of fashioning 
a chorus that would be world recognized, of world class, 
that could give the Vienna Choir Boys a run for their money. 
He always dreamed of putting something together and taking 
it home to Eng~and, which he did in 1955. 

He always had such grandiose plans, and he was so single
minded that sometimes he was very unrealistic. But he 
pulled it off~ and I would say he was successful in his 
objectives. 36 

Haskell reflected on the Chorus' goals and objectives: 

The goals of the Chorus were concertizing and boy 
development. We had to make sure a boy's growth was 
steady, make sure his vocalization was not being harmed, 
most certainly, and make sure the audiences understood 
that this was truly an arm of the Tucson outreach, to 
other communities in the nation, hemisphere and world. 

364 Spring Concert Program, 1958. 

365 Kammon, interview. 
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The goals of good presentation, boy building, con
certizing, character building, voice building all can 
live within each other's grasp. It was important that 
all of these were holding hands and that not one of 
them was broken. 366 

Program Format and Repertoire 
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The program format and repertoire, that has been presented by 

the Chorus in its first four decades, has been organized into three 

sections: the traditional boy choir literature, western selections 

from the American Southwest, and concluding with a lighter repertoire 

consisting of songs from musical theatre, folk songs, and popular 

music. In an article that appeared in Etude magazine in September 

of 1952, Helen Johnson described Caso's earlier programs: 

The boys memorize all their music. A typical program 
consists of classics, semi-classics, western songs, folk, 
and popular songs. The boys wear choral robes in three 
shades of blue for the first part, as they sing majestically 
through such numbers as Mozart's Alleluia, Tschaikowsky's 
Legend, Lvovsky's Hospodi Pomiloi, and Handel's Hallelujah 
Chorus. Then they shed their robes and appear in western 
denims, cowboy boots and hats. From their young throats 
come such songs as Blue Shadows, To The Lone Prairie, 
Empty Saddles, Call Of The Canyon, and The Last Roundup. 

The final part of the program usually consists of 
Irving Berlin songs, including such typical numbers as 
Easter Parade, Say It With Music, Blue Skies, etc., 
finishing with a beautifully arranged rendition of the 
beloved God Bless America, which on diverse occasions has 367 
brought many an audience to its feet in a standing ovation. 

366 Haskell, interview. 

367 Johnson, p. 59. 



As one chorister who sang under Caso's leadership recalled in regard 

to repertoire emphasis: 

The repertoire was varied and it stayed the same pretty 
much from year to year. The emphasis seemed to be divided 
between the classical, typical boy choir tunes and the 
western. However, we were considered the "Ambassadors in 
Levis" so the emphasis was slanted a little more toward the 
western repertoire. 368 

Another chorus member commented on the repetition of the same 

literature being performed: 

The repertoire was more or less always the same. That 
was one of the criticisms of Caso. I remember he was partic
ularly angry with a review by Guy Thackeray (see page 67) 
saying that he was getting pretty tired of hearing the boys 
chorus doing the same material year after year. Even though 
it angered Caso, I think it suddenly dawned on him that he 
really had to diversify in this area and he made more of a 
conscious effort to work in twenty to twenty-five percent 
new material every year. 369 

The repertoire under Haskell's direction had subtle changes 

at first. Haskell explained: 

I made changes from Caso's repertoire with new arrange
ments of western selections, and the addition of new western 
selections. I also used a lot of pop material and by the 
third year the program was mine. It took an easing in on 
the operation. I wasn't about to change the founder's 
direction the first year. You just don't do that. 370 

368 Kenneth Wright, interview, 30 November 1983. 

369 Jonathan Kammon, interview, 30 November 1983. 

370 Jeffrey Haskell, interview, 1 December 1983. 
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Haskell continued to describe the variance of repertoire: 

The repertoire of the Chorus differed from time to time 
as we felt tastes changed, or the Director grew. I think the 
Boys Chorus repertoire has always been [the same] because of 
the audience we serve. It has always been thirty to forty 
percent classical and the rest of it western and pop. Since 
we were from the West, we always felt that that was what we 
were selling. I tried to get more pop material because I 
felt rather oriented to that. I felt that that was what was 
being bought, and it was. 37l 

Under the direction of John Davis, the traditional program 

format remained the same. With the exception of the special 

Bicentennial program featuring all American composers, Davis main-

tained the three sections of classical, western, and popular 

literature. Davis gave less emphasis to popular music than Haskell. 

As one parent assessed, "I remember many times of thinking that with 

Davis we were definitely going to depart back to the Caso years with 

less pop music.,,372 With his background in composition, Davis 

arranged almost all of the Chorus repertoire and rearranged the 

traditional selections that had been part of the program with both 

Caso and Haskell. 
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The selection process of the repertoire for all three directors 

was basically the same. Caso's repertoire choices were recalled: 

"Caso chose the repertoire in part based on his personal feelings, but 

also on what he felt would most appeal to the pub1ic.,,373 Haskell's 

repertoire selections were for similar reasons. He commented: 

371 Ibid • 

372 M. Hufford, interview. 

373Wright, interview. 
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"The basis of my selection was the audience. What would the audience 

buy and what would be challenging to the students. The bottom line 

of course is that we were always a professional choir. 'Why are we 

professional?' We're professional because we are selling a 

374 commodity." The arrangements used by the choir combined arrange-

ments written by the director and stock arrangements that were 

modified to fit the voices performing. Haskell explained: "I used 

stock arrangements of the classical pieces, changing only when the 

needs of vocalization and or technique required. The Choir's range 

dictated that. Most of the western, folk and pop material I arranged 

myself.,,375 Caso's arrangements were discussed by one of his 

choristers: "I know Caso would work very diligently to come up with 

some sort of different arrangements, particularly on the western 

tunes. Some of them worked and some of them didn't. I remember having 

376 a profound dislike for some of the songs we were doing at the time." 

A complete list of classical, western and popular repertoire by each 

director is listed in Appendix G. 

Rehearsals 

Rehearsals of the Choir have always been held three times a 

week for ninety minutes each session, a total of four and a half hours 

a week. There were many different locations for the rehearsals 

374 Haskell, interview. 

375Ibid • 

376 Kammon, interview. 
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throughout the years. They include the original First Congregational 

Church (1939), the Elks Lodge (1948), and the Knights of pythias 

Hall (1951). The two most notable rehearsal sites were the Temple of 

Music and Art located at 330 South Scott (1954) and the Tucson Arizona 

Boys Chorus building at 5770 East Pima Street (1975). 

Haskell commented about the total weekly rehearsal time "I 

feel the four and a half rehearsal hours we had each week was adequate 

to improve the quality of the group and to reach our performance 

goals.,,377 

However, occasionally additional rehearsals were called. One 

member commented: 

As we approached the tour and we were trying to get 
things together, occasionally we would practice four times 
a week if things were not going well. That really turned 
out to be a burden at times. Of course, these rehearsals 
did improve the performance, but some of them were very 
tedious. Occasionally, Caso would spend twenty minutes to 
half an hour working with one section while everyone else 
would just sit there. I think I have a built in resentment 
to sitting on folding chairs because of all the time I spent 
on them in the Chorus. 378 

During the rehearsals the main objective for all the directors 

was the rehearsal of repertoire. There has been little emphasis on 

music theory and sight reading. As stated by one member: 

377 Haskell, interview. 

378 Kammon, interview. 



There was hardly any emphasis by Caso on sight reading 
and basic theory. He wanted a sound and didn't have the 
time or patience to teach musicianship. He knew how to get 
his sound by expressing what he wanted, by waiting to hear 
what he wanted and encouraging when he heard it. I never 
learned how to read music, and I would say three quarters 
of the kids cou1dn' t either .·379 

Haskell correlates the time of the rehearsal with rehearsal 

content: 

The emphasis of the rehearsal was unfortunately the 
rehearsal of repertoire. I feel the students hit the 
Chorus rehearsal in the time of day when their sugar count 
is down. Very little can be accomplished when the sugar 
count is down. It would be better for them to do theory 
from seven to eight o'clock in the morning. I don't think 
you can teach new theoretical concepts at three or four 
in the afternoon. I don't think it can be done for boys 
of this age.380 
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There has been a stress on the development of listening skills 

and ear training for the members of the Chorus. As indicated by a 

former member, "the boys relied very definitely on their good ears 

to get their parts.,,381 Another remembers a technique in developing 

ear training, "One of the rehearsal techniques Caso did a lot of was 

almost a computer puzzle. He would play some of the most bizarre, 

complex series of notes and some of the kids were very good at singing 

them back.,,382 

In the early years of the Chorus, outside circumstances had 

an effect on rehearsal procedures as was explained, "We didn't work 

379Ibid • 

380 Haskell, interview. 

381wright, interview. 

382 Kammon, interview. 
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a great deal from sheet music. Some of the reason for that was they 

couldn't afford it and the copying machines hadn't been invented then. 

Generally we would pick up the words and Mr. Caso would teach us the 

music by rote.,,383 

Tone Quality 

The tone quality strived for by the directors of the Chorus 

have been different, dependent on each director. Fredrick Swanson in 

his article "The Ideal Boy Choir Tone," lists the following seven 

attributes of a good boy choir sound: 

1. The tones are clear and resonant. 

2. The head tones are well developed and unforced. 

3. The chest tones are full, rich but not pushed and strident. 

4. The two registers are so smoothly blended that the passage 
from one to the other cannot be easily detected. 

5. Tones are so well focused that the voices are heard in 
the farthest reaches of a large auditorium. 

6. There is enough control so that the loudest tones are full 
and resonant with no trace of stridency or harshness, 
while the soft tones float effortlessly. 

7. All the voices blend so that no individual voices can be 
singled out. 384 

As all three directors of the Tucson Boys Chorus generally worked 

toward these attributes, the eventual product was characteristically 

383Ibid • 

384Fredrick Swanson, "The Ideal Boy Choir Tone: What It Is, 
With Some Hints On How To Achieve It," Choral Journal, vol. 16, 1975, 
p. 11. 



different with each. Caso's concept of tone quality and his use of 

vibrato was discussed: 

He definitely objected to forcing the tone, especially 
in the sopranos. If you could not reach the notes comfortably 
then perhaps you were not a soprano. He stressed enunciation. 
He also advocated vibrato. He constantly reinforced the 
development of the vibrato and if it were not present he would 
help you develop it. He did not like the flat vibratoless 
tone. 385 

Caso's use of vibrato was further discussed by a former chorister: 

Vibrato was one of the musical terms I learned. As a 
matter of fact, for years I thought the word was "vibralto" 
because Caso talked with an English accent and I assumed 
there had to be an "I" in the word. He would give demonstra
tions. One of the joys of a rehearsal from time to time was 
to hear Caso sing. He would give us an idea of what he wanted 
by singing it. It was much easier for us to understand than 
for him to stand around talking about it. 386 

Haskell discussed the Tucson Boys Cherus tone quality and the 

differences between the sound he achieved and that of Caso's groups: 

There has always been a Tucson sound, but the Tucson 
sound has changed depending on the director. Caso had a 
conceptualization of tone in mind that he wanted to go after. 
He found the talent and molded the sound. I never achieved 
the quality that he did, but I don't feel I was going in that 
direction anyway. Coming in at age twenty-four and not 
knowing anything about boy choir, frankly at first I just 
wanted them to sing the right notes, to sing as expressively 
as they possibly could, and to make sure the chords were 
right. If the chords are right, it's going to ring. 

I didn't stress vibrato. I was after a more pure 
singing as much as possible. Certainly it would depend on 
the work. I think it is out of place in Monteverdi. For that 
you need a straight tone. I wanted vibrato in my soloists 
if they could produce it. As long as it was in tune and 
enunciated so the text would get across, I was happy.387 

385wright, interview. 

386 Kammon, interview. 

387 Haskell, interview. 
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The tone quality worked for by Davis emphasized the high 

registers and head tone by the singers. Davis' concepts were 

described: 

The arrangements we sang, under Dr. Davis were most 
of the time very high in our ranges. He always told us to 
keep the mouth and throat open so that we could sing 
comfortably and clearly in that register. Boys who were 
successful at singing high had the upper hand. There was 
always a little healthy competition to see who could sing 
the highest and the best. 38B 

The Chorus has always been a treble choir with a voice 

classification of soprano and alto. Depending on the selection, the 

group primarily sings in unison, two parts (SA), three parts (SSA), 
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or four parts (SSAA). An important factor in working with a boy choir 

is the boys changing voice and how to deal with it. Caso's dealing 

with voice mutation was described: 

To the largest extent possible, Caso made use of the boys 
who were beginning to go through voice change. He realized 
that it was inevitable. He encouraged some degree of 
falsetto singing while the voices were changing. Sometimes 
he would really sweat it out. They would go off on tour 
with a boy singing soprano and by the time they returned 
his voice had almost changed. He would encourage the boy to 
sing in his high registers. 389 

Haskell discussed his treatment of the changing voice: 

I would have the singer sing their part as lightly as 
possible. I also rewrote the parts around the voices, 
and encouraged them to use falsetto and head tone. 

Not many boys were really asked to leave the Chorus 
because of voice change. It was always threatened but 
never really done. They were generally allowed to complete 
the rest of the year. 

388C• Hufford, interview. 

389K i . ammon, nterv1ew. 



This bring up the debate, "Why make the child pay 
for nature's mistake? On the other hand, why make the 
Chorus pay for some kids ego?" Each case was determined 
on its own. If a boy was reaching six foot two inches, 
he just didn't look the part. 

We did not use tenors or baritones in the Chorus 
except occasionally when the voices would start to change 390 
we would lower some keys and would move into an SAT range. 
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During voice change, often other factors are evident in the discussion 

of whether a boy should continue in the Chorus as stated: 

It was kind of a process of natural selection. Some 
of the boys, by the time their voices changed, were getting 
interested in girls and in going out for baseball. They 
had generally been in the Chorus for four or five years and 
it was time for them to go on. I think it generally worked 
out well. 39l 

Auditions 

Boys involved in the Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus auditioned 

with the Director before being placed in the program. The selection 

criteria for the Chorus were basic, and extensive musical training and 

experience was not a requirement. Auditions, held three times a 

year, were announced in various local schools as well as through 

public service announcements on local radio, television and newspaper. 

Audition criteria and Caso's audition strategies were described: 

Caso wanted to find out if the boy had a good ear, if 
his tone was at least acceptable, and if he had a 
relatively large range. 

I remember I was sitting on the patio wall in 1948, 
and Caso was visiting the two boys next door who were 
already members of the Chorus. I was eight years old, and 

390 Haskell, interview. 

391 Kammon, interview. 



I happened to be singing God Bless America. He heard me 
and came out. He asked my mother if he could audition me, 
and she said certainly. He had me sing God Bless America 
again right there, and I was in. 

He didn't just rely on people calling him up on the 
telephone to set up an audition but he actually recruited 
in his normal everyday living. He always sought and was 
receptive to quality young male voices. 392 

The boy's personality and character was also a consideration during 
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the audition process. As published in the 1958 Spring Concert Program, 

"Director Caso chooses his boys on the basis of musical aptitude and 

character. While the end product of his efforts appears to be music, 

Caso insists the primary aim is to build character, using music as a 

means rather than an end, an instrument rather than a goal.,,393 

Caso's successors both had the same audition criteria. Haskell 

explains, "My criteria ••• [considered] ••• as much the personal nature of 

the student [as his musical ability]. How I felt the student would 

get along in the Chorus and get along with the other choristers was 

just as important as his vocal production. It would be a plus if they 

394 could read music, but that was not a requirement." 

In the audition, the boy was asked questions about school, 

his family and other subjects to assess his poise and speaking 

ability. The director then listened to the boy vocalize, to hear 

range and tone quality, sing a prepared song, and sing back short 

musical passages to assess pitch recognition. If the boy had previous 

392 Wright, interview. 

393 Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus, Spring Concert Program, 1958. 

394 Haskell, interview. 



musical experiences he would be asked to sight read a brief musical 

phrase. 395 This was not a requirement for passing the audition. 

Tour Study Program 

Through travel and performance experience, members of the 

Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus have been exposed to unique educational 

opportunities. However, a high grade point average in their regular 
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school work was a requirement in order to travel on the annual tours. 

Special arrangements were made where boys chosen for the tours were 

allowed to make up their school work upon their return to Tucson. 

Tutors were hired to assist the choristers in these make-up assignments. 

One member described the study program: 

The boys would go on tour in the winter and there 
was no study on the trip. It was all done when they 
returned from tour. Caso had arranged for special 
teachers from District No. 1 to be tutors. The boys 
went to school about eight hours a day with some Saturday 
sessions, taught by these special tutors, to make up 
missed work. The Chorus hired several teachers to teach 
at the various grade levels. The school district in turn, 
provided the space for us to hold these classes in the 
schools. 396 

395Ibid• 

396 Kammon, interview. 



CHAPTER 10 

SUMMARY 

Throughout the first four decades of its history, the Tucson 

Arizona Boys Chorus established itself as a professional touring 

organization. Founded by Eduardo Caso in 1939, the Chorus became known 

as Arizona's "Ambassadors in Levis," representing the American South-

west on its annual national and international tours. 

Only three directors led the Chorus activities in the entire 

first forty years. Founder Caso spent twenty-five years working for 

the Chorus, leading it through its struggling early years and its 

formulative stages. After his death in 1965, young Jeffrey Haskell, 

a graduate student in music, was appointed to be Caso's successor. 

Often when organizations lose their founding influence they lose their 

momentum and begin to deteriorate, but under Haskell the Chorus con-

tinued to flourish. In 1975, after ten years as director, Haskell 

announced his resignation, and Dr. John Stuart Davis became the third 

director. As a former member of the Chorus under Caso's leadership, 
~ 

Davis was aware of the strong Chorus tradition and history. Davis 

directed the Chorus for five years. 

The Chorus has given thousands of public and private per-

formances, has made numerous recordings under the Capitol, United 

Artist and its own labels and has appeared on television specials on 
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ABC, CBS, NBC, NET and BBC. In addition, the Chorus has been a part 

of the growth and learning of hundreds of boys from the Tucson community 

over the years, offering them educational experiences, rare travel 

opportunities for their age category, aiding them in their process of 

maturity, and providing them a solid education in music through choral 

singing. 



Year 

1939 

1940 

1941 

1942 

1943 

APPENDIX A 

CHRONOLOGICAL LISTING OF MAIN EVENTS 

~ (approximate) 

Fall months 

December 24 

February 2 

December 19 

May 10 & 11 

August 16 

September 27 

April 7 

Fall 

Event 

Caso initiated Tucson Arizona Boys 
Chorus by giving private singing 
lessons to James Pfersdorf. 

First performance--Christmas pro
gram at First Congregational Church; 
8 boys, 2 girls. 

First radio broadcast--KVOA Radio; 
30 boys, 15 minutes long. 

First formal concert--Christmas 
program at Tucson Temple of Music 
and Art; 36 boys performed. First 
time admission charged. 

The "original" tour (first trip). 
Rode train to Phoenix. Thirty-four 
choristers. Performed on radio 
stations KOY & KTAR in Phoenix and 
community-wide performance. 

First major sponsor--KVOA Radio. 
Promoted the Chorus' name and 
image (primarily for promotional 
purposes). 

Performance with Ginger Rogers in 
a benefit concert for the sale of 
war bonds at University of Arizona 
auditorium. 

Third annual spring concert at 
the Temple of Music and Art. 

A six-man football team called 
the "Typhoons" formed and played 
against other teams from local 
schools. 
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Year 

1943 
(cont.) 

-1944 

1945 

1946 

1947 

1948 

~ (approximate) 

September 

Christmas Eve 

April 1 
(Easter Sunday) 

September 22 

January 

December 

December 

December 18 

January 
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Event 

Caso split Chorus into two indepen
dent groups, eleven to fourteen 
years and nine to eleven years. 

Coast-to-coast broadcast on NBC 
Radio. Sang Christmas carols from 
San Xavier Mission (ten carols 
with narration). 

Easter Sunrise Service at the 
Grand Canyon. Broadcast over NBC 
Radio and shortwaved to armed forces 
throughout the world. Fifty boys 
in Chorus. 

Articles of Incorporation filed. 
Now known as Tucson Arizona Boys 
Choir Society, Inc., a non-profit, 
non-denominational, educationl 
organization. 

Board of Directors consisted of 
fifteen members/By-Laws established. 

Tucson Optimist Club became the 
Chorus' sponsor (primarily for 
financial support). Annual cost to 
keep Chorus operating: $4,500. 

First annual tour of Southern 
California. 

More extensive trip than the 
previous year to Southern 
California. 

Featured with Jimmy Durante at 
Biltmore Bowl in Los Angeles and 
on several national radio programs. 

First television appearance on 
KTLA TV studios in Los Angeles. 

Chorus lost sponsorship of the 
Optimist Club. 



Year 

1948 
(cont.) 

1949 

1950 

Date (approximate) 

Throughout 
the year 

Summer 

Early in 1950 

Summer 

August 29 

November 

December 7 
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Event 

Elks Club became the Chorus' third 
sponsor (granted the Chorus 
$7,500 for one year). Tuition fee 
of $35 & $50 to members eliminated 
due to this grant. 

Traveled to surrounding Arizona 
communities, Texas and New Mexico 
including a performance at the 
Biennial Convention of the National 
Federation of Music Clubs in Dallas. 

First summer camp at the Circle Z 
camp. 

Funds diminishing. Chorus without 
a sponsor. Tucson community 
responded with fund-raising events. 

Descriptive phrase originated: 
"Ambassadors in levis and boots". 

Summer camp rehearsals at Tucson 
Shrine Club. Swam in club pool 
and horseback riding at El 
Conquistador stables. 

Invited to perform at the Chicago 
Fair for "Arizona Day" (39 business 
firms donated monies to make the 
trip possible). This was the 
farthest east the Chorus had 
traveled thus far. 

Four performances given at the 
Chicago Fair (29 boys participated). 

Question of violation of California 
State law that forbids children 
under twelve to perform while school 
is in session (first time in five 
California tours that this was a 
problem). Gov. Earl Warren of 
California waived the state law. 

California trip included a recording 
session in Hollywood of a Christmas 
radio program with singer Ginny 
Sims. 



Year 

1950 
(cont.) 

1951 

Date (approximate) 

December 24 

February 

March 2 & 3 

May 25 

May 28 

May 31 

June 

June 3 

June 4 

June 5 
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Event 

Radio program broadcast on 
Christmas Eve throughout the U.S. 
over 145 ABC stations. 

Participated in Tucson's Fiesta 
de los Vaqueros Rodeo Parade. Won 
honors for ·"best organized horse 
riding group". 

Spring concert, University of 
Arizona auditorium. 

Began fifteen day tour on the 
east coast. 

Performed in Atlantic City, New 
Jersey for the Rotary International 
convention (some financial assistance 
for this tour given by the Rotary 
Club of Catalina in Tucson). 

Performance in New York's Town 
Hall (first critical review given 
by prominent music critic Douglas 
Watt) • 

Contract signed with Columbia 
Artist Management, Inc. to include 
the Chorus on their roster of 
artistic programs offered to artist 
series sponsors (would organize 
six to eight week cross country 
tours annually). 

Chorus featured on the Ed Sullivan 
television show. 

First concert in nation's capital. 
Performance on the steps of the 
Capitol Building in Washington, 
D.C. 

Performed at National Naval Medical 
Center Auditorium in Bethesda, 
Maryland. 



Year 

1951 
(cont.) 

1952 

1953 

1954 

1955 

Date (approximate) 

June 11 

June 17 

August 

September 

October 

January 10 

February 1 

January 31 

May 22 
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Event 

Time Magazine featured a positive 
article on the Chorus and the 
Town Hall performance appearing 
on the first page of their music 
section. 

Sang at the Kiwanis International 
Convention in Seattle, Washington 
(Tucson and Sunshine Kiwanis Clubs 
sponsored the trip). Attended by 
15,000 delegates. 

Article in Good Housekeeping 
reported on Chorus' history and 
national popularity. 

Lengthy article on the Chorus 
appeared in Etude - The Music 
Magazine. It focused on an in 
depth look at the organization. 

Parents Association was organized. 

First transcontinental concert 
tour under Columbia Artists. 
Fancy trick roping added to show 
(roping learned the previous 
summer at the Old 76 cattle ranch 
in Bonita, Arizona). Performances 
given in forty-nine cities (32 boys 
made the trip and were tutored in 
their school work while traveling). 

Columbia Artists arranged an eight 
week tour throughout the midwest 
and Canada (blizzard encountered 
in Canada causing performance to 
start two hours late). 

Third nationwide tour arranged by 
Columbia Artists, concentrated in 
the west, northwest and mountain 
states. 

Second appearance on Ed Sullivan's 
TV variety show (sang only in the 
background with Burl Ives which 
caused ill feelings among Tucsonans 
and Caso). 



Year 

1955 
(cont.) 

1956 

1957 

1958 

1959 

Date (approximate) 

January 20 

February 19 

February 20 

January 2 

November 24 

Beginning 
of year 

May 

September 

Beginning 
of year 
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Event 

First European tour left from New 
York for an extensive tour of 
Europe. Return trip by ship, 
crossing the Atlantic ocean. 

Fourth national concert tour 
arranged by Columbia Artists began. 

Third appearance on the Ed Sullivan 
show (boys were allowed three 
minutes and twenty-nine seconds 
to perform by themselves). 

Second performance in New York's 
Town Hall (critics not present, 
no reviews were written). 

Seventeen week fifth national 
tour began. Performances 
throughout the eastern and mid
western states. 

Chorus appeared on NBC-TV's "Wide 
Wide World Show" sponsored by 
General Motors. 

National concert tour, up the 
west coast and across the south. 

"Patron Drive" initiated to raise 
funds from the community for 
operating capital. 

Contract manager of Columbia 
Artists, Horace Parmalee, died; 
no new agent assigned. Search 
for a new management agency. 

Recorded and released first 
major LP recording, Melody At 
Sunset (featured western 
selections) • 

Agreement with Capitol Records to 
release a series of albums. Re
release of Melody At Sunset 
under Capitol label. 



Year 

1959 
(cont.) 

1960 

1961 

1962 

Date (approximate) 

Fall 

Late in year 

December 24 

January 26 

April 21 

May 20 

December 15 

January 16 

March 21 

July 8 

January 13 -
April 14 
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Event 

Audition for tour of Australia to 
be scheduled the following year 
(contract for ten week concert 
tour signed). 

The Chorus engaged Cosmetto Artist 
Management, Inc. as concert agent. 

Appeared on CBS-TV's The George 
Gobel Show (his special Christmas 
Show). Chorus featured along with 
comedian Jack Benny. 

Six month national concert tour. 
Fifty-two cities visited on tour. 
Framed copper plaque given to the 
mayor of each city. 

"Homecoming Concert" given after 
tour. 

Left for 2\ month trip through 
Hawaii, Australia and New Zealand 
(tidal wave warnings while the 
group was in Hawaii). The governor 
of Queensland, representing Queen 
Elizabeth, attended the concert 
in Brisbane. 

Fund raising dance at Pioneer 
Hotel (later became annual affair 
known as the "Fall Festival"). 

Annual winter tour began--ten 
weeks in length. 

Benefit drag race for the Chorus 
at Davis-Monthan race track. 

Chorus sponsored two female pilots 
in the 1961 All-Women Transconti
nental Air Race (sponsorship made 
possible by an anonymous donation). 

National tour lasting twelve 
weeks. 



Year 

1962 
(cont.) 

1963 

Date (approximate) 

June 

August 18 

September 

December 

January 18 -
April 19 

May 22 

First week in 
September 

November 

December 18 

Event 

Trip to Lions International 
Convention in Nice, France for 
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three days cancelled by Caso due to 
limited funds (Lions Club had par
tially sponsored the trip financially 
and was upset when it was cancelled). 

Chorus participated in the 33rd 
Annual Chicago Musicland Festival 
held in Soldier's Field (sponsored 
by the Chicago Tribune Charities, 
Inc.; attended by 60,000). 

Caso honored by the Pima County 
Bar Association by receiving the 
Naturalized American Award for 
1962 (given to a naturalized 
citizen for outstanding citizenship 
and accomplishment). 

Invitation to sing in Washington 
D.C. for the national Christmas 
Tree Lighting Ceremony (invitation 
turned down due to financial 
problems). 

National winter concert tour. 

Chorus sang with the Lennon Sisters 
at University of Arizona auditorium. 

Invitation from the World Alliance 
of the YMCA in Geneva for the 
Chorus to perform in fourteen con
certs throughout Europe (cultural 
exchange and financial backing 
sought through the State Department. 
Chorus turned down, trip did not 
take place). 

Recorded 45 r.p.m. record featuring 
two Christmas carols. 

Christmas Pageant of Peace in 
Washington D.C. and Christmas Tree 
Lighting by President Lyndon Johnson. 
Boys Chorus sang; shown on major 
television and radio networks. 



Year Date (approximate) 

1964 March 30 

March 

April 2 

May 

1965 January 20 

April 20 

November 10 

November 11 

November 13 

December 5 

December 12 

Event 

Began national tour traveling 
east (first half of tour). 

Easter Sunrise Services at South 
Lawn Memorial Park. 
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Annual Spring concert at the Tucson 
Music Center. 

Began second half of tour traveling 
west. 

Invitation to represent the State 
of Arizona on "Arizona Day" at the 
New York World's Fair (details were 
not finalized and the trip did not 
materialize) • 

Chorus began eighty-two day tour 
(twenty states and Canada). 

Chorus honored at special Sertoma 
Club luncheon at the Tucson Inn 
(silver tray given). 

Caso died of heart attack at 
age sixty-five. 

Rudy Thompson (assistant to Caso) 
named as interim director as the 
Board of Directors began the search 
for a new director. 

Funeral for Caso held at Brings 
Funeral Home in Tucson; Chorus sang 
three songs at the graveside. 

Jeffrey R. Haskell named new 
director of Tucson Arizona Boys 
Chorus. 

Haskell directed the boys in public 
for the first time at the annual 
"Fall Festival" at the Pioneer 
International Hotel. 



Year 

1965 
(cont.) 

1966 

1967 

1968 

~ (approximate) 

December 

January 2 

January 24 

April 10 

April 11 

April 17 

October 

December 24 

January 27 -
March 26 

April 5-11 

October 

January 26 
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Event 

A three month old Arizona wildcat 
accompanied the boys to New York 
and was presented to the Bronx Zoo. 
The bobcat was named "Tab". 

Appeared on the Bell Telephone 
Hour broadcast nationally on 
NBC-TV. 

Departed on tour of thirty-eight 
eastern and mid-western cities. 

Annual Easter Sunrise Service 
performed. 

Spring Concert. Haskell's first 
performance for the Tucson 
community. 

Left for performances in the 
western states. 

Television program Let The Deserts 
Be Joyful filmed in color at the 
San Xavier Mission. Songs were of 
Spanish origin, researched, selected 
and arranged by Haskell. 

Let The Deserts Be Joyful shown 
Christmas Eve on the CBS network 
nationwide. 

Tucson City Council granted 
$5,000 in general aid. 

Annual national tour. 

Short concert trip to California. 

Participated in the 17th Annual 
Tucson Festival (cultural heritages 
of Tucson presented in song and 
dance by various groups). 

Departed on annual national 
tour. 



Year 

1968 
(cont.) 

1969 

1970 

Date (approximate) 

March 27 

June 25 

Summer 

January 24 -
March 27 

February 6 

March 

November 

January 25 

April 8 
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Event 

Appeared on The Mike Douglas 
Show nationwide on CBS-TV 
(approximately 15,000,000 viewers 
saw the show). The High Chaparral, 
a song with lyrics by Jeff Haskell, 
was performed along with two other 
songs. 

Tucson City Council granted 
$15,000 to the Chorus after they 
requested financial assistance. 

Seventy-five boys attended the 
annual camp at Rancho Los Cerros. 
Filming for a National Educational 
Television (NET) program took 
place at the camp (filming had begun 
when the Chorus was on tour). 

Annual national tour. 

NET film featuring the Chorus was 
broadcast nationally on the What's 
New program. The film was 
entitled "Ambassadors in Levis." 

New album recorded and released 
for distribution, entitled We're 
Versatile (western, folk an-d---
popular songs). Featured full 
orchestral background for the 
first time. Recorded at Copper 
State Recording Company of Tucson. 

Chorus celebrated its 30th 
Anniversary. 

Chorus departed for the annual 
winter tour through thirty-four 
states and the District of Columbia. 

Departed for west coast tour while 
on tour, completed a u.s. 
Information Agency (USIA) movie as 
an example of the "finest American 
youth" to be shown in foreign 
countries. 



Year 

1970 
(cont.) 

1971 

1972 

Date (approximate) 

October 13 &14 

December 26-30 

January 20 -
May 6 

August 

Fall 

November 

December 7 & 8 

December 19 

February 11 -
May 11 

June 

Event 

Chorus performed Pergolesi's 
Stabat Mater with the Tucson 
Symphony under the direction of 
Gregory Millar. 
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Chorus traveled to Bakersfield, 
California to record a new album 
Howlin' (selections done in light 
country-western style. 

Annual winter tour lasting thirteen 
weeks. Arranged by the Chorus' 
management, Kenallen Enterprizes, 
Inc. 

Chorus filmed a variety of songs at 
various locations in Tucson to be 
shown on the Buck Owens Ranch Show. 
The program was syndicated nationally 
and broadcast in Tucson on KZAZ, 
Channel 11. 

Moved headquarters from the Temple 
of Music and Art on South Scott into 
a house on East Pima Street (used 
as a temporary rehearsal hall until 
new building on the lot was 
completed) • 

Buck Owens road show at the Tucson 
Community Center, the Chorus was 
invited to appear at the performance. 

Performed Orff's Carmina Burana 
and Britten's A Ceremony of 
Carols. 

Performance of Vaughan Williams 
Hodie. 

Annual tour. Traveled through 
U.S., Canada, Alaska and Hawaiian 
Islands. 

Traveled to Phoenix to record 
thirty children's songs for the 
MacMillan Publishing Company. 



Year 

1973 

1974 

1975 

~ (approximate) 

February 6 

April 21 -
May 16 

May 17 

May 

January 

January 25 

April 

January 28 -
March 13 

March 1 
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Event 

Presented Vienna Choir Boys in 
concert as a benefit fund raiser 
(proceeds helped with construction 
of the new building). 

Returned from six week annual tour, 
then was featured in second CBS 
special filmed in the Tucson 
Mountains (film about a Mexican 
youth tracing his ancestry). 

England Tour. Toured and per
formed in England and Scotland 
(tour arrangements by Raymond 
Gubbay Opera and Concert 
Management). 

TV program Blue Peter (a children's 
show), shown throughout England, was 
broadcast featuring the Chorus. 

Major fund raising drive announced 
to solicit funds for construction 
of new building (goal of $200,000 
set). 

Chorus applied for and was granted 
$15,000 in a special emergency 
appropriation fund from the 
Tucson City Council. 

Annual tour began through eastern 
U.S. and Canada. 

Ground breaking ceremonies held 
for the construction of the new 
Chorus building. 

Annual national tour (under 
management of the Kolmar-Luth 
Entertainment Agency). 

Performed at the Avery Fisher 
Hall at the Lincoln Center for the 
Performing Arts in New York. Per
formance was part of the "Concerts 
For Young People" series. 



Year 

1975 
(cont.) 

1976 

1977 

1978 

Date (approximate) 

April 20 

May 5 

Summer 

October 

December 

February 14 -
March 10 

October 22 

February 3-20 

June 

December 

January 22 

February - May 

Event 

New Chorus building dedicated. 

Jeffrey Haskell announced his 
resignation after ten years as 
director. 

John Stuart Davis appointed 
director. 
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Boys' Chorus sang in the musical 
"Oliver" for the opening of a new 
dinner theater (Hungry Actor 
Playhouse) • 

John Davis' first public performance 
as director. Annual Christmas 
concert held at Palo Verde High 
School auditorium. 

Annual national tour featuring a 
program by American composers 
entitled "Bicentennial Bonus," in 
recognition of the nation's 
Bicentennial Celebration. 

Wendell Burns died of cancer at 
eighteen years of age (previous 
member of the Chorus; first black 
member to advance to the tour group). 

National tour along the west coast 
and into Canada. 

Chorus sang at the U.S. Conference 
of Mayors held in Tucson. 

Participated in a Christmas per
formance with the Tucson Symphony 
in the "La Fiesta de la Posada" 
Christmas pageant. 

Concert for the patrons of the 
Sunday Evening Forum. 

Annual national tour. 



Year 

1978 
(cont.) 

1979 

Date (approximate) 

Fall 

March 18 -
April 17 

October 

October 1-7 

October 6 
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Event 

The album Tucson - Arizona's 
Favorite Child recorded at Lee 
Furr Studios in Tucson. First and 
only album under John Davis. 

National tour. 

Fortieth anniversary celebration, 
"The Ambassador's Ball". 

Proclaimed "Tucson Arizona Boys 
Chorus Appreciation Week" by 
Mayor Lewis C. Murphy in recognition 
of the Chorus' 40th Anniversary. 

Proclaimed "Tucson Boys Chorus 
Appreciation Day" by Governor 
Bruce Babbitt. 



APPENDIX B 

EXCERPTS FROM PARENT ASSOCIATION HANDBOOK 
(Revised 1979) 

Staff 

Director. The Board of Directors is responsible for the hiring of the 
Director whose duties include the management of the office staff and 
the transaction of local and national business as well as the conducting 
of music. The Director is responsible to the Board and is expected to 
carry out assignments at their direction. 

Secretary. The Secretary is hired to fulfill normal office functions 
and act in the capacity of office bookkeeper for all projects and 
functions of the Chorus. 

Assistant Director(s). Director(s) of the TowneSinger and Training 
groups, whose duties entail the musical education and training of the 
TowneSinger and Training groups. 

Chorus Mother. The title given to the lady hired by the organization 
to act as the boys' substitute mother and wardrobe mistress for the 
Touring Group. 

Publicity and Community Relations. On a national and international 
basis the advertising and public relations is handled by the Chorus 
office. Our various films and videotapes are continuously being viewed 
around the world and our press book is sent to media in the cities in 
which the Chorus performs. On a local basis the office, with the help 
of parents and boys handles all public relations work. 

Boys are selected for media promotional activities based on their 
ability to communicate and/or be photogenic, depending on the media 
involved. At times availability on short notice is also a factor. 
Naturally the Chorus relies on all its members to spread the good word. 

Insurance. The Chorus carries its policies with Tucson Realty and 
Trust Company. 

All persons within the Chorus body--parents and boys alike--are covered 
in all Chorus-related activities. The Board of Directors reviews these 
policies from time to time as a protection to the entire Chorus group. 
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Benefits 

1. Musical Training and School Credit 

The Chorus was founded in 1939 and has earned a world-wide reputation 
on the concert stage. Our training programs have been effectively 
designed and implemented to produce successful professional results 
in an extremely competitive market. Curriculum is structured to give 
each boy a well-rounded musical education. 

Specific musical areas which are taught include: solfeggio, sight
singing, notation, hElrmonic identification, ear-training, musical 
terminology, vocal production, concert and rehearsal deportment and 
conducting techniques. 

Additional musical areas which are touched upon include form, music 
history and historical styles, foreign language pronunciation and 
musical textures. 

The Board of Education of Tucson Unified School District has allowed 
one-half (1/2) unit of elective music credit to members of the Touring 
Group, 7th to 9th grades, for the semester they are absent from their 
regular schooling. 

2. Character Development 

With our "Ambassadors in Levis" the development of a skill such as 
music is not the educational end in itself. The Chorus tries to 
develop in each lad a set of distinguishing attributes which include 
individuality, moral firmness and self-discipline especially as 
developed through cooperation with others. 

3. Self-Confidence 

As well as giving each boy the confidence necessary to work with a 
highly polished group, we also try to enable each boy to develop the 
poise necessary for the construction of beneficial relationships and 
communication with adults and peers alike. 

4. Scholastic Achievement 

Good grades are a must with all members. The boys quickly realize 
that they are eligible to remain in the group only so long as their 
scholastic achievement remains high. Periodical checks are made of 
each boy's grades. Naturally, in this as in all aspects of Chorus 
activity, full parental cooperation is appreciated. If a boy's grades 
seem to be slipping, parents are urged to inform the Director since 
participation in the Chorus at all levels has been effectively used 
as "good grade" motivation. 



5. Time Management 

Learning how to budget one's time is certainly not the least of 
factors integral with the Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus program. With 
the acceleration of school demands and other requests on the time 
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of today's youth, each boy gets to understand the importance of every 
moment of the three hours per week rehearsal. The tour is a study in 
itself of "making every minute count." 

6. Travel Opportunity 

The Touring Group of the Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus has toured every 
year since 1950. While bringing joy to so many audiences the Touring 
Group uses its traveling to learn much about the geography and historical 
significance of many parts of our North American continent as well as 
the other countries we visit around the world. During the tours of 1972 
and 1973 alone, the boys traveled through 42 states, sang on 5 islands 
of Hawaii, were guests of the Canadian government in British Columbia, 
Northwest Territory and the Yukon, spent three days in New York City, 
three in Washington, D.C. and traveled for a month in England and 
Scotland. The travel opportunities for a Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus 
member are indeed varied and widespread (and nearly unlimited). 

7. Salesmanship and Part-Time Job 

In the Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus a boy learns the ability to put 
himself and his group in the best light. Through the concentrated 
application of sales in our Bonanza Book program, the boys not only 
learn how to sell, but also reap the personal benefits and rewards 
integral in any well-constructed sales program. Each boy earns for 
each book sold and prizes are awarded to top salesmen in each group. 
All monies are awarded at the Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus Fall Festival 
held in November. (See Bonanza books) 

Eligibility 

Auditions 

Auditions are held throughout the year. Entrances are made when an 
opening exists. Boys should: 

1. Be between 8-11 
2. Have a love for music and desire to perform 
3. Possess a degree of viable music ability 
4. Have a song or two ready to sing for the Director 

Upon successful audition the boy may be placed in any of the three 
groups (Training, TowneSinger, Touring). Most often each boy who 
enters is placed in the Training Group. 
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Advancement 

The Director will try to make advancements by thp. first of October. 

In the movement from Training to TowneSinger the decision to move a boy 
is made basically by the Assistant Director in consultation with the 
Director. In the movement from TowneSinger to Touring the decision is 
made principally by the Chorus Director with the counsel of the 
Assistant Director. 

Advancement in the Chorus is dependent upon a number of factors. 
Among these factors are: 

1. The boy's attainment as a vocalist and musician, his 
on-and-off-stage personality, conscientiousness, 
initiative, ability to get along with others, his 
wholesomeness, maturity and willingness to follow 
direction; in other words, his individual merit. 

2. In connection with this, the directors will give each 
parent and boy notification during April and May if the 
boy in question has not made progress commensurate with 
his ability. 

3. Camp is an extremely important part of the advancement 
procedure. In order to tell how a boy handles himself 
away from home, as he would if he were on tour, it is 
beneficial for the Director to observe the boy in the 
atmosphere generated by the Ranch-Camp. In this way 
the Director determines each boy's individual merit 
and ability to co-exist with others. 

4. Good conduct, reflective of respect fer bome and Chorus 
alike, has always been a part of a Tucson Arizona Boys 
Chorus boy's makeup. Each boy should strive to make 
his conduct exemplary in all Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus 
endeavors. Most certainly, a boy's conduct is a prime 
factor toward the individual's advancement. 

When the boy is away from the Chorus his conduct is 
not expected to change. He is looked on by others at 
all times as a member of the Tucson Boys Chorus and 
the Chorus expects him to carry its name with dignity 
and the same respect which is given him when he is 
within the group. 

5. Appearance. The hair length policy for this group is 
simple: Performing members of the Tucson Arizona Boys 
chorus must wear their hair at the length which is 
being "bought" by the audiences to which the group plays. 
This determination is made by the Director. 



Any boy who regards these factors as unimportant to his Chorus life 
will be urged to find another activity. 

Rehearsals 
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They constitute the very backbone of musical performance and the Tucson 
Arizona Boys Chorus assumes that each boy's interest and desire are 
such that he will not miss rehearsals. Rehearsal time is a critical 
factor when preparing a Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus group for performance. 
Therefore, additional rehearsals may be called to insure the success 
of any performance. 

The Chorus realizes the demands made on young people's time by many 
types of organizations, but it also insists that the time-tested 
product it is producing cannot exist if there is a carefree attitude 
toward rehearsals. 

Alternates 

Alternates to the chosen Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus Touring Group will 
be appointed. The purpose is to prepare extra boys to be advanced 
should there be openings in the Touring Group. Should an opening 
occur, naturally only that boy who exemplifies the best "advancement" 
qualities (see Advancement) will be named. Alternates may be asked 
to rehearse with the Touring Group or participate in concerts or 
other Touring Group related activities at the discretion of the 
Director. 

A situation might arise wherein alternates may be bypassed for voice 
change, lack of continuing vocal ability or lack of cooperation. 

Alumni 

Alumni are classified as past members who have sung in any group 
within the Chorus. 

Graduation 

Graduation traditionally occurs in Mayor June of each year in the 
form of a banquet held to honor those members who have served the 
Chorus and their community as "Ambassadors". Certificates of merit 
are awarded plus a traditional gift of appreciation from the Chorus. 
The requirements for graduation: 

1. Either the boy has toured for two years or more; or 

2. he has toured for one year and will reach the age of 15 
before his second tour begins; or 



3. he has toured for one year and his voice has changed 
before his second tour begins. 

No boy automatically graduates just because he fulfills one or more 
of the graduation requirements. 

Grades 
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The Chorus asks that each boy in the Training and TowneSinger Groups 
maintains a 3-plus or its system equivalent scholastic average. This 
is certainly not meant to represent a high ideal grade goal. It is 
meant to convey a mean level necessary for each boy's active partici
pation. 

For the Touring Group the rule as provided by the Board of Director 
states: 

"In order to qualify for the Touring Group, each boy must maintain a 
2.50, or its system equivalent, overall school grade average; have 
no grade below 3, C or pass in a major non-elective subject. Grades 
are to be cumulative for the entire Fall preceding tour. Not meeting 
these standards, a boy is automatically disqualified from proceeding 
on tour unless three of the following people feel it would be the best 
for the boy: counselor, teacher, parent and Director." 

This rule is necessary for the good of the individual boy as well as 
the Chorus. The Director asks to see all Touring Group boys' grades 
upon the completion of their grading periods. 

Financial 

The Tucson Boys Chorus is a non-profit organization wholly dependent 
upon tuition payments, Bonanza Book sales, ticket sales and other 
projects for its income. Because of this dependency the prompt 
payment of tuition and return of funds for Bonanza Books and tickets 
is extremely important. 

Under "Tuition Billing and Payment" are the basic policies adopted 
by the Board of Directors regarding tuition payment and accountability 
for Bonanza Books and other ticket sales. The Director is bound to 
operate within these policies by order of the Board of Directors. 

Where circumstances make these policies a hardship upon the parents 
it is their responsibility to request immediately a meeting with the 
Director and the chairman of the Finance and Scholarship Committees 
in order to resolve the problem. 



Bonanza Books. The Bonanza Book consists of coupons good for 
merchandise, food and service discounts from businesses within the 
community. The boys sell these books in order to 1) help pay part 
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of their tuition; 2) raise funds for the Chorus and 3) earn money 
themselves. This is our most important fund-raising activity and as 
such requires the effort of every boy in the organization. Each boy 
who is promoted by the end of the first week in October is responsible 
for the quota of the group into which he is prompted. A sheet of all 
pertinent information is available when the Bonanza Books are ready 
for distribution, usually April 1. 

Bonanza Books Accountability 

All Chorus members are required to sell Bonanza Books in the quotas 
established for each singing group. Each boy is encouraged to sell as 
many additional books as possible both for the prizes involved and for 
the additional Chorus income. 

Bonanza Books are issued on a serial number basis to each boy. Books 
issued must be accounted for by turning in cash and/or checks for books 
sold or by returning unsold books (over quota prior to the Fall Festival. 
Deadline for final accounting is two days prior to the Fall Festival. 
Books or cash not accounted for at that time will be charged to the 
Chorus boy's family as a billowed to the Chorus. 

The Chorus office will handle all accounting. It is recommended that 
cash for all books sold be turned in to the office on a weekly basis. 
Receipts will be issued for all books sold or returned to the office. 

The Chorus director shall submit to the Finance Committee an accounting 
of all Bonanza Book activity within one week after the Fall Festival. 
The Finance Committee shall issue letters to all delinquent accounts 
requesting that the accounts be cleared. 

Tuition. The Board determines and sets a tuition for each group in 
the Chorus considering the value of the instruction and experience 
given each boy. The tuition for each boy would be considerably 
higher if it were not for the Bonanza Books. 

If there is more than one boy per family in the Chorus, the policy set 
by the Board is although each boy is responsible for sale of his full 
quota of Bonanza Books, each family with two or more boys pays full 
tuition for the boy in the highest group and 1/2 tuition for the 
other boy or boys. 



Tuition Billing and Payment 

The billing for tuition as established for each Ringing group shall 
be made no later than October 15. 

Tuition is due and payable within 10 days after billing date unless 
arrangements have been made in writing to the Chorus office to pay 
by using one of the following alternate methods: 

1. Tuition to be paid in three equal installments: 
1/3 at time of billing 
1/3 by November 30 
1/3 by December 31 

2. Request for scholarship submitted in accordance with 
established procedure (see "Application for Scholar
ships"). This request to be made no later than two 
weeks after billing. 

3. If neither (1) nor (2) is possible, the parents must 
immediately request a meeting with the Chorus director 
and the chairmen of the Finance and Scholarship 
Committees. 
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The Chorus office shall furnish the Finance Committee a mont1y listing 
of all delinquent accounts. Tuition delinquent after December 31 
shall require immediate action by the Finance Committee. 

Any Touring Group member whose account is not in good standing after 
December 31 must be replaced by an alternate whose account is in good 
standing. This includes tuition, Bonanza Books and other ticket sales. 

Concerts and Other Ticketed Events 

While no quota is established for each Chorus member for concert 
tickets or other ticketed events, the same procedures shall be used 
as listed for Bonanza Books. Numbered tickets will be issued and 
accountability either for cash or unsold tickets will be required. 
Unsold tickets not accounted for within 5 days after the event will 
be assumed to have been sold by the Chorus member. 

The Chorus director shall present an accounting of ticket sales and 
delinquent accounts within 2 weeks of the event for action by the 
Finance Committee. 

Christmas Tree Lot. Each year, as a fund-raising project, the 
parents have traditionally undertaken the selling of Christmas trees. 
Trees are bought nearly 6 months in advance from organizations in 
northern states and are shipped to Tucson via rail or truck. This has 
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always been a major fund-raising project for the Boys Chorus and one 
which needs the cooperation of and active participation by all parents 
and boys in order to be successful. 

Concert Receipts. The Tucson Arizona boys Chorus Tour Group, like all 
professional concert attractions, receives a fee for its services. 

The Board has set fees for all in-state and in-town appearances by the 
Touring Group and has established the honorarium asked at home for 
appearances made by the TowneSingers. 

Record Albums. The Chorus produces its records through "Tucson Arizona 
Boys Chorus Records", our own label, and currently has three albums for 
sale: Christmas Music of the Great Southwest, We're Versatile and 
Howlin'. We sell these while on our national tour and here at home 
through local record outlets and the Chorus Hall. 

Souvenir Booklets. A compendium of history and photos of the organiza
tion is attractively displayed in a 9"x12" layout to be sold at concerts 
both on tour and in town. (This booklet is temporarily out of print.) 

Rummage Sale. This phase has shown a high income for a relatively 
short period of concentrated effort. Chorus families, neighbors and 
friends are asked to save their "good" (and tax-deductible) rummage 
for a weekend of fast low-cost sales. 

T-Shirts. Boys Chorus T-Shirts are available through the office and 
sold throughout the year. 

All projects the Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus undertakes are cleared by 
and through the Parents Association and/or the Board of Directors. 

Donations. The benefits given to the Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus in 
the form of gifts of cash, labor, materials or property through 
memorials, trusts, wills, fund drives or any other form of giving 
are all tax deductible. 

Some of the gift opportunities authorized by the Board of Directors 
are: 

1. The Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus Building Fund - The Chorus 
Board of Directors is ready at any time to answer your 
questions or to discuss in detail your special interests 
in this program. 



2. *The Eduardo Caso Memorial Scholarshp Fund - This fund 
is used to defray tuition of those eligible for 
scholarships. 

3. The Patron Drive - Each spring a mailing goes out to 
solicit funds which are used for general operating expenses. 
The names of all donors are lis~ed in the concert program. 

Application for Scholarships 

Tuition scholarships are available on the basis of financial need. 
Application is made by filling out a form available from the office 
which is directed to the Scholarship Committee of the Board of 
Directors. All information is kept confidential and is seen only by 
the committee which is a three-member non-parent panel. Please 
contact the Director if there are any questions. 

TUCSON ARIZONA BOYS CHORUS 
SCHOLARSHIP COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS 

February 22, 1982 

Revisions to the Tucson Boys Chorus Handbook - April 2, 1982 

Scholarship Criteria 

1. Based primarily on financial need. 

2. One year minimum in Chorus. 

3. Application deadlines: 

Tuition: 

Camp: 

September 30 

May 31 

4. Application form must be fully completed. 

5. Minimum grade average: B or 2 
Citizenship must be satisfactory or better. 

6. Written recommendation of Director. 

7. Scholarship will be granted at the discretion of the 
Board based on the Committee recommendation and budget 
constraints. 

*Also, on August 16, 1976 the Patrick Ronstadt Memorial Scholarship 
Fund was established in memory of an alumnus of the Chorus. 
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Parent Participation 

As you read the list of committees below, choose one to which you'd 
like to belong and give the Parents Association president a call. 
He'll steer you to the proper person. Here's a thumbnail description 
of each committee. 

Fall Festival. This is the party honoring the boys after their 
successful Bonanza Book campaign. The festival is held in November. 

Christmas Tree Lot. The organization and administration of the lot 
from set-up at the beginning of December to tear-down between Christmas 
and New Year. All parents are counted on to sign up for at least two 
shifts on the lot. 

Christmas Concert. Organizes publicity and ticket sales for our 
popular mid-December concert when all groups sing. 

Spring Concert. Occurs in Spring after the Touring Group gets back 
from Tour. Organization of ticket sales and publicity is important 
here. All groups sing in the concert. 

Graduation. Planning and coordinating of the banquet and awards 
honoring the graduating members of the Touring Group. Traditionally 
occurs in Mayor June. 

Camp. Assistance to the Director with registrations on first day 
of camp. Camp is last two weeks in August before school. 

Telephone. The construction of a "telephone tree"; our means of fast 
communication throughout the entire Chorus family. Most active 
September through May. 

Wardrobe. Each group has a performing wardrobe and needs ladies who 
can sew and are willing to fit costumes. 

Rummage Sale. The Chorus rummage sales are an important part of the 
budget. The sale is held in the Fall. Organization is important. 

Membership. This committee welcomes new parents into the Chorus 
family and answers any questions they may have. 

Hospitality. The preparation of refreshments and name tags for the 
parents meetings. Once a month, September through May. 
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Bonanza Books. The organization and publicity planning surrounding 
the entire Bonanza Book campaign. The height of activity is December 
through April. 

Music Librarian. Person(s) interested in Music Library Science to 
work directly with the Director to sort, collate, stack lead sheets, 
arrangements, collections and other works which make up the Chorus 
library; about once a week. 

Remember, the real reason the Chorus has been at the top for so many 
years is because parents have volunteered their time, pitched in and 
helped. Parents are the fabric of the institution and if you don't 
volunteer parents' projects will not get accomplished. 

So jump in with both feet! You'll have a good time doing it, work 
with interesting people and be helping the organization which is 
trying to help your boy as it has helped hundreds of others since 
1939. 

Do you have some new ideas? Would you like to help? Have some new 
projects in mind? THE TIME TO SPREAD YOUR IDEAS AND THOUGHTS IS AT 
THE PARENTS MEETINGS WHICH ARE HELD AT REGULAR INTERVALS, SEPTEMBER 
THROUGH MAY. PLEASE PARTICIPATE! 

Communications 

Communications are the lifeline of the Chorus and are handled by one 
of the following methods: 

Newsletter. The newsletters are informational printed material sent 
home with each of the boys monthly. Schedules, lists, date changes 
and project information are all a part of these important-to-read 
letters. 

Telephone Committee. A telephone system has been set up for sending 
out information on short notice. Messages come from the office to 
a head caller who in turn calls a number of others. This is repeated 
until all Chorus personnel receive their message. Complete parental 
cooperation is the key factor in the success of this program. 

Parent Association Meetings. Held once a month, these meetings 
constitute an effective and important way for parents to contribute 
to Chorus activities. 

Social Gatherings. Swimming parties, picnics and pot-luck suppers are 
some of the informal get-togethers which have been sponsored by the 
parents to bring the families together socially. 



APPENDIX C 

ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION OF 
TUCSON BOYS CHOIR SOCIETY 

ARTICLE VI - second paragraph amended 2/17/75 

Tucson Boys Choir Society consisting of a number of persons associated 
together for the purposes hereinafter set forth, with no pecuniary 
profit as their object, having, in accordance with the rules and 
regulations of the Society, elected directors as required by law, and 
being desirous of incorporating themselves and forming a non-profit 
corporation under the provisions of Section 53-408 of the Arizona 
Code 1939, do hereby by their duly authorized corporators adopt the 
following Articles of Incorporation, to wit: 

ARTICLE I 

The names, residences and post office addresses of the corporators 
are as follows: 

C. E. Coulson Tucson, Arizona 

Walter Burrows Tucson, Arizona 

Joe Leigh Tucson, Arizona 

Eduardo Caso Tucson, Arizona 

ARTICLE II 

The name of the corporation shall be TUCSON BOYS CHOIR SOCIETY, and 
its principal place of business shall be Tucson, Pima County, Arizona. 

ARTICLE III 

The purposes for which this corporation is formed are exclusively 
educational. No part of the net earnings of the corporation shall 
inure to the benefit of any private shareholder or individual. It 
is organized to acquire, take over, conduct, manage, operate and 
maintain the Tucson Boys Choir, and to establish, maintain and operate 
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a school offering a complete course of academic study specializing, 
however, in musical education, with special emphasis on the training 
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of voice and choir singing; to admit to the school and the choir boys 
selected for the quality of their voices without regard to financial 
circumstances, and to graduate boys from the school upon satisfactory 
completion of their academic work and to encourage them to re-enter 
the Public Schools and continue their education; and generally to do 
anything and everything necessary, expedient or incidental to the 
operation of a school or educational devise, lease or bequest, and to 
hold and dispose of such property real, personal and mixed as the 
purposes of the corporation shall require, subject to such limitations 
as may be required by law; to be appointed, nominated, named or other
wise designated by any person, firm, association, corporation, court, 
commission or committee to act as trustee or in any fiduciary capacity 
in connection with any educational or other trust, gift or foundation, 
and to accept said appointment or trust and to qualify as such fiduciary 
and to act in any such capacity and fully perform the trusts accepted 
by it. Provided, however, that no substantial part of the activities 
of this corporation shall be that of carrying on propaganda or other
wise attempting to influence legislation. 

ARTICLE IV 

The corporation shall have no shares of capital stock. 

ARTICLE V 

The commencement of this corporation shall be the date of the issuance 
to it of a certificate of incorporation by the Arizona Corporation 
Commission, and it shall endure for the full term of twenty-five years 
thereafter, with the privilege of perpetual succession as provided by 
law. 

ARTICLE VI 

The affairs of this corporation shall be conducted by a Board of 
Directors. The officers of the corporation shall be a President, Vice 
President and Secretary, and such other officers as the Board of 
Directors may elect and appoint. The number of directors shall be not 
less than three nor more than twenty-five as determined by the by-laws 
of the corporation. For the first year, or until their successors are 
duly elected and qualified, the following named persons shall constitute 
the Board of Directors and be the officers of this corporation: 

President and Director - - - - - Joe Leigh 

Vice President and Director - - - - - Walter Burrows 

Secretary and Director - - - - - - - C. E. Coulson 



The Board of Directors shall be elected at the annual meeting of the 
members of the corporation to be held on the first Monday of June of 
each year. The officers shall be elected by the Board of Directors 
at the annual meeting of the Board to be held as soon as ~ossible 
after such annual meeting of the members. 

ARTICLE VII 
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The highest amount of indebtedness or liability, direct or contingent, 
to which the corporation is at any time subject itself shall be as 
provided in the by-laws of the corporation. 

ARTICLE VIII 

The private property of the members, officers and directors of this 
corporation shall be forever exempt from its debts and obligations. 

ARTICLE IX 

This corporation shall have the power to provide in its by-laws for 
the qualification of members, the mode of election, and terms of 
admission to membership; the expulsion and suspension of members for 
misconduct, restoration of membership, and for contracting, securing, 
paying and limiting the indebtedness of the corporation, and other 
regulations consonant with the objects of the corporation. 

ARTICLE X 

On the 12th day of September 1945, said Tucson Boys Choir Society did, 
in accordance with the rules and regulations of such Society, elect 
four directors, namely: C. E. Coulson, Walter Burrows, Joe Leigh and 
Eduardo Caso, and authorize them to act as incorporators of the 
Society for the purpose of forming a non-profit corporation as 
hereinbefore set forth. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, said corporators have hereunto set their hands 
this 22nd day of September 1945. 

(s) C. E. Coulson 

(s) Walter Burrows 

(s) Joe Leigh 

(s) Eduardo Caso 
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STATE OF ARIZONA, ) 
) SSe 

COUNTY OF PIMA ) 

This instrument was acknowledged before me this 22nd day of September 

1945, by C. E. Coulson, Walter Burrows, Joe Leigh and Eduardo Caso. 

My Commission expires 
February 19, 1948. 

Notarial seal. 

(s) Maebelle Hill 

Notary Public 



APPENDIX D 

BY-LAWS OF THE TUCSON BOYS CHOIR SOCIETY 

Revb,~d September 25, 1967 
Amended February 17, 1975 
Amended November 27, 1978 
Amended July 28, 1980 
Amended June 8, 1982 

ARTICLE I 

Offices 

The principal office of the corporation shall be in Tucson, Pima County, 
Arizona. The corporation may also have additional offices at such 
other places as the Board of Directors may from time to time designate, 
or the business of the corporation may require. The business which may 
be transacted in each shall be as the Board of Directors may from time 
to time designate; provided, however, that any and all business, 
without limitation, of the corporation may be at all times conducted 
at the principal office of the corporation. 

ARTICLE II 

Members 

Section 1. Original Membership. The original membership of this 
Society are those who have heretofore associated themselves together 
as such society. 

Section 2. Active Membership. Each parent of a boy currently a choir 
member and each board member shall be an active member of the Society. 
All other persons, firms, entities, etc., desiring to be active members 
shall make annual application therefore, and must be approved as 
hereinafter provided under Section 3. 

Section 3. New Membership. The parents of any boy admitted to the 
choir shall automatically become members of the Society during the 
tenure of their son as a choir member; and any person, firm, or 
corporation interested in the purpose for which this corporation is 
formed may become members of this Society. In the event a firm, 
association or corporation becomes a member, some officer, employee, 
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member of the firm or other person shall, be designated in writing 
by the firm, association or corporation to participate in the 
activities of the Society on behalf of such member. 
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Application for membership shall be made to the secretary of the Society. 
New members applying therefore may be admitted to the Society at any 
meeting of the Board of Directors upon the affirmative vote of three
fourths (3/4) of the members of the Board present at the meeting 
wherein said application is acted upon. 

ARTICLE III 

Dues and Assessments 

There shall be no admission fee charged to any person, firm, association 
or corporation for becoming a member of the Society, and there shall be 
no dues or assessments of any kind whatsoever levied or assessed against 
any member of this Society. 

ARTICLE IV 

Membership Meetings 

Section 1. Annual Meetings. The annual meeting of the members of the 
Society shall be held at the office of the corporation on the first 
Monday in June of each year at such hour as directed by the Board, if 
not a legal holiday, 'and if a holiday, then on the next succeeding day 
that is not a legal holiday. 

Section 2. Special Meetings. Special meetings of the members of the 
society may be called at any time by resolution of the Board of 
Directors. 

Section 3. Notice of Annual and Special Meetings. Written notice of 
the annual meeting shall be given to each active society member by 
mailing the same at least ten (10) days prior to said meeting. Special 
meetings may be conducted without written notice or time requirement. 

Section 4. Quorum. No quorum shall be required at any meeting; that 
in this regard those members attending the meeting either in person or 
by proxy shall constitute a quorum. 

Section 5. Organization of Meetings. The president, or in his 
absence the vice-president, or in his absence any officer, may call 
meetings of the members of the Society to order and shall preside 
over the meeting. The secretary of the corporation shall act as 
secretary for all meetings of the members of the Society. In the 
absence of the secretary the presiding officer may apoint any person 
to act as secretary. 



Section 6. Order of Business. The order of business shall be as 
follows: 

(1) Roll call 
(2) Reading notice and proof of mailing 
(3) Reading of prior minutes 
(4) Reports of officers 
(5) Election of directors 
(6) Unfinished business 
(7) New business 
(8) Adjournment 

Section 7. Voting. Each active member shall be entitled to one (1) 
vote, either in person or by proxy. Proxies shall be in writing, 
signed and witnessed by a third party and may be voted by any member 
of the Society, or an officer or director of the corporation. 
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Section 8. Election of Directors. The directors shall be elected by 
active members of the Society and each board shall consist of not less 
than three (3) nor more than twenty-five (25) directors. Not more than 
twenty-five percent (25%) of the elected members of the Board of 
Directors shall be a parent of anyone of the choir members then 
admitted. At each meeting of the Society for the election of directors, 
the persons receiving the greatest number of votes shall be the directors. 
The president of the parent's group shall, during his tenure as president, 
by virtue of his office be a member of the Board of Directors. The 
musical director shall not be a member of the Board of Directors. 

ARTICLE V 

Board of Directors 

Section 1. Annual Meetings. As soon as possible after each annual 
meeting of the members of the Society wherein an election is held for 
directors, the newly elected Board of Directors shall meet for the 
transaction of the ordinary business of the corporation. 

Section 2. Regular and Special Meetings. The Board of Directors 
shall meet on the fourth Monday of the months of September, October, 
November, January and March of each year. These meetings shall be in 
addition to the meeting held as soon as possible after the annual 
Society meeting as specified in Section 1 hereof. Special meetings 
of the Board of Directors may be held from time to time as directed 
by the Board or called by the President. Provided further, the 
President must call a special meeting of the Board of Directors on 
the written request of thirteen (13) Board members. The secretary 
shall give notice of the time and place of the regular meetings by 
mailing written notice thereof to each director at his last known 
post office address at least five (5) days before the meeting. 



Special meetings of the Board of Directors shall require two (2) 
days written notice, and shall state the nature of the business to 
be transacted. 
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Section 3. Waiver of Notice. Any director may waive notice required 
by these by-laws to be given to him. 

Section 4. Place of Meeting. The Board of Directors may hold meetings 
at such place or places within or without the State of Arizona as the 
Board may from time to time determine or as shall be specified or 
fixed in the respective notices thereon; however, unless otherwise 
stated the place of meeting shall be at the principal place of 
business of the corporation. 

Section 5. Board of Directors General Powers. The property and 
affairs of the business of the corporation shall be managed by the 
Board of Directors. 

Section 6. Number, Qualifications and Term of Office. The business 
and affairs of the corporation shall be managed and controlled by a 
Board of twenty-five (25) directors. Twenty-four (24) directors shall 
be elected. One third (1/3) of the elected directors of the Board 
shall be elected annually for a three year term. No director may 
serve more than two (2) consecutive terms. A director who has served 
two (2) consecutive terms shall not be eligible to hold such office 
unless said director has been off the Board for at least three (3) 
years. The twenty-fifth (25th) member of the Board of Directors 
shall be the President of the parents group and shall serve during his 
or her tenure as President, by virtue of the office. Should the 
President of the parents group resign or be removed from office, his 
or her successor shall succeed him or her on the Board. After leaving 
this position and the Board, any person having served shall be eligible 
to be elected as a Board member at large as above provided and may 
serve for the number of terms herein provided. 

Section 7. Quorum. One-third (1/3) of the members of the Board of 
Directors shall be required to constitute a quorum for the transaction 
of business at any meeting and the act of the majority of the directors 
present at any meeting at which a quorum is present shall be the act 
of the Board of Directors. 

Section 8. Organization of Meeting: Chairman. At all meetings of 
the Board of Directors the President, or in his absence the Vice
President shall act as chairman. In the absence of both the President 
and the Vice-President a director chosen by the majority of the directors 
present shall act as chairman. The secretary, or in his or her absence 
any person appointed by the chairman, shall act as secretary of the 
meeting. 



Section 9. Order of Business. The order of business shall be as 
follows: 

(1) Call to order 
(2) Election of chairman, if necessary 
(3) Reading notice and proof of mailing 
(4) Reading or prior minutes, unless waived 
(5) Report of offices 
(6) Reports of executive and/or special committees 
(7) Unfinished business 
(8) New business 
(9) Adjournment 
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Section 10. Amendment of By-Laws: Voting. Amendments to these by
laws may be made by a two-thirds (2/3) vote of the Board of Directors 
at any meeting wherein there is a quorum present. Unless otherwise 
provided within these by-laws a majority vote of the Board of 
Directors shall be sufficient to pass upon any decision the Board of 
Directors has power to decide. 

Section 11. Resignation and Removal of Directors. Any director may 
resign at any time by giving written notice to the Board or to the 
president. Acceptance of such resignation shall not be necessary to 
make it effective. Any director may be removed at any time for good 
cause shown by vote of two-thirds (2/3) of the remaining directors. 

Section 12. Vacancies. Any vacancy in the Board of Directors caused 
by any reason whatsoever shall be filled by the second meeting 
following but not exceeding forty-five (45) days by the majority of 
the remaining Board of Directors at any meeting, and the term of such 
director so appointed shall be for the unexpired portion of the 
position filled. 

Section 13. Action By Resolution. The Board shall, except as other
wise provided by law, have power to act in the following manner: A 
resolution in writing, signed by all the directors, shall be deemed 
to be action by such Board to the effect therein expressed, with the 
same force and effect as if the same had been duly passed by the same 
vote at duly convened meeting, and it shall be the duty of the 
secretary of the corporation to record such resolution in the minute 
book of the corporation under the proper date. 

ARTICLE VI 

Officers 

Section 1. Offices Created. The officers of the corporation shall 
be a President, Vice-President, Secretary and Treasurer, and such 
other officers as may from time to time be appointed by the Board of 
Directors. One person may hold the offices and perform the duties 
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of more than one of said offices. Said officers shall hold office 
until their successors have been duly elected and qualified. Officers 
of this corporation need not be members of the Board of Directors. 

Section 2. Election and Term, and Removal. All officers of this 
corporation shall be elected by the Board of Directors for a term of 
one year subject, however, to removal at any time, with or without 
cause, by a majority vote of the directors. No officer may hold the 
same office for more than two (2) consecutive terms nor shall any 
officer be eligible for election to said position for a period of 
two (2) years thereafter. In no event shall the President, after 
having served two (2) consecutive terms be eligible to hold any office 
for a period of two (2) years after having held the office of President 
for the maximum number of terms herein set forth. 

Section 3. Resignation. Any officer may resign at any time by 
giving written notice to the Board or to the President. Acceptance 
of such resignation shall not be necessary to make it effective. 

Section 4. Vacancies. Any vacancies in any of the offices created 
by the Board of Directors may be filled at any time from the occurrence 
of the same. 

Section 5. President - Powers and Duties. The President shall be the 
chief executive officer of the corporation and shall have the general 
direction of the affairs of the corporation subject to the control of 
the Board of Directors; he shall preside at all meetings of the members 
of the Society and the Board of Directors. The President shall sign 
and execute in the name of the corporation all contracts, bonds and 
other documents, obligations or instruments authorized by the Board of 
Directors unless expressly authorized to the contrary by the Board of 
Directors. The President shall also perform such other duties as may 
from time to time be assigned to him by the Board of Directors. The 
President shall have the power to expend up to and including the sum 
of Five Hundr:ed Dollars ($500.00) for any non-budgeted and/or "unusual" 
expenditure. "Unusual" as the term herein used, shall mean any 
expenditure which has not been the subject of discussion at any Board 
meeting within the immediately preceding three (3) month period. The 
President in this regard shall be assisted and work together with the 
Director. Any expense exceeding the sum of Five Hundred Dollars 
($500.00) which is not budgeted nor a regularly recurring expense shall 
need, in addition to the approval of the President, the approval of 
the Board of Directors. 

Section 6. Vice-President - Powers and Duties. The Vice-President 
of the corporation shall, in the absence of the President, perform 
all the duties which should be performed by the President were he 
present. Other duties may be assigned by the Board of Directors as 
they shall from time to time deem appropriate. 
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Section 7. Secretary - Powers and Duties. The Secretary shall keep 
the minutes of all the meetings of the Board of Directors and of all 
meetings of the members of the Society except as otherwise directed by 
the Board of Directors. The duty of mailing of all notices as 
required by these by-laws shall be that of the Secretary unless other
wise directed by the Board of Directors. Other duties may be assigned 
by the Board of Directors as they shall from time to time deem 
appropriate. 

Section 8. Treasurer - Powers and Duties. The Treasurer shall have 
custody of all the corporation whether evidenced by bonds, stocks, 
notes or securities or whatever; and shall have custody of the seal 
of the corporation and see that the seal is affixed to all documents, 
the e:.ecution of which in behalf of the corporation shall require the 
use of said seal. Other duties may be assigned by the Board of 
Directors as they shall from time to time deem appropriate. 

Section 9. Compensation. Until amendment of these by-laws there shall 
be no compensation for officers of the corporation. 

Section 10. President Emeritus - Powers and Duties. Within the 
discretion of the Board, the Board may appoint one President Emeritus. 
Such President Emeritus shall have served as the President of the 
Society. The President Emeritus shall sit as a member ex officio of 
the Board of Directors but shall have no vote unless a duly elected 
member of the Board of Directors. 

ARTICLE VII 

Director 

Section 1. Director - Duties. The President with the consent of the 
majority of the Board of Directors shall employ a Musical Director who 
will perform such duties as the President may from time to time pre
scribe, as well as have the duty to instruct the members of the choir 
in all phases of their musical education. The Business Manager and 
Associate Director shall be responsible to the Director. 

Section 2. Term of Employment. No contractual obligation for a term 
exceeding three (3) years shall be entered into by the Board of 
Directors for the employment of the Musical Director. 

Section 3. Compensation. The Director shall receive as compensation 
such sum as may be provided by the Board of Directors from time to time. 

Section 4. Removal of Director. The President with the consent of 
two-thirds (2/3) of the Board of Directors shall have the right to 
remove the Director for neglect of duties or disrespectful behavior 
at any time. 
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ARTICLE VIII 

Business Manager 

Section 1. Business Manager - Duties. The President with the consent 
of the Board of Directors may employ a business manager who will per
form such duties as the Board of Directors shall have set forth in a 
job description prepared for said position. The Business Manager 
shall not be a member of the Board of Directors. The Business Manager 
shall report directly to the Director. The Business Manager shall be 
charged with the responsibility of making all daily operational 
decisions concerning the functions of the Society. Further, the 
Business Manager shall be responsible for the management of the office 
and all employees or positions which may hereafter be created by the 
Board of Directors. (The Musical Director and any Associate Musical 
Directors are not considered employees or positions for purposes of 
this Section.) 

Section 2. Term of Employment. No contractual obligations for a term 
exceeding three (3) years shall be entered into by the Board of Directors 
for the employment of the Business Manager. 

Section 3. Compensation. The Business Manager shall receive as 
compensation such sum as may be provided by the Board of Directors from 
time to time. 

Section 4. Removal of Business Manager. The President with the consent 
of two-thirds (2/3) of the Board of Directors shall have the right to 
remove the Business Manager for neglect of duties or disrespectful 
behavior at any time. 

ARTICLE IX 

Miscellaneous Committees and/or Groups 

Section 1. Executive Committee. The Executive Committee shall consist 
of all the officers of the Society. The President shall be the Chairman 
of the Executive Committee. The function of said committee shall be 
to advise the Board of Directors and/or President in all business 
matters and conduct the Society's business as directed from time to 
time by the Board. 

Section 2. Parents' Group. Each parent and/or legal guardian of an 
active choir member shall automatically be a member of the parent 
group, which group shall be a standing committee. The function of 
said group shall be to advise or make recommendations to the Board of 
Directors and/or the President in all matters concerning and/or relating 
to the welfare of the active choir members. 

Section 3. Finance Committee - Duties. There shall be a Finance 
Committee appointed by the Board of Directors which shall consist of 
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a chairman and four (4) members. The chairman of the Finance ~ommittee 
must be a member of the Board of Directors. The other four (4) members 
need not be members of the Board. The Finance Committee shall be 
responsible for all financial reporting through the Treasurer to the 
Board in such forms and at such time as directed by the Board. Further, 
the Director shall submit to the Finance Committee on or before October 
15 of each year a recommended budget for the following calendar year. 
The Finance Committee shall review the budget submitted and shall 
recommend to the Board at its regular November meeting a budget to be 
adopted by the Board for the next ensuing calendar year. The Treasurer 
shall be a member ex officio of the Finance Committee. 

Section 4. Additional Committees - Duties. The President with the 
consent of two-third (2/3) of the Board of Directors shall establish 
additional committees as required. The members of these committees 
need not be members of the Board of Directors. Where appropriate a 
non-Board Member Co-Chairman may be appointed by the President. 

Section 5. The President shall insure that every Board member is a 
member of at least one active committee. 

ARTICLE X 

Debt Limit and Seal 

Section 1. Debt Limit. The highest amount of indebtedness or liability, 
direct or contingent, w~ich this corporation may incur shall be the sum 
of Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000.00). 

Section 2. Seal. The corporation shall have a seal which shall be 
circular in form and upon it shall appear the name of the corporation 
and/or such other name the Board of Directors may from time to time 
prescribe. 



APPENDIX E 

FORMS USED IN RESEARCH 

TUCSON ARIZONA BOYS CHORUS 
QUESTIONNAIRE 

Name _____________________ Phone ______ _ 

Address Zip -------------------------------------- ------------
Association with TABC Member 

Staff 

Parent 

Other 

Board Member 

-----------------
If member, which groups did you participate? 

Training 
(Juniors) 

Years involved 

TowneSingers 
(Intemediates) 

Touring 
(Seniors) 

----------------------------
Which Director 

Eduardo Caso 

Jeffrey Haskell 

John S. Davis 

Which Assistant Directors 

Dorothy Gimmestad 

William Funk 

Rudy Thompson 

Thomas Patrick 

Chuck Kurth 

Julian Ackerley 

Other ---------------------
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Please briefly describe any rememberances of the foZlowing: 

1) Summer Camp 

2) Fall Festival 

3) Christmas Concert 

4) Spring Concert 

5) Tours (Give approximate dates and itinerary if possible) 

6) Television or radio programs 

7) Fund Raising Activities (Bonanza Books, Christmas Trees, 
Patron DriVes, etc.) 

8) Director's Personality 

9) Discipline Standards 
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10) Goals of the Chorus 

11) Wardrobe Mother 

12) Accompanist 

13) Roping Program 

14) Fondest Memory 

15) Funniest Incident 

16) Most interesting person (Other than Director) 

17) Any additional comments 

I authorize Julian Ackerley to use this information 
in his dissertation. 

Tucson Arizona Boys Cho~~B - A History 

(Signature and Date) 
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Interview Questions 

"Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus - A History" 

1) How did you become aware of the Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus? 

2) What initiated your involvement? 

3) Which Director(s) were you acquainted with? 

4) How would you describe the Director(s): 

a) personality 
b) musicianship 
c) ability to work with boys 
d) ability to work with Board and Parents 

5) What do you think the goals of the Chorus were during the period 
of your involvement? 

6) Were these goals openly discussed by the Director? 

7) Are you aware of Eduardo Caso and the history of the Chorus? 

8) Do you feel it is important to be aware of the Chorus's past? 

9) What are the Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus discipline standards? 

10) Was discipline consistent and fair? 

11) What has been your involvement in music since leaving the Chorus? 

12) Would you consider your Chorus experience as a significant period 
in your life and its development? 

13) Can you recall any negative events that were traumatic for you? 

14) What was the most positive event(s) that you will always remember 
about the Chorus? 

15) In a brief statement, what would you want to be quoted as saying 
in regards to any aspect of Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus? 
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Bibliographical Information Request Letter 

Mr. Gene Deason, Editor 
Brownwood Bulletin 
P.O. Box 1188 
Brownwood, Texas 

Dear Sir: 

76801 

My name is Julian Ackerley and I am currently studying at 
the University of Arizona in the Graduate College for a Doctor 
of Musical Arts degree. As part of my degree requirements, I 
am writing a dissertation; "Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus: A History." 
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In my research, I have found, in the Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus 
archives, an article that appeared in the Brownwood Bulletin, and 
have quoted this article in the dissertation. Due to the fact that 
this article was part of a Chorus scrapbook, bibliographical informa
tion was not complete. I am in need of securing the page number on 
which this article appeared: 

Sam Gray, "Tucson Boys Chorus Rates 'A' For Showmanship t.]ork," 
Brownwood Bulletin, Brownwood, Texas, 17 March 1967. 

I would appreciate your assistance in helping me acquire this 
page number information. Enclosed is a self addressed, stamped 
envelope for your convenience, or please feel free to call the 
information to me collect at either (602) 296-6277 or (602) 886-9288. 

Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Julian Ackerley 



APPENDIX F 

REPERTOIRE 

Recorded Repertoire 

Albums 

Eduardo Casn 

Christmas Greetings From Arizona (1948) 

o Holy Night 
o Come All Ye Faithful 

Soloist: Gene Beach 
Silent Night 
Let Our Gladness Know No End 

Soloist: Carl Witcher 

Melody At Sunset/Campfire Songs (1958) 

Carry Me Home To The Lone Prairie 
Whoopee Ti Yi Yo 
Colorado Trail 

Soloist: Terry McCollum 
Tumbling Tumbleweeds 

Soloist: Bobby Wheeler 
Blue Prairie 
Home On The Range 
The Old Chisholm Trail 
The Lonesome Cowboy 

Soloists: Stanley Volk, Eddie Hildebrand 
Cool Water 

Soloists: Terry Grimble, Paul Anderson 
The Streets Of Laredo 

Soloist: Bobby Wheeler 
Empty Saddles 
Lie Low Little Dogies 
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Jeffrey Haskell 

Christmas Music Of The Great Southwest (1966) 

Venid, Fieles Todos 
Vamos, Pastorcitos 
Alegria 
Pastores A Belen 
En Belen Tocan A Fuego 
O! Bethlehem 
Fum, Fum, Fum 
El Noi De La Mare 

Santo Dios 
El Decembre Congelat 
Ya Viene La Vieja 
El Rorro 
Agnus Dei from ~lisa Viscaina 
Gaudeamus 
Chiquirriquitin 
Los Posadas 
A La Nanita Nana 

We're Versatile (1969) 

Tortured Land 
Scarborough Fair 
Daar Korn Die Alabama 
How Insensitive 
Song For Canada 
Greensleeves 

Sunny 
There Is A Ship 
Born Free 
I Saw Her 
Guantanamera 
Autumn To May 

Howl in , (1970-1971) 

Big Mama's Medicine Show 
Riders In The Sky 
Sing A P~ppy Song 
Old Faithful 
It Takes People Like You 

We're All Gonna Get Together 
One Paddle, Two Paddle 
Where Is Howard Hughs? 
Vaya Con Dios 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
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John Davis 

Tucson ••• Arizona's Favorite Child (1978) 

AlIa En El Rancho Grande 
Home On The Range 

Solo: Brent Davis 
Cielito Lindo 
Ridin' Down The Canyon 

Solo: Kevin Harper 
Oh! Susanna 

Five Hundred Miles 
Solo: Geoffrey Hufford 

Red River Valley 
Camptown Races 
Clouds 
Tucson - Arizona's Favorite Child 

Single Recordings (45 rpm) 

African Noel 

Billy Blue Shoes 

Blue Shadows On The Trail 

Bring My Daddy Home 

Carol Of The Bells 

Eide1weiss 

Letter To Santa 

Sleep Little Tiny King 

Thumbelina 
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Selected Program Repertoire 

Eduardo Caso 

Classical 

Western 

Alleluia (Mozart) 
Alleluia (Thompson) 
Ave Maria (Schubert) 
Ave Maris Stella (Grieg) 
Carol Of The Bells (Leontovich) 
Echo Song (DiLasso) 
Elegie (Massenet) 
Estrellita (Ponce) 
Glory To God In The Highest (Pergolesi) 
Haste Thee Nymph (Handel) 
Hedge Rose (Schubert) 
Hospodi Pomiloi (Lvosky) 
How Lovely Are Thy Messengers (Mendelssohn) 
Nutcracker (Tchaikovsky-Waring) 

Overture 
Trepak 
Dance Of The Sugar Plums 
Waltz Of The Flowers 

Oh Lord !lost Holy (Franck) 
Pieta Signore (Stradella) 
Romance (Debussy) 
Si Mes Vers Avaient Des Ailes (Hahn) 
Suscepit Israel (Bach) 
There Is No Death (O'Hara) 
The Lord's Prayer (Malotte) 
Where'er You Walk (Handel) 

Blue Prairie 
Blue Shadows On The Trail 
Carry Me Home To The Lone Prairie 
Colorado Rose 
Colorado Trail 
Cool Water 
Empty Saddles 
Ghost Riders In The Sky 
Home On The Range 
Lie Low Little Dogies 
Lonesome Cowboy 
My Dusty Saddle 
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Popular 

Ragtime Cowboy Joe 
Silver On The Sage 
Song Of The Prairie 
The Call Of The Canyon 
The Last Round-Up 
The Old Chisholm Trail 
The Streets of Laredo 
Tumbling Tumbleweeds 
Whoopee Ti Yi Yo 

As Lately We Watched 
Bali Hai' 
Brother James' Air 
Carol Of The Drum 
Children's Marching Song 
Comin' Through The Rye 
Copenhagen 
Deep Purple 
God So Loved 
Gospel Train 
Go Tell It On The Mountain 
Honor, Honor 
I Love Life 
I Walked Today Where Jesus Walked 
I Wonder As I Wander 
Listen To The Lambs 
Little David, Play On Your Harp 
Madame Jeanette 
Now The Day Is Over 
Oh What A Beautiful Morning 
Pat-A-Pan 
Red Rosey Bush 
Resurrection Carol 
Rise Up Shepherd And Follow 
Russian Picnic 
Sleep Little Tiny King 
Smoke Gets In Your Eyes 
Sometimes I Feel Like A Motherless Child 
The Frog In The Spring 
The Little Jesus Came To Town 
The Surrey With The Fringe On Top 
Waltzing ~tatilda 
Were You There 
Yellow Bird 
Zum Gali Gali 
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Jeffrey R. Haskell 

Classical 

Western 

Alleluia (Mozart) 
Amen (Buxtehude) 
Ave Maris Stella (Grieg) 
Cantate Domino (Pitoni) 
Carmina Burana (Orff) 
Ceremony Of Carols (Britten) 
Confitemini Domino (Constantini) 
Floret Silva (Orff) 
Gaudete (Palestrina) 
Gloria, !WeIth Mass (Mozart) 
Gloria Patri (Palestrina) 
Hear Ye! Hear Yet (Buxtehude) 
Jesu, Der Du Meine Seele (Bach) 
Lift Thine Eyes (Mendelssohn) 
Lord's Prayer (Malotte) 
Messe De Minuit Pour Noel (Charpentier) 
Misa Viscaina (Duran) 
My Bonnie Lass (Morley) 
Panis Angelicus (Franck) 
Patron Das Macht Der Wind (Bach) 
Spring (Grieg) 
Stabat Mater (Pergolesi) 
Three Hungarian Folksongs (Seiber) 
To Thee 0 Lord (Beethoven) 

Blue Prairie 
Blue Shadows On The Trail 
Bury Me Not On The Lone Prairie 
Colorado Rose 
Colorado Trail 
Cool Water 
Cowpoke 
Empty Saddles 
Ghost Riders In The Sky 
High Chaparr.al 
Home On The Range 
Lie LOW, Little Dogies 
Lonesome Cowboy 
My Dusty Saddle 
o ~arry Me Home To The Lone Prairie 
Old Chisholm Trail 
Ole Faithful 
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Popular 

Ragtime Cowboy Joe 
Silver On The Sage 
Streets Of Laredo 
Tumblin' Tumbleweeds 
Wagon Wheels 
Whoopee Ti Yi Yo 

All Through The Night 
An Evening Song 
At The Gate Of Heaven 
Big Mama's Medicine Show 
Billy 
Brother Will, Brother John 
Camelot 
Daar Kom Die Alabama 
Do-Re-Mi 
Dry Bones 
Greensleeves 
Hi Jolly 
Hush My Babe 
I'd Like To Teach The World To Sing 
I Hear America Singing 
I Saw Her 
Kitty 
Lost In The Stars 
Love You 
Man Must Be Free 
Michelle 
My Favorite Things 
o Canada 
Oh What A Beautiful Morning 
Put Your Hand In The Hand 
Raindrops Keep Falling On My Head 
Sing A Rainbow 
Sound Of Music 
Swinging Along 
There Is A Ship 
Tie Me Kangaroo Down 
Tortured Land 
Walkin' Out On A Fine Summer Morn 
Waltzing Matida 
We're All Gonna .Get Together 
Where Is Love 
Yesterday 
You Can't Beat God Giving 
You'll Never Walk Alone 
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John Stuart Davis 

Classical 

Western 

Adoramus Te, Christe (Palestrina) 
Agnus Dei (Davis) 
Ahi, Che si Parti (Victoria) 
Ave Maria (Victoria) 
Cantate Domino (Hassler) 
Ceremony Of Carols (Britten) 
Come Unto Me (Peterson) 
Improvisation (McBride) 
Kittery (Billings) 
Lo, How A Rose E'er Blooming (Praetorius) 
Panis Angelicus (Franck) 
When Jesus Wept (Billings) 

Ajo! 
Alla En El Rancho Grande 
Big ~Iama' s Medicine Show 
Blue Prairie 
Blue Shadows On The Trail 
Cool Water 
Cowpoke 
Ghost Riders In The Sky 
High Chaparral 
Home On The Range 
I Cain't Get Offa My Horse 
I'm An Old Cowhand 
Last Round-Up 
o Carry Me Home To The Lone Prairie 
Ole Faithful 
Ragtime Cowboy Joe 
Rid in , Down A Western Trail 
Rid in , Down The Canyon 
Round-Up Lullaby 
Silver On The Sage 
Tumblin' Tumbleweeds 
Whooppee Ti Yi Yo 
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Popular 

America The Beautiful 
Arizona - Has Anybody Ever Seen It All? 
Camptown Races 
Cielito Lindo 
Clouds 
Down By The Riverside 
Do You Hear What I Hear? 
El Rancho Grande 
Erie Canal 
Five Hundred Miles 
God Bless America 
Gospel Train 
Go Tell It On The Mountain 
Guantanamera 
Hush My Babe 
I Hear America Singing 
It's A Small World 
I've Been Workin' On The Railroad 
Kitty 
Kum Bah Yah 
Make THe World A Little Younger 
Man Must Be Free 
Morning After 
Morning Hymn 
Morning Is Sunny 
My Uncle Terwilliger Waltzes With Bears 
Oh! Susannah 
Oklahoma! 
One By One 
Pop! Goes The Weasel 
Red River Valley 
River Song 
Sing 
Sleigh Ride 
Sound Of Music 
Steal Away 
Swinging Along 
There Is A Ship 
This Is My Country 
Thy Will Be Done 
Time In A Bottle 
Tucson - Arizona's Favorite Child 
Where You Goin' Friend? 
Yankee Doodle 
You'll Never Walk Alone 
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APPENDIX G 

ASSISTANT DIRECTORS AND ACCOMPANISTS 

Assistant Directors 

A number of individuals have worked with the Director of the 

Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus in the training of the younger singers in 

the Juniors and Intermediate groups. The following is a listing of 

these Assistant Directors with a brief statement of their backgrounds 

and qualifications. 

Dorothy Gimmestad (1955-1959) 

Gimmestad graduated from St. Olaf's College, Northfield, 

Minnesota, where she sang with the famous St. Olaf's Choir. She later 

received her master's degree in music education from the University of 

Arizona. Gimmestad was a supervising teacher in the Tucson Public 

Schools at the time she served as assistant to the Director of the 

Tucson Arizona Boys Chorus. 

W. Rudy Thompson (1959-1966, 1969-1970) 

Thompson received a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree from 

Carnegie-Mellon University in Pittsburg. He later was awarded a 

Master of Music Education degree from Ipdiana University at Bloomington. 

Thompson, who was the choral music instructor at Rincon High School 
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during the period he worked with the Chorus, served as interim 

director after Caso's death. He was also instrumental in securing 

Jeffrey Haskell as the new director. Thompson worked with both the 

Juniors and Intermediate groups until 1~66. He took several years off 

then returned in 1969 to direct the Intermediate group. Due to health 

reasons, he resigned his position with the Chorus in 1970. 

Thomas C. Patrick (1966-1974, 1976-1978) 

Patrick received his undergraduate degree from Illinois State 

University, and later was awarded a Master of Arts degree from the 

University of Arizona. During the period he worked with the younger 

boys, he was employed with the Tucson School District as the choral 

music instructor at Catalina High School. However, in 1974 he left 

his position at Catalina to become a full-time Associate Director for 

the Tucson Boys Chorus. His main duties in this new position were 

to train the younger groups, be responsible for the promotion of the 

Chorus and to handle many of the business details associated with the 

organization. After only one year, Patrick left his position with 

the Chorus and went back to the school district as the Choral Director 

at Palo Verde High School. Two years later, Patrick returned to the 

Chorus to assist John Davis on a part time basis. Due to a variety 

of conflicting activities, Patrick resigned his position as Assistant 

Director in 1978. 



Julian M. Ackerley (1978-1980) 

Ackerley received both his bachelor's and master's degrees 

from the University of Arizona in music education. During his two 

year tenure as the Assistant Director, he taught general and vocal 

music at Doolen Junior High School in the Tucson Unified School 

District. 

Other Directors 

include: 

Other assistant directors who worked briefly with the Chorus 

William Funk (1958) 

Funk worked briefly with Dorothy Gimmestad in 1958. 

He was a choral instructor in the Amphitheater School 

District. 

Charles Kurth (1975) 
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Kurth was hired by the Chorus after Patrick's resignation 

as Associate Director. His Bachelor's degree was in 

Sociology from Augustana College; however, he had 

musical experiences that qualified him for the position. 

His time with the Chorus was very brief, only nine 

months. 

Kenneth Cheeseman (1977) 

Cheeseman directed the Intermediate group for one 

semester while Davis was on tour with the touring 

group. He received a Bachelor of Music degree from 

the University of Arizona and a Master's degree from 
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the Univ~rsity of the Pacific in Stocktcr., California, 

both in music composition. Cheeseman did not continue 

with the Chorus due to his relocating in California. 

Accompanists 

There have been many pianists who have served as accompanists 

for the Chorus through the years. The following is a listing of the 

majority of these musicians. Since accompanist duties overlap and at 

times more than one accompanist was used for the Chorus, the dates 

listed here are an approximation of when the service began. 

1949 Dorothy Sayre 

1951 Tom Brancheau 

1953 Alfred Del Moral 

1959 Jeanne Perron 

1961 Ramona Goodwin 

1963 Ann Marie Hesla 

1964 Nancy Oldham 

1966 Janice Weatherspoon 

1968 Sheri Curtis 

1969 Paula Fan 

1970 Judy Peterson 

1971 Scott Youngs 

1971 Janice (Weatherspoon) Felty 

1972 Kim Karawsky 

1974 Kristy (Johnson) Hourscht 

1975 Tamsin Elliott 

1979 Korby Myrick 
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